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ABSTRACT 

 

Among the cancers of the urinary tract in men, prostate cancer is the most common 

and with the second highest mortality rate if not detected on time. The current protocol for 

prostate cancer diagnosis includes a screening blood test for prostate specific antigen (PSA), 

which is problematic due to its low specificity. Patients who present high levels of PSA 

undergo invasive procedures that are often unnecessary. Voided urine is the biological source 

of choice for the investigation of biomarkers for cancers of the urinary tract. GPC1, also known 

as Glypican 1, is a cell surface glycoprotein involved in cell division and growth regulation. It 

has been linked to some types of cancers, such as pancreas, breast and prostate. The main 

goal of this work was to develop an assay platform in order to determine whether GPC1 has 

potential as a biomarker for detection of prostate cancer in voided urine sediments samples. 

MIL38 is a mouse monoclonal antibody, originally raised against a bladder cancer cell line, 

that binds to GPC1; it is used as the core tool for this work. A fluorescence immunoassay for 

urine sediments was developed using MIL38 to detect GPC1 positive cells. Autofluorescence 

and low cells numbers generated bias in the study, which was otherwise promising. To 

overcome these problems, optimisation in the sample processing was done and upconversion 

nanoparticles (UCNP) and luminescent europium chelates tools were explored to develop an 

immunoassay to eliminate autofluorescence interference.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. CANCER OF THE PROSTATE 

 The prostate is an exocrine gland located between the bladder and the penis, in front 

of the rectum, and is crossed by the urethra. It is composed of approximately 70% glandular 

tissue, where cancer is more likely to be found, and 30% muscle tissue, which is rarely invaded 

by carcinoma. The glandular region is divided in three parts: the transition zone, where benign 

prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and 20% of cancers are located; the central zone, only accounting 

1-5% of prostatic cancers; and the peripheral zone, which is the biggest part of the glandular 

region, accounting for around 70% of carcinoma development[1].  

Different forms of prostate cancer are classified according to the tissue of origin as 

prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN), adenocarcinoma (which comprise the majority of the 

prostate cancers), and more aggressive and rarer such as mucinous adenocarcinoma, 

prostatic duct adenocarcinoma, small cell carcinoma, lymphoma and sarcoma[1]. It is also 

classified according to its grade (Gleason score), which describes the loss of prostate tissue 

structure, and gives a scale of malignancy of the tumour based on the 2 most prevalent 

patterns observed in the tissue[2]; and stage, which describes the degree of invasion or 

spread of malignant cells (tumour, node and metastasis or TNM)[1, 3].  

According to the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, the estimated incidence 

of prostate cancer for 2017 in Australia was over 16,600 newly diagnosed cases, accounting 

for 23% of all cancer diagnosis in men, being the second cause of death for cancer, after lung 

carcinomas [4]. In NSW alone, there is an estimate of 66,000 men living with the disease in 

2017[5].  It is an age-related disease, rarely appearing in men younger than 40 years[1], and 
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with an increased risk within older men, with 1 in 7 men 85 years old and over at risk of 

developing the disease[4]. As the life expectancy in Australia is increasing over the years, the 

incidence of prostate cancer is likely to keep increasing as well. However, early diagnosis and 

adequate treatments have increased the chances of survival[4]. 

 

1.2. CURRENT DIAGNOSTICS: CAPACITY AND LIMITATIONS 

The diagnosis of prostate cancer can be done through screening tests of asymptomatic 

men at risk (with direct family history of prostate cancer, aged between 55-69)[6], or when 

presenting some symptoms, such as urine haematuria, difficulty to urinate, and pelvic pain 

[3]. The initial tests are blood levels of prostate specific antigen (PSA), which is an androgen 

regulated serine protease which functions to digest proteins from the semen and it is secreted 

almost exclusively by the prostate epithelium[1, 7]; and digital rectal examination (DRE)[1, 3]. 

When abnormalities are found in these tests, a transrectal ultrasound-guided needle biopsy 

of the prostate is performed[1, 3]. The tissue is then analysed by pathologists and graded 

according to the Gleason Score[2]. For high degree tumours, and PSA levels above 10ng/mL, 

imaging techniques such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)[8], and Computed 

Tomography (CT) scanning are used to search for metastasis[1]. 

The use of blood PSA levels as a screening tool for early diagnosis of prostate cancer 

has remained controversial for many years. There is not a clear cutoff level above which it can 

be undoubtedly concluded that a malignancy is present. The standard cutoff of PSA to 

undergo a biopsy is of 4 ng/mL, but only about 30% of men tested would be positive for 

prostate cancer[7] at these levels, which means that the remaining 70% would have 

unnecessarily been through a risky and uncomfortable procedure that can bring 
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consequences such as pain, haemorrhages and infections[9]. From those diagnosed with 

prostate cancer, most men will chose radical treatments even in those cases of low grade 

tumours that would be indolent over the life time of the patients, in the hope of avoiding 

progression to more serious forms of the disease, despite the secondary effects such 

treatments can have, such as incontinence and impotence[6].  In addition, most of the more 

aggressive types of prostate cancer are present in men with normal levels of PSA[1, 6]. The 

health care system therefore faces a dilemma: whether to run screening tests in men within 

the range of age of risk (55-69 years old) and over-diagnose and over-treat patients, or modify 

the policies to reduce the over-diagnosis, risking missing patients with aggressive pathologies. 

To address this problem, there are significant research efforts to identify novel biomarkers 

and find new technologies to increase the specificity of the standard screening tests, in order 

to better discern between indolent and clinically significant cancers and provide a reliable 

prognosis that help to make adequate decisions for the care of the patient.  

 

1.3. OTHER BIOMARKERS FOR PROSTATE CANCER DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS 

A lot of effort has been invested in the improvement of the performance of PSA tests 

in order to increase specificity and to be able to build a risk stratification scale to provide the 

most adequate treatment to the patients. As more information has been discovered about 

the biology of PSA, several attempts have been made to use this information to generate 

confirmation tests for PSA screening. Table 1.3.1 summarises the most important variants of 

PSA test.  
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Table 1.3.1. Variants of PSA test in detecting cancer of the prostate (CaP) 

Test Principle Application Sensitivity/ 
Specificity 

Ref 

Total PSA 
All immunologically detected PSA. 
High levels are associated with CaP. Diagnosis High/Low 

[10-
12] 

PSA 
density 

PSA/prostate volume ratio. Elevated 
values associated with CaP. 

Diagnosis and 
Prognosis High/Moderate [13] 

PSA 
velocity 

Rate of change of PSA: increase of 2 
ng/L/year associated with CaP 
lethality 

Prognosis High/Moderate [14] 

Free PSA 

Unbound from alpha-1-
antichymotrypsin. Free to total PSA 
ratio lower than cutoff level is 
associated with CaP.  

Diagnosis High/Low [15-
17] 

ProPSA Uncleaved precursor of PSA. High 
levels are associated with CaP Diagnosis High/Low [18, 

19] 

PHI 
Prostate Health Index, a relationship 
between proPSA, free-PSA and Total-
PSA(elevated in BPH) levels in blood. 

Diagnosis Better than 
PSA 

[20] 

hK2 PSA (hK3) like peptidase. High levels 
are associated with CaP Prognosis Better than 

PSA 
[21, 
22] 

hK2/fPSA Detection of CaP in PSA in “grey 
area” (2-10ng/mL) Diagnosis Better than 

PSA 
[23, 
24] 

4K Relationship of Total-PSA, free-PSA, 
proPSA, and hK2 Prognosis Better than 

PSA 
[25, 
26] 

 

Total PSA and the PSA/freePSA ratio are currently run in Australia pathology labs 

(according to brochures of Douglass Hanly Moir Pathology and Laverty Pathology labs, two 

important pathology services providers) to monitor prostate health. In general, the 

performance of any of these models improved the specificity of total PSA and the sensitivity 

in what is known as “grey area”, which is a PSA concentration range in which the power of 

the test reaches a minimum. However, they do not address the problem of prognosis or risk 

stratification. 

Research in novel biomarkers, not only for prostate cancer detection, but for 

prognosis, has been very prolific in the last 20 years. Urinary biomarkers are of particular 
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interest, given that urine is a complex body fluid easy to obtain in a non-invasive manner. As 

described in a previous section, the urethra crosses the prostate and merges with ejaculatory 

ducts through which prostate fluid passes into the urethra. This way, biological material from 

the prostate (proteins, nucleic acids, cells, etc.) is found in urine. In Table 1.3.2 some of the 

most studied urine biomarkers are summarised. 

 

Table 1.3.2 Other biomarkers in urine for diagnosis and prognosis of prostate cancer (CaP). 

Biomarker Principle Application 
Sensitivity/ 
Specificity Ref 

PCA3 
Post-DRE urinary non-encoding 
RNA, highly over expressed in 
CaP. 

Diagnosis Low/High [27, 
28] 

TMPRSS2:ERG 

Post-DRE urinary androgen-
regulated gene (measured as 
RNA) fused to an oncogene, 
present in ~50% of CaP. 

Diagnosis 
Higher than PSA 
in combination 

with PCA3 
[29] 

DLX1 and 
HOXC6 

Post-DRE urinary genes 
(measured as RNA) up-
regulated in mid to high grade 
tumours, evaluated in complex 
multifactorial models.  

Diagnosis 
and 

Prognosis 
Low/High [30] 

AMACR or 
P504S 

Enzyme involved in metabolism 
of fatty acids, found to be 
overexpressed in CaP. Detected 
by Immunocytochemistry. 

Diagnosis Moderate/High 
[31, 
32] 

hTERT Telomerase activity Diagnosis Moderate/High [33, 
34] 

 

Nucleic acid biomarkers are the most abundant among those studied in relation to 

prostate cancer diagnosis and prognosis and have been reviewed extensively[35-37]. Some 

work has been developed in detecting the expression of certain proteins associated with 

cancer on the surface of the cells from urine sediments by immunocytochemistry[38, 39]. This 
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is the approach taken in the present work to study the relevance of a novel biomarker, 

Glypican 1 (or GPC1), for the detection of prostate cancer in urine sediments. 

 

1.4. MIL38 AND GLYPICAN 1 

1.4.1. MIL38 History 

MIL-38, formerly known as BLCA-38, is a mouse monoclonal antibody (IgG1) raised 

against the bladder cancer cell line UCRU-BL-17 [40]. It has been shown that it is able to detect 

bladder cancer cells in voided urine [40], and it specifically stains cancer cells in prostate 

tissue[41]. It has been tested in subcutaneous xenografts for imaging and therapy with high 

tumour binding specificity[42-44]. Minomic International Limited acquired the rights over the 

antibody and changed its name to MIL-38.  

For just over 10 years, the antigen of this antibody was unknown, and it was reported 

as very difficult to determine[41]. Its identification by mass spectrometry was elusive, it was 

found to be a highly glycosylated protein and the epitope was sensitive to reduction. All these 

factors made it very difficult to identify. However, the antigen was eventually found belong 

to Glypican 1[45].   

There are other anti-GPC1 antibodies commercially available. However, the 

immunogen for these antibodies are in their majority peptides or truncated recombinant 

proteins produced in bacteria, and their ability to detect the native form is poor (data not 

shown). The advantage of MIL38 antibody to study expression of GPC1 in human samples 

(tissues and cells) is that the antibody binds strongly to the native form of the protein, which 

has a very compact tertiary structure (See Figure 1.4.2.1 below). This ability and the observed 
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robustness of the antibody itself, make it ideal to develop a diagnostic platform that could 

potentially be incorporated into pathology laboratories. 

 

1.4.2.  GPC1 structure and function 

 Glypican 1 (GPC1) is a GPI-anchored membrane glycoprotein. It belongs to a family of 

6 proteins (Glypicans 1 to 6) which share signals for translocation, a hydrophobic GPI anchor 

site, 14 Cysteines and a domain for heparan sulphate binding near the C terminus[46, 47]. 

They also present two N-glycosylation sites that are not conserved. In GPC1 it has been shown 

that the N-glycans affect the protein expression and the heparan sulphate substitution[46]. 

The protein forms a very tight -helical globular structure[47], (Figure 1.4.2.1-A). The correct 

folding is independent of N-glycans, but heparan sulphates seems to play a role in the folding 

of the protein [46].  It also has been shown that GPC1 is able to form dimers[47]. 

 

Figure 1.4.2.1.- A. Model of GPC1 protein core, showing different domains and 

positions of N-glycosylations. Figure prepared with Chimera[48], using data from the 

Protein Data Base (PDB), accession 4YWT, based on [49] B. Schematic representation 

of GPC1, showing major domains and glycosylation sites[49].  
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 The molecular weight of the mature protein with glucosaminoglycans (GAGs or 

heparan sulphates) and N-linked glycans can reach over 220 kDa. On removal of the heparan-

sulphates and N-linked glycans the molecular weight of the protein is ~55 kDa. This is smaller 

than the precursor, which is 60 kDa, due to cleavage of residues at the N-terminal during 

processing through the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi.   

 GPC1 is expressed in developing and adult brain and has been linked to neuronal 

differentiation [50]. GPC1 is involved in Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF-2), Transforming 

Growth Factor-β (TGF- β) and Epidermal-like Growth Factor (EGF) mediated signalling[51-54]. 

These growth factors are thus known as Heparin Binding Growth Factors (HBGF).  It has been 

shown that GPC1 stimulates S-phase of the cell cycle and can promote DNA mutation[55], but 

if it is either over expressed or knocked down, it interferes with cell growth by arresting the 

cell cycle in metaphase [56].  

 The involvement of GPC1 in cell growth processes and cell differentiation suggests this 

protein may be important in cancer related studies.  

 

1.4.3.  GPC1 and cancer 

Over the last 20 years, interest in GPC1’s involvement in cancer has been increasing. 

However, there are conflicting results about the role of GPC1 in cell proliferation. There are 

only a few reports of overexpression of GPC1 in cancerous tissue: GPC1 is reported to be 

overexpressed in glioma vessels, and that it stimulates FGF-2 signalling mediated growth of 

cultured brain [54].   Although not over expressed, GPC1 has been suggested to participate in 

angiogenesis and cell proliferation in pancreatic cancer [57, 58], breast cancer [52], prostate 

cancer [59], and ameloblastomas [60].  Moreover, expression of GPC1 in neuroendocrine 
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tumours decreases as malignancy increases [61]. All these studies suggest that GPC1 has 

potential as a cancer biomarker, and therefore, it is of interest to investigate how the 

expression of GPC1 in urine sediments is related to cancers of the urinary tract.  

1.4.4. Biomarker discovery and validation 

A biomarker is an indicator that can be measured (a cellular, biochemical, and/or 

molecular characteristic), that describes a biological state in association with disease [62-64]. 

It can be classified as “predictive biomarker” (predicts response to specific treatments); 

“prognostic biomarker” (informs about risks and progression of a condition) and “diagnostic 

biomarker” (identifies a condition present in a patient)[62, 64]. The first step in the 

development of biomarkers research is the “discovery” of the biomarker. Candidates can be 

sourced from a well-defined biological process or from high throughput techniques, such as 

proteomics and genomics[64]. The development of assays to monitor a new biomarker is 

usually contrasted with a gold standard, which is the best diagnostic or prognosis test 

available at the time. For example, for prostate cancer, typical gold standard for diagnosis  are 

blood PSA and biopsy. 

The validation process as described by the National Cancer Institute’s Early Detection 

Research Network (EDRN) consists of 5 different phases: 1) preclinical exploratory studies, in 

which a case for a specific marker is made through the collection of evidence for suitability; 

2) clinical assay development, which consist of 3 steps: analytical validity (development and 

validation of a test or assay, from patient selection criteria, sample collection and processing, 

assay platform and data analysis), clinical validity (biomarker power of discriminating two or 

more populations, e.g. healthy and cancer patients), and clinical utility (whether the 

knowledge of the biomarker state helps to improve patients outcome); 3) retrospective 
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longitudinal repository studies, in which, through a large number of samples, it is confirmed 

the ability of the biomarker test in detecting the disease and a cut-off is defined; 4) 

prospective screening studies, aiming to determine the ability of the biomarker test in 

detecting early stages of the disease; and 5) cancer control studies, which is similar to clinical 

utility, but with a large population[62, 63]. The work presented here fits under steps 1 and 2 

of phase 2, clinical development.  

 

1.4.5. Goals of this study 

The main goal of the present study was to determine whether GPC1 expressed on the 

surface of the prostate cells found in urine sediments has potential to be used for the 

detection of prostate cancer. In order to achieve that, an immunofluorescence assay using 

MIL38 antibody was developed and a small patient trial was run. Several problems related to 

different interferents with the assay reduced the value of the trial, but results seemed to be 

promising. Therefore, different approaches to overcome these problems were taken. A final 

improved test platform was developed and is ready to be used to run a second patient trial. 
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE ASSAY TO 

DETECT GLYPICAN 1 ON URINE CELLS FOR PROSTATE CANCER 

DIAGNOSIS 

2.1. SUMMARY 

An immunofluorescence assay using MIL38 antibody to detect GPC1 in urine cells has 

been developed, in order to assess the suitability of GPC1 as a biomarker for diagnosis of 

prostate cancer. A small pilot trial was done with patient samples, but low yield of cells, 

complex sample matrixes and autofluorescence interfered with the assay, introducing bias 

in the results. Despite the difficulties, a sensitivity of 55.6% and a specificity of 73.4% were 

achieved, therefor an improvement of the assay platform was pursued.  

 

2.2. INTRODUCTION: URINE CYTOLOGY AND IMMUNOASSAYS 

2.2.1. Cytology for diagnosis of cancers of the urinary tract 

Urine cytology is the microscopic examination of sediments obtained from urinary 

specimens, which can be voided urine (collected directly in an appropriate container), 

catheterised urine (collected directly from the bladder using a catheter), bladder and urinary 

tract washes (obtained with a cystoscope) and ileal conduit (for patients that have 

undergone radical cystectomy)[65]. Normal urine sediments are composed mainly of 

urothelial cells and some non-cellular elements such as crystals and casts, but it also 

contains glandular cells from the prostate (men), endometrium (women), renal tubular cells, 

peripheral blood cells and sperm [65].  
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Urine cytology is used mainly for screening or surveillance of people with risk factors 

associated with, or history of, urothelial cancer, and for diagnosis in patients presenting 

symptoms, in joint with cystoscopy and tissue biopsy[65]. However, studies have shown that 

cytology has high specificity but very poor sensitivity when challenged with low grade 

bladder cancer, due to a lack of characteristics that would make these cells recognizable as 

malignant by the examiner[66, 67]. Moreover, it has been reported that agreement among 

multiple pathologists examining the same samples is limited [68], despite some efforts made 

to establish structural features to recognise these pathologies[66, 69].  Additionally, urinary 

sample preparation also affects accuracy of cytological tests, as shown by some studies[67, 

70-73], given the different methods used to prepare urine sediment specimens. First, 

sample preservation varies depending on the time between collection and analysis: fresh 

specimens up to 24h might not need fixation and can be preserved refrigerated; above this 

time, preservation with an equal volume of 50% - 70% ethanol and 2% carbowax 

(Saccomanno fluid) is recommended to avoid degeneration[74]. Second, slides can be 

prepared using different techniques, depending on the laboratory. These include 

sedimentation and smearing, membrane filtration, cytocentrifugation (cytospin), and thin 

layer methods (ThinPrep)[75]. In order to alleviate these problems, efforts are being made 

to unify and systematise the classification protocol for urinary cytology[66], including the 

use of biomarkers linked to cancer and its progression [66, 76] 

 

2.2.2. Approaches using detection of cancer biomarkers on urine cells 

Several studies have been done to improve current urine tests performance by the use 

of molecular and protein biomarkers. Some of these have been tested to detect malignant 
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cells in urine sediments using DNA probes in fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH)[77], or 

antibodies in immunocytochemistry (ICC)[78], and immunofluorescence assays (IFA)[38, 39]. 

Some of these studies done for bladder cancer have made their way through clinical trials to 

commercial products: UroVysion, which detects aneuploidy for chromosomes 3, 7, 17, and 

loss of the 9p21 locus; and ImmunoCyt (or uCyt), detects a high molecular-weight form of 

glycosylated carcinoembryonic antigen and two sub-glycosylated mucins. Comparative 

studies between these assays and standard cytology suggest that the use of them together 

increase the sensitivity and specificity when compared with the individual tests [79-81].  

Other biomarkers are currently being investigated for the detection of prostate cancer 

cells in urine sediments by fluorescence microscopy, such as alpha-methylacyl CoA racemase 

(AMACR) and erythroblast transformation-specific related gene (ERG) [38, 39, 82];  receptors 

for the vasoactive intestinal peptide (VPAC1 and VPAC2)[83]; and accumulation of 

protoporphyrin IX in the presence of an excess of  5-aminolevulinic acid [84], this last also 

tested successfully on bladder cancer specimens[85].  

Efforts are aimed not only to assist current non-invasive tests in early detection of the 

diseases, but also for prognosis and progression surveillance. For example, a combination of 

cytology, UroVysion, UCyt and soluble marker NMP22 have proven useful to monitor 

recurrence of non-muscular invasive bladder cancer [86].  

 

2.2.3. MIL38, urine cells and prostate cancer 

As described previously, MIL-38 antibody (originally BLCA-38) was raised against a 

bladder cancer cell line[40]. It had been tested before in urine cells from patients presenting 

transitional cell carcinoma of the bladder (stages T2-T4) in an immunofluorescence assay 
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successfully [40], and it had been proven to detect cancer cells in frozen sections of prostate 

cancer tissue[41]. In this work it was intended to optimise a urine cells IFA for the detection 

of prostate cancer cells in voided urine samples using MIL-38 antibody as a probe. 

 

2.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.3.1. Equipment and supplies 

i. Centrifuges: 

a. Fixed angle, to fit 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes and able to reach speeds of 500- 

2000 g 

b. Fixed angle, to fit 50 mL centrifuge tubes and able to reach speeds of 200-500 g 

ii. Inverted microscope (Zeiss Observer 5) with 10X and 20X objectives. 

iii. Fluorescent microscope (Zeiss) with a mercury lamp, objectives of 40X and 100X 

magnification and filters for 490 nm and 350 nm.  

iv. Cell culture incubator with CO2 feed. 

v. Laminar flow safety cabinet class II. 

vi. Incubator 37o C. 

vii. Fume hood.  

viii. Automatic pipettes ranging from 0.5 to 1000 µL. 

ix. Epoxy-coated slides for immunohistochemistry (IHC) or immunofluorescence assay 

(IFA), one or two 8 mm wells (Medical Packaging Corporation # CPS-0108 (1 well per 

slide) or # CPS-0208 (2 wells per slide). 

x. Cover slips (22x22 mm2, thickness per the objectives used) 

xi. Coplin Staining Jars 
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xii. General plastic ware: microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 mL), conical centrifuge tubes (15 

mL and 50 mL), pipette tips, tissue culture flasks, sterile transfer pipettes. 

 

2.3.2. Reagents 

All chemicals used were analytical grade. Ultra-pure water (Milli-Q); sodium 

phosphate monobasic; sodium phosphate dibasic; potassium phosphate monobasic; sodium 

chloride; potassium chloride; Ammonium chloride; potassium bicarbonate; 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA); 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Sigma# D9542, 

powder, stock of 5mg/mL in DMSO) or Hoechst dye (Thermo-Fisher# H1399, powder, stock 

of 10mg/mL in water); Glycerol. Skim Milk powder used was purchased in the supermarket.  

MIL-38 antibody was kindly provided by Minomic International Inc. Goat anti-mouse IgG, 

conjugated with FITC (Jackson Immuno-Research# 115-095-062) or Alexa Fluor 488 (Highly 

cross-adsorbed, Life Technologies# A11029). Goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with FITC 

(Cayman# 10006588). Fluoroshield mounting medium (SIGMA# F6182). For cell culture, RPMI-

1640 culture medium supplemented with L-glutamine (Gibco# 61870127) and Foetal Bovine 

Serum. 

 

2.3.3. Solutions 

All solutions were prepared in MQ water, unless specified otherwise. 

i. Neutralising Phosphate Buffer:  NaH2PO4 - Na2HPO4 100 mM, pH 7. 

ii. Dulbecco’s Phosphate buffered saline (DPBS): 0.137 M NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 10 mM 

Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4 pH 7.2-7.4 

iii. Red blood cells lysis solution:  1.5 M NH4Cl, 70 mM KHCO3, 1.3 mM EDTA 
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iv. Blocking solution: 5% skim milk in DPBS. 

v. Counterstaining solution: DAPI or Hoechst 1-10 µg/mL in DPBS 

vi. Primary antibody solution: 10 µg/mL of MIL38 antibody in blocking solution. 

vii. Secondary antibody solution: 10 µg/mL goat anti-mouse-FITC, 4 µg/mL goat anti-

mouse-Alexa488, in blocking solution (Protect from light). 

 

2.3.4. Cells  

i. Cultured cells  

Two cell lines were used as controls for the assay using MIL38 antibody: Prostate 

Cancer cell line (DU145, derived from a brain metastasis, ATCC-HTB-81) was used as positive 

control[41]; non-invasive bladder cancer (C3, derived from Bladder Cancer cell line UCRU-BL-

17CL[87, 88], kindly provided by Dr Pamela Russell), was used as a negative control, as it 

historically had been used in the laboratory.  Breast cancer cell line MDA MB 231 (ATCC-HTB-

26) was used in some specificity experiments. DU145 and MDA MB 231 cells were cultured as 

recommended by ATCC with some modifications. Briefly, cells were grown in T75 culture 

flasks (Greiner) in RPMI-1640 medium containing Glutamax and supplemented with 10% 

Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS). Passages were done when reaching 75% confluence, detaching 

the cells with 10 mM EDTA in PBS and subculturing in a 1/5 ratio. Procedure to culture and 

subculture the C3 cell line was the same used for DU145. Culture medium used was RPMI-

1640 supplemented with 20% FBS. 

ii. Urine Cells 

Patient samples analysed in this part of the work correspond to those approved by the 

Human Research Ethics Committee of University of New South Wales for the project “Use of 
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a Monoclonal Antibody toward a cell surface biomarker to detect Prostate Cancer” (HREC 

10174, see Appendix A-1) run by Minomic International Ltd. Mid-stream void urine was 

collected by the patient into 100 mL urine containers with 50 mL neutralisation buffer (200 

mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0). Upon arrival to the lab, samples were transferred to 50 mL 

centrifuge tubes and spun down at 300 g for 5 min to collect the cells. Supernatant was 

discarded, and cells were resuspended in 1 mL DPBS and transferred to 1.5 mL centrifuge 

tubes. Cells were washed twice with DPBS and resuspended in this buffer for further 

processing. The volume of DPBS used to resuspend the cells depended on the size of the cell 

pellet, although using a subjective criterion.  

 

2.3.5. Basic slide assay 

 i. Slides:  

 The slides used for this assay were coated with epoxy groups, in order to stabilise the 

cells onto the slide. The epoxy groups bind the primary amino groups present on the surface 

of the cells, which minimises the loss of cells during the processing. Slides had either one or 

two 8 mm wells, where the cells were spotted.  

 ii. Cells fixation:  

 The general procedure consisted of spotting a drop of cells suspended in DPBS (either 

urine or cultured cells) onto a well and air-dry the slides either at room temperature or at 

37°C. Slides were then immersed into ice-cold acetone at -20°C during 3 min for fixation, 

followed by another air-dry step. At this point, slides were either wrapped into tissue paper 

and stored into a plastic bag with desiccant in the fridge or were immunostained directly. 
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iii. Immunostaining:   

All the incubations were performed in a humid chamber at room temperature, for 30 

min. Fixed slides were rinsed with DPBS and blocked (30 L/well; blocking agent optimisation 

below). Slides were washed once with DPBS and carefully dried around the wells with a tissue. 

Cells were incubated with the primary antibody diluted into blocking solution (mainly MIL38 

at 10 g/mL, 30 L/well). A secondary antibody alone control was always prepared to monitor 

non-specific binding of this antibody. For that control, blocking solution was used instead of 

the primary antibody solution in this step. Slides were washed once with DPBS and incubated 

with the secondary antibody diluted in blocking solution (mainly goat-anti mouse-FITC at 10 

g/mL, 30 µL/well). Slides were washed twice with DPBS and incubated in DPBS containing 1 

g/mL of DAPI (for nuclear counterstaining). Slides were air-dry for 5 min and mounted with 

8 L/well of Fluoroshield mounting medium before putting on the coverslip. Slides were then 

manually scanned, using eyepieces, in a fluorescence microscope, under the blue filter (“FITC” 

filter) to inspect for antibody staining and under the ultraviolet filter (“DAPI” filter) to confirm 

the presence of a nucleus. 

 

2.4. ASSAY OPTIMISATION 

 i. Staining intensity scale 

For most of this assay development, an arbitrary and subjective scale was used to 

assign a staining degree, from “negative” to “very strong”, based on the brightness perceived 

in the microscope and with no quantitative measurement of the background. Figure 2.4.1 

shows an example of the intensities associated with the different degrees of staining used in 

the following sections, for reference. 
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Figure 2.4.1. Example of fluorescence intensities associated with different staining 

degrees, from “negative” (-) to “very strong” (++++). Top: bright field. Bottom: 

fluorescence under blue filter, 20 ms. 

 

ii. Blocking 

 Originally, the assay did not have a blocking step, and sometimes results were not 

clear: normally, cultured cells wouldn’t show a strong autofluorescence. However, the 

secondary alone controls, which test non-specific binding to the cells without primary 

antibody, gave inconsistent results, i.e. often negative, but sometimes positive. Therefore, a 

screening of blocking agents was performed. Bovine serum albumin (BSA, 1%), goat and sheep 

sera (1% and 10%) and skim milk (5%) in DPBS were tested. Protocol described above was 

followed, using MIL38 as a primary antibody and goat-anti mouse-FITC as secondary antibody. 

Results are summarised in Table 2.4.1 
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Table 2.4.1. Summary of results of blocking screening. Samples were run in duplicates. 

2 Ab alone: secondary antibody alone control. Intensity of the fluorescence observed in 

the microscope is described with an arbitrary scale: from very strong (++++), strong 

(+++), weak (++), very weak (+) and negative (–). 

Blocking Agent Antibody Reaction* 

5% skim milk 
MIL38 ++++ 

2 Ab alone - 

1% BSA 
MIL38 ++++ 

2 Ab alone - 

1% sheep serum 
MIL38 ++++ 

2 Ab alone ++ 

10% sheep serum 
MIL38 +++ 

2 Ab alone + 

1% goat serum 
MIL38 +++ 

2 Ab alone + 

10% goat serum 
MIL38 ++ 

2 Ab alone + 

 *The reaction grading was done arbitrarily, based on the overall brightness 

of the staining observed under the microscope. As staining is not uniform 

in all the cells, a qualitative approach was preferred.  

  

Traditionally, serum from the species in which the secondary antibody is raised into is 

used as blocking agent in the different immunoassay formats. Also, skim milk and BSA are 

popular for this application. Both skim milk and BSA worked well as blocking agents in this 

assay.  However, neither goat of sheep sera in any of the concentrations used was effective, 

and rather increased the non-specific binding, observed as a positive signal in the secondary 

antibody alone (2 Ab alone) control.  
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 Based on these results, it is observed that both 1% BSA and 5% skim milk in DPBS were 

good blockers.  For this work, due to its lower price, 5% skim milk in DPBS was selected as a 

blocking agent for the immunofluorescent assay (IFA).  

iii. Search for a prostate specific marker: 

MIL38 antibody was raised against the bladder cancer cell line UCRU-BL-17-CL[40]. 

Given that urine sediments include cells from the whole urinary tract (from the bladder, all 

the way to the urethra), it is likely that the assay will detect bladder cancer cells in urine 

sediment specimens. Both prostate and bladder cancers are among the 10 more commonly 

diagnosed cancers in Australia, being the incidence of prostate cancer higher than that for 

bladder cancer (23% and 3% of cases reported respectively)[4]. Despite the higher probability 

of prostate cancer, cells from the prostate in urine sediments are scarce, predominating the 

cells from the bladder. The cross-reactivity of MIL38 with both prostate and bladder cancer 

cells makes it desirable to have a multiplex system that confirms that every positive cell for 

the biomarker under scrutiny for prostate cancer is indeed from the prostate, and also to 

confirm the presence of prostate cells in both test and control samples. At this point of the 

development, the Prostate Specific G-protein coupled Receptor (PSGR) was tested, using 3 

different cell lines (DU145, prostate cancer; MDA MB 231, breast cancer; and C3, bladder 

cancer) and healthy urine sediments (male and female). As a preliminary assay to test the 

suitability of this reported prostate specific marker, the same IFA protocol described above 

was followed; using either MIL38 detected with a goat anti-mouse-FITC secondary antibody 

or with rabbit polyclonal anti PSGR antibody (Sapphire Bioscience) detected with a goat anti-

rabbit-FITC secondary antibody. The IFA was also performed with secondary antibody alone 

controls to monitor non-specific binding of these conjugates. Results are shown in Table 2.4.2  
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Table 2.4.2. Summary of results of preliminary test of PSGR as a prostate biomarker. 

Cultured DU145, C3 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines were prepared as described in 2.3.4-i. 

Normal male and female urine cells were prepared as described in 2.3.4-ii. Intensity of 

the fluorescence observed in the microscope is described with an arbitrary scale: from 

very strong (++++), strong (+++), weak (++), very weak (+) and negative (–). 

Sample Antibody Reaction 

DU145 

MIL38 ++++ 

Anti-mouse alone - 

PSGR ++++ 

Anti-rabbit alone - 

C3 

MIL38 - 

Anti-mouse alone - 

PSGR ++++ 

Anti-rabbit alone - 

MDA MB 231 

MIL38 ++ 

Anti-mouse alone - 

PSGR ++++ 

Anti-rabbit alone - 

Male urine 

MIL38 - 

Anti-mouse alone - 

PSGR +++ 

Anti-rabbit alone + 

Female Urine 

MIL38 - 

Anti-mouse alone - 

PSGR +++ 

Anti-rabbit alone + 
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Results show that with the method used and the particular antibody chosen for the 

experiment, PSGR is not a suitable marker to identify prostate cells, as it binds to all of the 

cells tested. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that its expression varies among prostate 

cancer cells, depending on the malignancy [89, 90], which would make interpretation of 

results difficult.  Other proteins have been reported as prostate specific markers in IFA of 

urine sediments, such as Prostein [39] and Nkx3.1 [38]. However, these markers have been 

linked to cancer of the prostate too [91, 92]. These and other markers, such as Prostate 

Specific Membrane Antigen (PSMA) and ETS-related Gene (ERG) are used to identify prostatic 

origin of metastatic lesions [93]. However, Nkx3.1 has been reported in liver cells[94].  

Despite the lack of success in the optimisation of a multiplex system to detect prostate 

specific GPC1 positive cells, a small pilot study was done to test the suitability of GPC1 on 

urine sediments for prostate cancer diagnosis, using MIL38 antibody.  

  

2.5. PILOT STUDY WITH PATIENT SAMPLES 

2.5.1. Study design 

 With the optimised assay, a pilot study with patient samples was run. All the patients 

were male between 40 and 80 years of age. The samples collected were classified according 

to the following groups: 

- Normal (N): normal healthy men. 

- Benign Prostate Hyperplasia (BPH). 

- Prostate Cancer (CaP), with or without metastasis. 

- Radical Prostatectomy (RP), with low PSA levels.  
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 N, BPH and RP (for which low levels of PSA are an indication of absence of metastasis) 

are used as negative controls. Patients with prostate cancer were all treated the same, 

without discriminating the severity of the condition, i.e. without sub-classifications based on 

the aggressiveness of the tumour or the presence or absence of metastasis. Given that this 

was a preliminary study, the main focus was on the performance of the assay and a gross 

examination of GPC1 as a cell surface cancer biomarker, using MIL38 antibody. 

 Patients were approached by the collaborator clinicians (Dr. Paul Cozzi, from Hurstville 

Community Private Hospital, Hurstville NSW-for BPH and RP samples; Prof. Paul D’Souza from 

St George Private Hospital, Kogarah, NSW-for CaP samples; A-Prof. Mark Frydenberg from the 

Australian Urologist Associates Clinic, Malvern, Victoria-negative controls; Prof Mark Willcox, 

School of Optometry and Vision Science, UNSW, Kensington NSW-for normal healthy 

controls). Patients were all informed about the study and informed consent was received 

from each patient to get, process and analyse their samples.  

 Samples were collected as described above and transported to the lab on ice (an 

express courier service was used for samples collected in Melbourne), where they were 

processed within 3 days of collection as described above.  Samples were randomly numbered 

by a colleague and processed in a single blind fashion, in duplicates, as per optimised assay. 

A single negative control assay (secondary antibody alone control) was done per sample. A 

minimum of 10 cells per well were required to accept a sample for analysis. A full screening 

of the whole well was done in each case, and a single positive cell was sufficient to declare 

the sample positive. Positive fragments were not considered. After obtaining results, these 

were matched with the original sample type (CaP, RP, BPH or N) to quantify specificity and 

sensitivity of the assay. A summary of the analysed samples can be found in Appendix A-2.  
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2.5.2. Results 

 A total of 122 samples were analysed: 26 N, 33 BPH, 38 RP and 25 CaP. However, only 

60% of the total samples met the criteria of 10 cells per well for further analysis. To determine 

the performance of the assay as a diagnosis tool for prostate cancer, two parameters were 

calculated: 

-Sensitivity (false negative results):  

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
∗ 100 

-Specificity (or false positive results):  

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
∗ 100 

These values are typically arranged in a table like this: 

 
Problem 

samples 

Control 

samples 
Total 

Positive True positive False positive TP + FP 

Negative False negative True negative FN + TN 

Total TP + FN FP + TN Total samples 

 

 Using this criterion, both parameters were calculated to evaluate the performance of 

the assay to detect prostate cancer. Table 2.5.2.1 shows the results when combining all the 

negative controls. 
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 Table 2.5.2.1. Determination of sensitivity and specificity of the immunofluorescence 

assay. 

 CaP N+BPH+RP Total 

Positive 5 17 22 

Negative 4 47 51 

Total 9 64 73 

Sensitivity 55.6   

Specificity 73.4   

 

  Although the sensitivity of the assay was only 55.6%, the specificity was relatively 

high. The identity of the cells as prostate cells was not monitored, as no suitable prostate 

marker was available at the time of this study, and there is no certainty of the efficiency of 

the sample collection method used in recovering cells from the prostate. It has been 

extensively reported that  digital rectal examination (DRE) or prostate massage previous to 

sample collection, is preferred to ensure the release of prostatic fluids and thus prostate cells 

into the urinary ducts for urine tests associated with the prostate [95-97]. This requisite 

remains controversial, as it makes both clinicians and patients uncomfortable. Some have 

reported that “first catch urine” samples are enriched in prostate fluids, when compared with 

mid-stream urine samples [98, 99]. The results observed may be influenced by the collection 

method as it is possible the collected samples might have not been appropriate (mid-stream, 

collected after releasing the first few millilitres) and therefore the low sensitivity might be 

partially due to a low level of prostate cells in the samples.  

 Both parameters were calculated discriminating by group sample, results shown in 

Table 2.5.2.2: 
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Table 2.5.2.2. MIL38 antibody test performance parameters, discriminated by group 

sample. 

 CaP N BPH RP Total 

Positive 5 6 4 7 22 

Negative 4 8 19 20 51 

Total 9 14 23 27 73 

Specificity - 57.1 82.6 74.1  

Sensitivity 55.6 - - -  

  

 Specificity was calculated with results for CaP samples and each of the negative 

controls separately. This way, information about the discrimination power between CaP and 

each of the separate negative controls is obtained. Performance on normal samples was not 

optimal but is interesting that the discrimination between CaP and BPH is good, given the low 

discrimination power of PSA screening between these two conditions. Also, specificity on RP 

samples was good. The high percentage of samples rejected (~40%) is problematic. Table 

2.5.2.3 summarises the samples that were rejected and those from which useful results were 

obtained: 

Table 2.5.2.3. Summary of accepted and rejected samples, discriminated by sample 

group 

Samples 
Result Discarded Total 

n % n % n % 

N 14 53.8 12 46.2 26 100 

BPH 23 69.7 10 30.3 33 100 

RP 27 71.1 11 28.9 38 100 

CaP 9 36.0 16 64.0 25 100 

Total 73 59.8 49 40.2 122 100 
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n = number of samples; % = percentage from the total number of the group; N = 

normal; BPH = benign prostate hyperplasia; RP = radical prostatectomy; CaP = 

prostate cancer. 

  

A total of 49 samples out of 122 were rejected, constituting about 40% of the total of 

the samples collected. Even though a similar amount of patient samples were collected for 

each group, failed assays completely imbalanced the numbers, reducing the confidence in 

the results. The most common cause of sample rejection was low cell yield, followed by 

autofluorescence. Only 5 samples were rejected due to any other interferents, such as 

bacteria, crystals and precipitates. It is worth noting that 10/16 of the CaP samples were 

rejected due to autofluorescence, and 7/12 of the N samples failed the acceptance criteria 

due to low cell yield. This suggests a sample type related limitation in the assay and, 

therefore, bias. 

 

2.6. DIFFICULTIES TO BE OVERCOME – SAMPLE PREPARATION AND 

AUTOFLUORESCENCE INTERFERENCE 

 Despite the problems with the performance of the assay, results in terms of improved 

specificity compared with the gold standard PSA were encouraging to pursue the 

improvement of the method. Although the sensitivity of the assay was not very good, the 

capacity to discriminate between CaP and BPH is an important goal for the current prostate 

cancer screening programs. Two major problems needed to be solved to overcome the bias 

of the method: low cell yield and high levels of autofluorescence, in particular that observed 

in cancer samples.  
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i Urine sample preparation:  

Urine samples are very heterogeneous, and to have a unique method of preparation 

has been challenging. Urine from patients can be very difficult to work with, including 

interferents such as blood, yeast and bacterial infections, presence of crystals and mucus. Red 

blood cells were lysed successfully simply incubating the cell pellets with the ammonium 

carbonate buffer (red blood cell lysis solution), which is a popular method (Dagur and McCoy, 

2015). Unfortunately, bacteria and yeast, as well as crystals, were not possible to eliminate 

from the samples. Samples with mucus presented a strong autofluorescent background, as 

shown in figure 2.6.1.  

 

Figure 2.6.1 Example of fluorescence background generated by the presence of mucus 

in the urine sample. Top: bright field. Bottom: fluorescence under blue filter, 20 ms. 

A. Clean urine sample, with very low background. B. Urine sample with mucus, 

showing strong background. Arrow shows in the bright field the edge of a layer of 

material where cells and other elements are embedded into.  
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 Mucus is a colloidal mixture of different proteins and other molecules. Among the 

most abundant proteins in mucus are mucins, which form gels by polymerising through 

disulphide bonds. In order to break the mucin nets and release the urine cells from the mucus, 

a test using dithiothreitol (DTT), a known reducing agent, was conducted. Briefly, after 

spinning down the urine samples, the pellet was washed for 10 minutes with a commercial 

solution called Cytolyt (a methanol based buffered preservative solution for slide preparation, 

by ThinPrep®) or DPBS with or without 5mM DTT, followed by two rinses with DPBS and 

fixation on the slides. A representative result is shown in figure 2.6.2. 

 

Figure 2.6.2. A urine sample presenting mucus treated with A. DPBS B. DPBS + 5 mM 

DTT C. CytoLyt or D. CytoLy + 5 mM DTT.  

 

The sample used for this image is an example of samples presenting abundant mucus 

that interferes with the assay. The results show that the most efficient treatment to 

disaggregate the mucins that supports the layer of material in which the cells are trapped is 

the combination of CytoLyt and DTT (picture D).  
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Because MIL38 epitope is sensitive to reduction of disulphide bonds, an 

immunofluorescence assay was performed to test whether cells treated with CytoLyt and DTT 

would preserve the antigen integrity for it to be detected by the antibody. An indirect IFA was 

performed on DU145 cells treated as described above. For this assay, detection was done 

using a goat-anti-mouse Alexa 594 (red). Results are shown in Figure 2.6.3. 

Figure 2.6.3. Effect of CytoLyt-DTT treatment on DU145 cells, on the integrity of MIL38 

epitope on GPC1. A. CytoLyt. B. CytoLyt+DTT. Top: bright field. Bottom: fluorescence 

under green filter, 50 ms 

 

The experiment showed that the treatment is harsh enough to disrupt a mucus rich 

matrix, but gentle enough to keep the integrity of the antibody epitope for it to be detected 

in IFA.  

It was also noticed that the number of cells recovered from the samples treated with 

CytoLyt solution was higher than the simple wash with DPBS. Figure 2.6.4 shows a 

representative image of the same sample treated with DPBS or CytoLyt: 
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Figure 2.6.4. Cell recovery in the same sample treated with A. DPBS or B. CytoLyt 

solution.  

 

From these experiments some tools were obtained to overcome some of the obstacles 

that led to the rejection of some of the samples in the pilot study. Two different cell washes 

were optimised to eliminate red blood cells and mucus interferents, and the recovery of cells 

was also improved by the use of the CytoLyt solution.  

 

ii Use of more photo-stable fluorophores 

 Autofluorescence is a property of the cells in which endogenous fluorophores emit 

light when excited with UV-visible radiation, without any exogenous tag. Among the most 

important contributors to autofluorescence in cells are NADH, NADPH, FAD, and structures 

such as mitochondria and lysosomes, and collagen and elastin in the extracellular matrix[100]. 

Metabolic changes in cells can be monitored using analytical methods, such as flow 

cytometry[101], spectroscopy[102] and fluorescence microscopy[100], based in 

autofluorescence of these molecules, in order to understand their relationship with certain 

conditions, such as cancer[101, 102].  

Despite being a useful characteristic for certain analytical approaches, 

autofluorescence is a burden when the objective is the detection of other biomarkers using 
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fluorescence, which was the case in the attempt to detect GPC1 in urine cells using MIL38 

antibody and a secondary antibody labelled with FITC. The use of a more stable fluorophore, 

Alexa Fluor 488, conjugated to a goat-anti-mouse antibody, was used in an attempt to obtain 

a stronger signal that would be discernible over the autofluorescence background.  It is 

reported that the emission of Alexa Fluor 488 is between 1.5 to 2 times more intense than 

FITC, and it is also more resistant to photobleaching.  In figure 2.6.5 it can be seen an example 

of how difficult it is to discern a positive cell from the autofluorescence background, even 

using Alexa Fluor for detection. The sample is from catheterised urine from a patient with 

bladder cancer, and it was processed as per optimised assay, but using an Alexa Fluor 488 

labelled secondary antibody.  

 Figure 2.6.5.  Example of a typical result using the immunofluorescence assay with 

Alexa Fluor 488 for detection. The sample is from a catheterised urine sample from a 

bladder cancer patient. Top: bright field showing nuclear counterstaining (DAPI). 

Bottom: AF488 and DAPI emissions merged. A An example of a field with positive and 

negative cells. B. An example of a field with positive cells. C. An example of a field with 

strongly autofluorescent cells. This belongs to a secondary antibody alone control.  
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 Although the study was originally done on prostate cancer patients, the use of the 

MIL38 antibody to test bladder cancer samples was being considered at this point of the 

project, as it was originally raised from a bladder cancer cell line [40]. For this reason, some 

bladder cancer patient samples were used in the optimisation of this method. However, as 

observed in figure 2.6.5, the autofluorescence was still a major challenge.  

 

iii Possible tags for antibody labelling. 

 The ideal label used for antibody conjugation must overcome the high 

autofluorescence of urine cells and be bright enough to be able to detect few cells expressing 

GPC1. Autofluorescence can be overcome using molecules of long decay times (µs-ms). That 

way, given an excitation pulse of light, the emission of autofluorescent molecules present in 

the samples would be exhausted by the time signals from the labelled antibody are collected 

by the detector. Brightness is then a secondary factor, because removing most of the 

background signal increases the sensitivity of the system used. Two different types of labels 

were tested in this work, lanthanide doped upconverting nanoparticles and lanthanide 

chelates. Results of the research exploring these two options are presented in the following 

chapters. 
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2.7. CONCLUSION 

A slide assay for urine cells was developed using MIL38 antibody to detect GPC1 in 

prostate cells. A blocking step was established, but an attempt to run a multiplex assay to 

confirm positive cells were from the prostate failed, as the biomarker chosen reacted with 

breast and bladder cancer cells. A pilot study with patient samples was run anyway and some 

difficulties arose. Low cell recovery from urine samples was addressed using a liquid fixative, 

whereas presence of mucus in samples was treated with a reducing agent. These optimisation 

actions improved the sample preparation, but autofluorescence interference could not be 

overcome. Luminescent tools for conjugation with MIL38 are explored in the following 

chapters. 
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3. UPCONVERTING NANOPARTICLES 

3.1. SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the development of a secondary reagent, using antibody-binding 

peptides and upconverting nanoparticles (UCNP), is described. Peptides were conjugated to 

single strand DNA via click chemistry. These conjugates were incorporated onto upconversion 

nanoparticles (UCNP) via ligand exchange. The final conjugate resulted unstable in suspension 

and cell assays were unsuccessful. The development of the reagent and assay platform was 

not pursued further. 

3.2. INTRODUCTION: UPCONVERSION AS A TOOL TO OVERCOME AUTOFLUORESCENCE 

UCNP or superdots 

Upconverting nanoparticles are crystalline molecules, formed by a host (matrix), and 

a dopant (luminescent lanthanide ions, such as Erbium, Thulium, and europium), which are 

able to absorb light, typically in the Near Infra-Red (NIR) region, and emit photons of higher 

energy levels (shorter wavelength, anti-Stokes emission) through a process known as Energy 

Transfer Upconversion (ETU).[103] These properties, luminescence and ETU, make them ideal 

for highly autofluorescent samples, such as urine samples, given that most autofluorescence 

displays a normal Stokes emission profile of excitation at short wavelength and emission of 

longer wavelength light.   

Lanthanides are very inefficient energy absorbers, resulting in very low quantum 

yields for these molecules: for UCNP, quantum yield is in the range of 10-5-1%[104]. Thus, the 

brightness of the particles is highly dependent on the energy input (laser power). To increase 

lanthanide poor light absorption, UCNP are synthesised with other metal ions (such as 
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Ytterbium and Gadolinium), called sensitizers, that transfer absorbed energy to the 

luminescent ions[105]. In this work, the UCNP NaYF4:20%Yb,2%Er is used. The emission 

spectrum of this nanoparticle when excited with a 943 nm laser shows 4 peaks at 410 nm 

(blue), 520 and 550 nm (green) and 660 nm (red).  Green luminescence consists on photon 

absorption by Yb3+, followed by two-step energy transfer upconversion to Er3+. The excited 

electrons rapidly relax to a more stable energy levels, the green emitting states[106]. This 

green luminescence is the one used in this work.  

Concentration of lanthanides cannot be too high in the nanoparticle, because these 

ions quench each other’s luminescence. On the other hand, concentrations of sensitizers are 

much higher, to increase the amount of energy absorbed. In other words, the proportion of 

every element in the nanoparticle needs to be carefully optimised[103, 105]. Host crystal 

shape and size, as well as its matrix composition, are also important in the efficiency of the 

nanoparticle as a label[105]. These parameters need to be controlled during particle 

synthesis.  

Ligands 

It is possible to generate water soluble particles during the synthesis by adding 

hydrophilic ligands to the organic solvent during the synthesis reaction. For example, addition 

of 6-aminohexanoic acid to oleic acid during the nanoparticle synthesis can generate products 

that are soluble both in water and organic solvents. However, the shape of the particle is 

affected, which is not desirable[104]. Chelators can also be used during the synthesis to 

control growth and encourage water solubility. But, in the case of EDTA, for example, the 

interaction with the lanthanides in the particle is strongly pH dependent, and particles tend 

to aggregate under physiological conditions[104]. The use of polymers such as polyacrylic acid 
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(PAA) during the synthesis also promotes water solubility and controls particle size and shape. 

In particular, PAA offers carboxylate groups, suitable for bioconjugation[104].  

Despite all these advantages, the synthesis of UCNP in pure organic solvents is 

preferred, because of the higher level of control over the process, resulting in uniform 

particles of the desired size and shape as products. Different approaches have been described 

to either modify the surface part of the ligands, or to exchange them for other hydrophilic 

ones[104, 105]. However, for the purpose of this work, only the interchange of oleic acid for 

single strand DNA (ssDNA) for super dots solubilisation in water and bioconjugation is 

considered. The negatively charged DNA nucleotide’s phosphate groups, which have a 

stronger affinity as chelators for the lanthanide ions at the surface of the nanoparticle than 

carboxylate groups of oleic acid, displace these to form a new layer, promoting solubility in 

water. Modifications in the DNA strand are then desirable for further bioconjugation. 

Conjugation to antibodies 

There are several works that describe different approaches in conjugating UCNPs to 

antibodies[104, 105]. For example, Wang et al crosslinked amino-modified silica coated 

NaYF4;Yb;Er nanoparticles with EDC/NHS activated IgG. This conjugate was used successfully 

for cell imaging[107]. 

 The use of DNA as crosslinker for bioconjugation with nanoparticles has been 

summarized by C. Niemeyer [108]. In particular, gold nanoparticles have been conjugated to 

biotinylated antibodies using DNA-streptavidin conjugates (DNA modified with sulfhydryl 

group was crosslinked to streptavidin using sulfo-SMCC) as crosslinker. This DNA-streptavidin-

antibody complex is then bound to the gold nanoparticle using a DNA base pairing to a 
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complementary DNA sequence, modified with a thiol group that is adsorbed by the gold 

nanoparticle[109]. This reagent proved to be efficient in a sandwich ELISA. 

More recently, Li (et al, 2013) used ssDNA as substitute ligand and crosslinker for 

UCNP [110]. Their method is very simple and consists of mixing ssDNA in water with oleic acid 

capped nanoparticle in chloroform. After incubation with vigorous agitation, the 

nanoparticles covered with the new ligand are extracted to the aqueous phase. For further 

applications, they used the complementary ssDNA sequence of this DNA-ligand for 

crosslinking with drugs to test their utility for intracellular delivery[110]. 

In this work, the approach for bioconjugation is slightly different, but based in some 

of these principles. ssDNA was conjugated with small peptides (6-8 aminoacids) capable of 

binding to the Fc region of IgG antibodies, which have been shown to be useful for IgG 

purification from different matrixes[111-115]. Sequence of these peptides are shown in table 

3.2.1  

Table 3.2.1.- Characteristics of peptides used for bioconjugation 

Peptide No Design Source Sequence KD (M) 
Binding 

conditions 
Comments 

1 Fcγ-

Receptor[111] 

NKFRGKYK 1.1x10-7 20mM 

phosphate 

buffer pH 7.0, 0-

0.5 M NaCl. 

Bind to both human 

and mouse IgG. Binding 

stable at pH 6 2 NARKFYKG 1.5x10-7 

3 
Combinatorial 

Chemistry[112] 
HWRGWV 1x10-5 PBS, pH 7.4 

0.5-1 M NaCl 

Binds to both human 

and mouse IgG and 

IgM. No sensitive to 

deglycosilation. 

 

The crosslinking was done via “biofriendly” click chemistry[116], which consists of the 

cycloaddition of an azide group (N-terminal of the peptide, with a tetraethylene glycol spacer 
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arm) with an alkyne group (3’ of DNA) catalysed by Cu(I) ions (Figure 3.4.1). To avoid biuret 

reactions between Cu(II) ions and peptide bonds, the Cu(I) was generated by in situ reduction 

with an excess of a reducing agent (ascorbic acid), and then chelated with a particular ligand 

to protect the reduced copper from being oxidised by the atmospheric oxygen, previous to 

the coupling reaction. Two ligands were investigated: tris(3-

hydroxypropyltriazolylmethyl)amine (THPTA), which has been widely used for this 

application, although with relatively low efficiency[32, 117], and bicinchoninic acid, which has 

recently been shown to have better yields for this copper assisted cycloaddition, but with less 

application history[118]. The former one was ultimately chosen for the synthesis method. The 

final product was tested for antibody binding and then used for UCNP ligand exchange. The 

final conjugate was tested as a secondary detection reagent in a cell immunoassay similar to 

the one described in the previous chapter, with MIL38 antibody as a primary reagent. 

 

3.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.3.1. Equipment and Supplies 

i. Micro-reaction tubes (Eppendorf). 

ii. Glass vials with aluminium cap. 

iii. Parafilm. 

iv. Automatic pipettes and tips. 

v. pH-meter. 

vi. Sonicator. 

vii. Nanodrop spectrophotometer. 

viii. Micro-reaction tube shaker with controlled temperature (heat block). 
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ix. HPLC system (Agilent). 

x. RP-HPLC column: PLRP-S 300A, 3 µm, 150x2.1 mm (520 µL bed volume), 

Agilent. 

xi. FPLC system (BioRad) 

xii. Gel filtration column Superdex S-200 10/300 GL. GE 

xiii. Dynamic Light Scattering instrument (ZetaSizer). 

xiv. Confocal Microscope, Olympus, equipped with a 980 nm NIR laser. 

3.3.2. Reagents 

All chemicals used were analytical grade. Acetic acid (glacial); acetone; acetonitrile (HPLC 

grade); aminoguanidine hydrochloride; ascorbic acid; bicinchoninic acid potassium salt; 

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA); copper (II) sulphate; EDTA; ethanol; 4-

morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES); potassium chloride; potassium phosphate dibasic; 

potassium phosphate monobasic; sodium acetate; sodium chloride; triethylammonium 

acetate (TEAA); trifluoroacetic acid (TFA); Trizma base; ultra-pure water (MQ). 

Single strand DNA with a 3’alkyne group (sequence: GGG GGA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA), 

was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (USA). 

Peptides sequences (see table 3.2.1) were conjugated at the N-terminus to an azide group 

through a Lysine-tetraethylene glycol linker. These peptides were synthesized by GenScript 

(USA). 

Oleic acid capped UCNP (NaYF4:Er3+, Yb3+) were kindly provided by Professor Dayong Jin.  

3.3.3. Solutions 

All solutions were prepared in MQ water, unless specified otherwise. 

i. Peptide-DNA coupling: 
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i. Phosphate buffer: 100 mM pH 7. 

ii. Cupric sulphate (CuSO4) 20 mM. 

iii. BCA 100 mM 

iv. sodium ascorbate 100 mM (fresh). 

v. Aminoguanidine hydrochloride 100 mM. 

vi. Peptide-azide, 5 mM in MQ water. 

vii. DNA-alkyne: 0.5 mM in MQ water. 

viii. EDTA 50 mM, pH 7.  

ii. Peptide-DNA conjugate purification: 

i. Sodium acetate: 3 M, pH 5.5 

ii. Solution A: TEAA 100 mM, pH 5.5  

iii. Solution B: 75% acetonitrile in solution A.  

iv. Solution C: TFA 0.1%, Acetonitrile 5%. 

v. Solution D: 90% Acetonitrile, 0.01% TFA.  

iii. Peptide-DNA-UCNP conjugation: 

i. MES buffer: 50 mM, pH 5.5 

ii. Tris buffered saline, (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM sodium chloride) 

iii. Acetate buffered saline, (50 mM acetate pH 5.5, 150 mM sodium 

chloride) 

iv. MES buffered saline (50 mM MES pH 6.5, 150 mM sodium chloride) 

v. DNA-peptide conjugate: 1 nmol/µL in MES buffer 

iv. Cell assay: 

i. Tris buffered saline (TBS) pH 7.5 
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ii. 1% BSA in TBS 

3.3.4. Procedure 

i. DNA-Peptide Coupling:   

In a 2 mL tube, 5 µL of DNA-alkyne solution were mixed with 425 µL of phosphate 

buffer. 10 µL of Peptide-azide solution were added. 2.5 µL of CuSO4 solution were mixed 

with 5 µL of BCA solution and this mixture was added to the reaction solution above, 

followed by 25 µL of aminoguanidine solution and 25 µL of sodium ascorbate solution. 

Reaction tubes were closed, wrapped in parafilm and incubated with agitation (about 60 

r.p.m) overnight at 45°C protected from light. 10 µL of EDTA solution were added to stop 

the reaction.  

ii. DNA-Peptide conjugate purification:  

i. DNA-peptide precipitation: for 100 µL of DNA-peptide coupling 

mixture, 2 µL of sodium acetate solution and 500 µL of absolute 

ethanol at -80oC, were added and mixed well by vortexing. The mixture 

was incubated at -80oC for 15 min, then centrifuged at 25,000 g for 10 

min, discarding the supernatant. This step was repeated once or twice 

to obtain a cleaner pellet. The final DNA-peptide conjugate was 

reconstituted in 100 µL of MQ water and frozen until purification. 

ii. Reverse phase HPLC: the PLRP-S column was equilibrated with Solution 

A, at 0.1 mL/min. 20-40 µL of conjugation reaction mixture were 

injected per run. The run consisted of the following steps: 

1. 15 min isocratic flow Solution A. 

2. 20 min gradient to 100% Solution B. 
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3. 10 min isocratic flow Solution B. 

4. 10 min isocratic flow Solution C. 

5. 10 min gradient to 100% Solution D. 

6. 10 min isocratic flow Solution D. 

260 nm peaks were collected, dried by vacuum centrifugation, 

resuspended in 100 µL MQ water and stored at -20oC until used for 

UCNP ligand exchange. 

- Concentration of DNA-peptide conjugate was estimated using NanoDrop 

spectrophotometer. All the peptides to be tested contain aromatic aminoacids 

that contribute to the absorbance at 260 nm. However, given that the number 

of nucleotides per conjugate is larger than the aromatic aminoacid (20 to 2), 

estimation assuming 20 nucleotides was used for the concentration estimate.  

iii. UCNP Ligand Exchange: 

10 µL of oleic acid capped UCNPs were diluted in 500µL of chloroform in a glass 

vial with aluminium cap. 500 µL of 0.5 nmol/µL ssDNA-peptide conjugate in 

MES buffer pH 5.5 were slowly added to the UCNP suspension, vortexing 

occasionally. The reaction mixture was capped and incubated overnight at 

room temperature with shaking. The reaction mixture was allowed to sit on 

the bench until aqueous (top) and organic (bottom) phases were clearly 

separated. The aqueous phase containing the nanoparticles was transferred to 

a clean Eppendorf tube and centrifuged for 15 min at 20,000 g. The 

nanoparticle pellet was washed twice with buffer to remove unbound ssDNA-
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peptide conjugate. Final pellet was resuspended in 100-500 µL of different 

storage buffers by sonication. 

iv. Transmission Electron Microscopy: 

TEM images were kindly obtained by Dr Deming Lu, from the Physics 

Department at Macquarie University. Original sample solution (10 µL) were 

mixed with 20 µL ultrapure water and 10 µL of ethanol and sonicated for 10 s 

prior to imaging. Instrument settings: voltage 100 kV, Spot size 6, camera 

exposure time 1 s. 

v. Cell assay: 

DU145 and C3 cells were cultured and slides prepared as described in Chapter 

2; for the basic assay see 2.2.5. Fixed cells were incubated with MIL38 antibody 

in TBS/BSA for 30 min, then washed with TBS. Different dilutions of the UCNP-

ssDNA-peptide conjugate in TBS/BSA were incubated with MIL38 probed cells 

or unlabelled cells (for non-specific binding control), then washed with TBS. 

Images were taken with 980 nm NIR laser equipped confocal microscope.  

 

3.4. CONJUGATION AND PURIFICATION OF SSDNA AND IGG BINDING PEPTIDES 

Conjugation of the IgG binding peptides to the single strand DNA chain (ssDNA) was 

done through click chemistry, as described in Section 3.3.4. Peptides were linked to an azide 

group by a lysine residue side chain through a tetra-ethylene glycol crosslinker. The ssDNA 

chain had an alkyne group linked at the 3’ terminal. The reaction scheme is shown in Figure 

3.4.1 
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Figure 3.4.1- Reaction scheme for conjugation of IgG binding peptides to ssDNA 

through click chemistry. 

To protect the peptide backbone from reduction during the cycloaddition, two 

different Cu(I) chelators were tested: tris(3-hydroxypropyltriazolylmethyl)amine 

(THPTA)[116] and bicinchoninic acid (BCA)[118]. Both gave similar results (not shown) and 

BCA was ultimately chosen, because given the intense purple colour the Cu(I):BCA complex 

gives to the reaction mixture, it is convenient to monitor the sample clean-up for further 

purification. Previous works have carried out this reaction at room temperature[116], or at 

37oC [32]. However, it was found in this work that overnight incubation at 45oC was optimal 

(data not shown).  

 To purify the final product from unreacted reagents, samples were precipitated with 

cold ethanol and then purified by reverse phase HPLC. During the method development 

it was noticed that an acidic buffered system (TEAA) favoured elution of ssDNA and 

ssDNA-peptide conjugates with acetonitrile, but unreacted peptides would remain in the 

column. On the other hand, aqueous TFA would favour elution of peptides with 

acetonitrile, but ssDNA and ssDNA-peptide conjugates would remain in the column. The 

interest was on separating the ssDNA-peptide conjugates from the unreacted ssDNA, 

therefore the method was designed to perform this separation first, followed by two 

extra steps with TFA to remove unreacted peptide from the column.  

Typical chromatograms from ssDNA species is shown in the Figure 3.4.2 
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Figure 3.4.2- Representative examples of HPLC profiles for ssDNA and ssDNA-peptide 

conjugates with the final purification method. Traces recorded at 260nm (black) and 

280nm (grey) are shown. Unreacted ssDNA (red) and ssDNA conjugated to the 

different peptides (green) are signalled by arrows. A. Blank of reaction mixture. B. 

Conjugate 1. C. Conjugate 2. D. Conjugate 3. (Conjugates 1,2 and 3 correspond to those 

of the peptides 1-3 described on Table 3.2.1.) 

 

ssDNA and ssDNA-peptide conjugate peaks were manually collected, dried and 

resuspended in ultra-pure water. UV-Visible spectra were measured with a NanoDrop 

Spectrophotometer (Figure 3.4.3). 
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Figure 3.4.3- Spectra of purified ssDNA-peptide conjugates (solid line) and the 

unreacted ssDNA (broken line) peaks collected. A. Conjugate 1. B. Conjugate 2. C. 

Conjugate 3.  
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The spectra profile corresponding to the ssDNA conjugated to the different peptides 

look similar, despite the differences of the peptide sequences all containing aromatic 

aminoacids. These profiles are also like the unconjugated ssDNA. Based on these similarities, 

it was assumed that the absorbance at 260 nm was mostly due to the nucleotides in the DNA, 

and using its sequence, the concentrations of the purified samples were determined by 

Nanodrop to estimate the yield of the reaction. The data is summarised in the table 3.4.1. 

 

Table 3.4.1 ssDNA and IgG binding peptides conjugation yield estimation.  

Sample Conjugate recovered (nmol) Total recovered* (nmol) Yield (%) 

Conjugate 1 8.0 12.0 66.7 

Conjugate 2 9.2 15.2 60.5 

Conjugate 3 8.5 14.6 58.2 

* The total nmol of conjugate and unreacted DNA collected from HPLC elution.  

 

The yields obtained in the conjugation reactions are comparable with the 60% range 

reported before for click chemistry using BCA[118].  

The differences in 280 nm / 260 nm absorbances and molecular size of both antibody 

and ssDNA-peptide conjugates were used to examine, by gel filtration chromatography, 

whether the conjugate would bind to MIL38 antibody. Roughly equimolar amounts of 

antibody and either ssDNA-peptide conjugate or unconjugated ssDNA (to test for non-specific 

interactions) were mixed in TBS (pH 7.5), incubated for 10 minutes and injected onto a 

Superdex S-200 (GE) column equilibrated with TBS/glycerol (5%). The antibody alone was run 

as control and reference. Absorbance traces at 280 nm and 260 nm were recorded. 

Chromatograms are shown in Figure 3.4.4. 



 

 Figure 3.4.4- Antibody/DNA-Peptide conjugates binding assay: gel filtration chromatograms. Traces recorded at 280 nm (solid line) and 

260 nm (broken line) are shown. Peaks marked with a star (*) indicate an artefact caused by the density difference between running 

buffer and sample buffer. A. Molecular weight standards run on the same conditions are shown. Molecular weights are in kDa. Void 

volume and column volume (CV) are also shown. B Antibody alone. C. Antibody and unconjugated DNA mixed. D, E, F Conjugates 1, 2 and 

3 respectively. 



In the figure a set of molecular weight standards are shown for reference. MIL38 alone 

elutes at the expected retention time. The Antibody and unconjugated DNA chromatogram 

shows the elution of two individual peaks. The resolution of the column is, according to the 

specifications of the manufacturer, from 10-600 kDa. The retention time of the ssDNA (which 

is around 6.6 kDa) is expected to be the same or very close to the 1 CV mark, but it comes out 

a bit earlier. This could be due to formation of dimers by weak interactions, or just simply an 

artefact due to the shape of the molecule, which is linear rather than globular. In any case, 

the result suggests that there are not important non-specific interactions between the ssDNA 

sequence used as crosslinker and the antibody. On the other hand, for conjugates 1, 2 and 3, 

the chromatograms show a similar profile, in which the peak corresponding to the antibody 

retention time has an increased absorbance at 260 nm. Note that the molecular weight shifts 

due to the binding of 1 or 2 ssDNA-peptide conjugates (7 and 14 kDa extra respectively) would 

not be resolved by this column. The evidence of binding is the change in the relative 

absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm. With this experiment it is concluded that, at the conditions 

tested, the three ssDNA-conjugates prepared are capable of binding the MIL38 antibody. 

 

3.5. SSDNA-PEPTIDE CONJUGATES AND UCNP CONJUGATION - LIGAND EXCHANGE 

Following the IgG-binding peptides conjugation to ssDNA and purification, the 

conjugates were used to coat UCNP, via a process known as ligand exchange (see process 

scheme in Figure 3.5.1). UCNP are synthesized in the presence of oleic acid, to control shape 

and size. The final product is, therefore, coated with oleic acid molecules, which make the 

particles insoluble in aqueous solutions. The goal of ligand exchange is to substitute the oleic 

acid ligands for the peptide-ssDNA conjugates, which are negatively charged. To achieve this, 

the conjugates are diluted into MES buffer (pH 5.5) and mixed with the UCNP suspended in 
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chloroform. The exchange occurs in the interface between the aqueous and the organic 

media, given that phosphate groups in the ssDNA molecule have a higher affinity for the 

lanthanides on the surface of the nanoparticles. Once enough oleic acid has been displaced, 

the particles gain negative charge that transfers them to the aqueous phase.  

 

 

 Figure 3.5.1- UCNP ligand exchange scheme representation. 

  

After the exchange, the particles are washed with MES buffer by centrifugation, to 

remove unbound conjugate, and the final product was resuspended in a storage buffer. 

Initially, TBS (pH7.5) was selected, as it was being used for cells assays and phosphate 

containing buffers were avoided, as phosphate ions could displace the ligands from the 

particle’s surface.  

Particles suspension in TBS were characterised with different methods. First, a UV-

Visible spectrum was measured, using Nanodrop spectrophotometer. Figure 3.5.2 shows a 

typical spectrum profile of UCNP coated with ssDNA-peptides conjugates. The UV-visible 

spectrum has a typical scattering absorbance profile, with characteristic 260 nm absorbance 

peak of the DNA bound to the nanoparticle superimposed. The UCNP, on the other hand, 

absorb in the NIR part of the spectrum (980nm), which is out of the range of the instrument.  
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Figure 3.5.2. Left: Typical UV-Visible spectrum of UCNP in suspension after ligand 

exchange. Right: Transmission Electron Microscopy Image of UCNP after ligand 

exchange. 

  

To visualise the particle’s shape and the uniformity of the coating, transmission 

electron microscopy images were taken. Figure 3.5.2 shows a typical zoom image. The core 

particle, that looks darker, is around 25-30 nm in diameter, and the coat around 7-10 nm 

thick. The whole particle measured 40-50 nm in diameter. These dimensions corresponded 

to what was expected for UCNP, which are around 40nm in diameter. 

 The UCNP coated with ssDNA-peptide conjugates were stored in TBS buffer at 4oC as 

mentioned above. It was noticed however, that the particles would aggregate and precipitate 

on time, and that aggregates would not disaggregate with sonication. This was the next 

problem to be addressed.  
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3.6. UCNP-PEPTIDE CONJUGATES STABILITY – AGGREGATION PROBLEMS 

The first hypothesis considered when addressing the UCNP aggregation in storage 

was that the ligand exchange was incomplete and that the leftovers of oleic acid on the 

surface of the particles were driving the aggregation. To solve this, a second incubation step 

with the ssDNA-peptide conjugate in the presence of a non-ionic surfactant was tested. The 

rationale behind this additional step was that the surfactant would help the oleic acid to be 

replaced by the phosphate groups in the ssDNA molecule in aqueous solution. This step was 

carried on at room temperature with agitation for 2h. Polysorbate 20 (Tween-20) was chosen 

as its polar group, which consists on ether and hydroxyl groups, has a lower affinity for the 

lanthanides on the surface of the particle, compared with the phosphate groups, and 

therefore would not compete for binding. Also, Tween-20 is widely used in immunoassays 

and would not interfere with the final application of the conjugate.  After this additional 

incubation, the particles were washed from unbound ssDNA-peptide conjugate and 

resuspended in TBS for storage. UV-visible spectra were examined, and particle size was 

observed by TEM and Light Scattering (Zeta-Sizer), as shown in figure 3.6.1. 

 

  

  



 

Figure 3.6.1- Effect of surfactant Tween-20 in the stability of monodisperse UCNP suspension. Results for conjugate 2 are shown. Incubation 

without (A) and with (B) Tween-20 was done after ligand exchanged UCNP were collected in the aqueous phase. Top: UV-Visible spectra of UCNP 

in suspension in TBS. Bottom: Zeta-Sizer particle size distributions (triplicates) and the corresponding TEM image. 



 The UV-spectra showed a similar pattern for both preparations. Light-Scattering 

results also show similar particle size, except that one of the replicates for the preparation in 

which Tween-20 was not used shows a higher particle size. For both preparations, however, 

TEM images look similar. Stability during storage did not improve either, as aggregation was 

again observed in time.  

 Storage buffer was therefore addressed. The Tween-20 preparation was sonicated in 

water bath for 10 min, split into aliquots and spun down. Particles were then resuspended by 

sonication in MQ water and three different buffers: TBS (pH 7.5); acetate buffered saline (pH 

6.5) and MES-buffered saline (pH5.5). Light Scattering measurements of particle sizes were 

then taken, as shown in Figure 3.6.2. 

Particle size distribution shows that lower pHs buffers favours a monodisperse 

suspension of the particles, and that water only is not an adequate storage medium.  Note 

that the particles, originally aggregated, did not reverse to a truly monodisperse distribution, 

around 50 nm, which confirmed that the aggregation of these particles Cannot be totally 

reversed, as was observed before. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 Figure 3.6.2. Zeta-Sizer particle size distributions (duplicates) of UCNP in suspension in ultrapure water and buffers with different pHs. 

 

 



Despite the aggregation and broad distribution of sizes of the conjugated UCNPs, a 

cell assay was attempted, nonetheless. The method developed in chapter 2 with MIL38 as 

primary antibody and the conjugated nanoparticles as a secondary reagent was followed, but 

using TBS buffer instead, as it complies with the binding conditions for the IgG-binding 

peptides (see Table 3.2.1 and Figure 3.4.4). A few attempts of this assay were unsuccessful, 

as particle aggregates would predominate in the images and no binding to the cells was 

observed. Figure 3.6.3 shows a typical image obtained using the UCNP conjugated IgG binding 

peptides as Secondary reagent. 

 

Figure 3.6.3. Typical image of cell assay performed on DU145 cells, with MIL38 as 

primary antibody and Peptide-ssDNA-UCNP conjugates as secondary reagent. A Bright 

field. B Merge of bright field and UCNP emission. Image was taken using a 980 nm NIR 

laser equipped confocal microscope.  

 

Results so far suggest that the cell assay conditions used are incompatible with 

stability conditions of the conjugated nanoparticles, which tend to form aggregates during 

storage.  
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3.7. DISCUSSION 

In this stage of the work, it was intended to explore the use of Upconversion 

Nanoparticles (UCNP) as a tool to overcome autofluorescence in urine samples being 

examined for GPC1 by immunoassay using MIL38 antibody. The approach taken consisted of 

the preparation of a secondary reagent that would be useful for immunoassays targeting 

antibodies against other biomarkers as well. The use of peptides to capture antibodies had 

been shown to be an effective and less expensive alternative to traditional molecules, such 

as Protein A and Protein G [111, 113, 114, 119, 120]. Three of these peptides were selected 

to test for the reagent. On the other hand, one step ligand exchange using ssDNA 

molecules[110] was appealing to incorporate the antibody binding peptides to UCNP. In order 

to conjugate the IgG binding peptides to the ssDNA crosslinker, click chemistry was chosen as 

it is clean and specific, compared for example with the widely used EDC-NHS system, which 

would target any free amino group available, leading to undesirable reactions. Biofriendly 

click chemistry methods have been developed in order to protect the protein/peptide 

backbone from undesired reactions with copper [116, 118, 121]. A method using 

bicinchoninic acid was slightly modified to use with peptide-tetraethyleneglycol-azide and 

ssDNA-alkyne conjugation successfully. Purification of the conjugates from the unreacted 

material was done by reverse phase HPLC and the purified products were shown to bind to 

MIL38 antibody. The conjugates were then incorporated by one step ligand exchange, but the 

final conjugates were unstable at the storage conditions used, tending to aggregation over 

time, through an unknown process that seems to be pH dependent. Muhr et al (2014)[122], 

have summarised different approaches that have been attempted in order to turn 

hydrophobic UCNP in functionalised water soluble UCNP stable in aqueous solutions. In 
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particular, the use of the amphiphile Poly(maleic anhydridealt-1-octadecene) (PMAO) to 

transfer oleic acid coated UCNP to aqueous phase, followed by crosslinking with 

bis(hexamethylene)triamine (BHMT) stabilised UCNP in pHs from 3 to 13 for several 

weeks[123]. This approach generated stable particles that can be used for cell uptake 

experiments. However, aggregation of bioconjugated UCNP for immunoassays seems to be 

still an unsolved problem[122].  

If the aggregation of the particles was due to a non-uniform ligand exchange process, 

perhaps a purification and enrichment of more uniform particles could improve the stability 

of the final product. However, for UCNP, given their size and tendency to aggregation, it is 

not trivial. In most of the works revised, modified nanoparticles were separated from the non-

bound modifiers by simple centrifugation or ultrafiltration. However, these methods do not 

discriminate between the different populations of nanoparticles, such as aggregates, partially 

modified particles, etc. Different methods have been described for the separation of 

nanoparticles of different sizes. Density gradients have been used to separate polydisperse 

nanoparticles. Chen et al were able to separate different levels of aggregates of encapsulated 

gold nanoparticles using CsCl gradient centrifugation[124]. Also, gold nanoparticles of 

different sizes (20-250 nm) were separated using glycerol gradient centrifugation[125]. 

Viscosity gradients have also been used for separation of nanoparticles of different sizes: Qiu 

and Mao prepared a polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) gradient to generate a viscosity gradient, and 

with it they were able to separate PVP coated gold nanoparticles up to 50 nm[126]. On the 

other side, size exclusion chromatography has also been reported for separation of gold 

nanoparticles of different sizes (~10-60 nm), using a Nucleogel column, which according to 

the manufacturer can be used to separate polymers up to about 1 MDa[127]. However, 
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without the understanding of the actual process that drives the conjugated UCNPs 

aggregation, development of a separation step would be a very empirical process of trial and 

error. 

Given that the preparation of this reagent was becoming more complex and ultimately 

would result in an expensive process that would not be transferrable to a larger scale, the 

pursuit of the optimisation of the reagent preparation and an appropriate cell assay was 

abandoned. Additionally, it was later considered that human specimens often present 

antibodies from the patients. Thus, the use of this conjugate as a detection reagent for the 

analysis of human samples, such as blood circulating tumour cells (CTC) or cancer cells in 

urine, is ill advised: as the peptides cannot discern between human and mouse IgG, this cross-

reactivity would potentially generate false positives.  

Autofluorescence interference of urine samples was still a problem, though, and a new 

approach was then tested: the use of lanthanide chelates as labels for antibody labelling. The 

work developed in this stage is described in the next chapter. 
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4.8. CONCLUSION 

IgG-Fc binding peptides were conjugated to single strand DNA and purified by RP-HPLC. 

The ssDNA-peptide conjugates were then conjugated with oleic acid capped UCNP 

(NaYF4:Er3+, Yb3+). Although the ssDNA-peptide conjugates were proven to bind to MIL38 

antibody, the whole UCNP-ssDNA-peptide conjugates would aggregate in the assay 

conditions used. It was shown that aggregation is affected by pH, being acidic conditions more 

favourable to keep particles in suspension. However, these conditions are not compatible 

with assay conditions. Additionally, the antibody-binding peptides would likely bind to 

antibodies that could be present in patient samples because they are not species specific (i.e. 

it would bind to both human and mouse IgG). Given the complexity of the production process 

and the high risk of low specificity, this reagent and assay was not pursued further. 
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4. EUROPIUM CHELATE CONJUGATES 

4.1. SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the development of an immunoluminescent reagent and optimisation 

of storage and plate and cell immunoassay conditions  are discussed. Two europium chelates 

were trialled for conjugation with MIL38 antibody. Conjugation, storage and assay conditions 

were optimised with the selected ligand. Amplification of the signal using biotin-streptavidin 

system was also explored.   

 

4.2. INTRODUCTION: BHHBCB AND BHHBTEGSB 

 Nanoparticles, despite their numerous advantages, are difficult to work with, and in 

particular UCNP require specific equipment that is not widely available. As an alternative, 

Lanthanide chelates were explored.  

As mentioned above, Lanthanides are very poor energy absorbers, but their sharp 

emission peaks and luminescence properties are useful for analytical purposes. As explained 

for the UCNP, this weakness can be overcome with the interaction with a more efficient 

energy absorber molecule which transfers the energy to the lanthanide, so it can luminesce. 

Many molecules have been designed which allow conjugation with biomolecules, such as 

proteins, and energy absorbance and transfer to a chelated lanthanide ion[128-130]. These 

molecules have three primary components: a chelator moiety, which coordinates with the 

lanthanide ion; an antenna group, which consist of a structure with multiple conjugated 

double bonds, very efficient in photon absorption; and a reactive group, which allows the 

conjugation with other molecules, such as antibodies. Due to the nature of the energy flow, 
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these complexes show a large Stokes shift (difference between absorption and emission 

peaks), and given the sharp emission peaks of lanthanide ions, there is no overlap between 

excitation and emission wavelengths, as occurs in other common fluorescent molecules, such 

as FITC (see Figure 4.2.1). Therefore, these complexes do not exhibit any self-quenching effect 

that other fluorophores, such as FITC, show, what constitutes a problem for antibody labelling 

and cell staining[131]. This allows the enhancement of the sensitivity by increasing the 

number of labels per biomolecule, being restricted only by the binding sites present.  Also, 

decay times are in the orders of micro and milliseconds; therefore, time resolved 

spectroscopy techniques can be used for detection, contributing to the elimination of 

interference by autofluorescence of the samples. In Figure 4.2.1 B a diagram of emission 

decay times for luminescent and fluorescent molecules is shown. A period of time between a 

pulse of excitation light and emission acquisition, called gate delay, is left for the excited 

fluorescent molecules to decay.  

Due to the higher brightness and longer lifetime when compared with other 

lanthanides, europium is the most commonly used for analytical purposes. Its emission peak 

is around 615 nm, which is easily detected with common emission filters[132]. For this 

project, Zhang’s et al compound BHHBCB (1,2 bis[4’-(1”,1”,1”,2”,2”,3”,3”-heptafluoro-4”,6”-

hexanedion-6”-yl)-benzyl]-4-chlorosulfobenzene) [133] and its derivative BHHBTEGSB (1,2-

bis[4′-(1″,1″,1″,2″,2″,3″,3″-heptafluoro-4″,6″-hexanedion-6″-yl)-benzyl]-4- sulfonylamino-

tetraethyleneglycol-succinimidyl carbonate-benzene)[134] were used. Structures of these 

molecules are shown in Figure 4.2.2. 
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Figure 4.2.1. Comparison of fluorescence and luminescence emissions A. Absorption 

and emission spectra of FITC, a common fluorescent molecule used for antibody 

labelling, (Left, image original from [135])  and excitation and emission spectra of the 

BHHBCB-Eu complex (Right, spectra obtained with a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence 

Spectrophotometer). B. Emission decay times for luminescent (top) and fluorescent 

(bottom) molecules (modified from the original in [136]). 
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 Figure 4.2.2. Structures of europium chelates used for MIL38 labelling.  A. BHHBCB.  B. 

BHHBTEGSB. 

 The reactive groups for bioconjugation, chlorosulfonyl in BHHBCB and N-

hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS) in BHHBTEGBS, react with primary amines in the antibody. 

BHHBTEGBS has a tetraethylene glycol (TEG) chain that increases hydrophilicity in a highly 

hydrophobic molecule[134].  The three benzene rings form the antenna group and the 

carbonyl groups coordinate with Eu3+ ion. europium has 9 coordination sites that must be 

filled completely with ligands to avoid quenching by water[132]. BHHBCB is a tetradentate 

ligand, meaning it only occupies 4 coordination sites of europium. This problem can be 

overcome using some additives, such as triphosphine oxide (TOPO)[137], to occupy those free 

coordination sites and isolate the europium from water molecules.  

In this chapter it is shown the optimisation process for labelling the MIL38 antibody 

with BHHBCB and BHHBTEGSB, stabilisation in aqueous solution and cell assay. These 

chelators were selected because they are improved versions of a popular europium chelate 

BHHCT (4,4'-bis(1",1",1",2",2",3",3"-heptafluoro-4",6"-hexanedione-6"-yl) - chlorosulfo-o-

terphenyl) used in the development of time resolved immunoassays[138-141]. The 

instrumentation used for cell imaging was kindly facilitated by Dr Russell Connally [136]. The 

work presented here was developed as part of a project depicting the synthesis, 
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characterisation and use of BHHBTEGSB as an alternative europium chelator[134]. The 

publication can be found in Appendix A-3. 

 

4.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.3.1. Equipment and Materials 

i. Automatic pipettes ranging from 2 to 1000 µL  

ii. Epoxy-coated slides for IHC or IFA, one or two 8 mm wells (Medical Packaging 

Corporation # CPS-0108 (1 well per slide) or # CPS-0208 (2 wells per slide). 

iii. Fluorescence microscope with mercury lamp and filters for 490 nm and 350 nm. 

iv. FPLC system (BioRad) 

v. GALD device adapted fluorescence microscope (kindly provided by Prof. Russell 

Connally. 

vi. Gel filtration column Superdex S-200 10/300 GL (GE) 

vii. Microcentrifuge tubes, pipettes tips, transfer pipettes and other general plastic. 

viii. Microplate reader with time resolved acquisition, with filters for Excitation 340 nm 

and Emission 615 nm. 

ix. Nanodrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo).  

x. Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Agilent). 

xi. Sephadex G-25 in PD-10 Desalting Columns (GE) 

xii. White high protein binding ELISA plates (Greiner) 

xiii. Black no binding microtitration plate (Greiner) 

xiv. Precast gels bis-tris 4-12% acrylamide (NuPAGE, Thermo-Invitrogen) 

xv. Trans-Blot Turbo RTA Midi Nitrocellulose Transfer Kit (BioRad) 
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4.3.2. Reagents 

All chemicals used were analytical grade. Acetic acid; acetone; BHHBCB (kindly 

provided by Prof. Dayong Jin); BHHBTEGBS (kindly provided by Dr. Nima Sayyadi); bovine 

serum albumin (BSA); CytoLyt solution (ThinPrep); dimethyl formamide (DMF); ethanolamine; 

europium chloride hexahydrate; glycerol; Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen); hydrochloric acid; 

MIL38 antibody (kindly provided by Minomic); Saccomanno fluid (Thermo); Rabbit anti-

Mouse IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Biotin (Thermo); sodium acetate; 

sodium bicarbonate; sodium carbonate; sodium chloride; streptavidin, unconjugated 

(Invitrogen); trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO); Triton X-100; Trizma Base; Tween-20; Skim milk 

powder used was purchased in the supermarket. XT Sample Buffer (BioRad); Precision Plus 

Protein Western Standards (BioRad); Precision Protein StrepTactin-HRP Conjugate (BioRad); 

Clarity Western ECL Substrate (BioRad); EZ-Link NHS-PEG4-Biotin (Thermo Fisher Scientific); 

high sensitivity streptavidin conjugated to HRP (Thermo-Pierce); Heparinase I from 

Flavobacterium heparinum (Sigma).  

 

4.3.3. Solutions 

All solutions were prepared in MQ water, unless specified otherwise. 

i. Antibody Labelling 

a. Labelling Buffer: carbonate buffer 50 mM pH8.5; 0.1% Tween-20 

b. BHHBCB or BHHBTEGSB: 10 mg/mL in DMF 

c. Ethanolamine: 0.1 M pH8.0 

d. Tris buffered saline (TBS): 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5; 150 mM sodium chloride 
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e. acetate buffer saline (ABS): 50mM sodium acetate/acetic acid, pH 5.0; 150 

mM sodium chloride 

ii. Gel filtration 

a. Running buffer: TBS + 10% glycerol. 

iii. ELISA: 

a. Coating buffer: 100 mM sodium bicarbonate, pH 8.5 

b. Blocking solution: 1% BSA, 0.05% Tween-20 in TBS  

c. Wash buffer: TBS-Tween-20 (0.05%) 

d. Fluorescence Enhancement Buffer (FEB) 10X: acetate buffer 100 mM pH 5; 

Tween-20 1%; trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) 0.5 mM (Note: dissolve TOPO 

in ethanol to a stock of 20 mM, then dilute in acetate-Tween to 0.5 mM). 

iv. Cell Assay 

a. Phosphate buffered saline: 10 mM phosphate pH 7.4, 150 mM sodium 

chloride. 

b. TBS-T: TBS + 0.1% Tween-20 

c. Blocking/sample buffer: BSA 1% in TBS-T 

d. Counterstaining solution: 1 µg/mL Hoechst 33342 in TBS. 

e. europium chloride 1 mM 

f. Fluorescence Enhancement Buffer (FEB) 10X: see iii-d above. 

v. Western blot 

a. Lysis buffer 1: 20 mM MES pH 6.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.005% Triton X-100, 

protease inhibitor cocktail 5 µL/mL; approximately 1x107 cells/mL. 
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b. Lysis buffer 2: 20mM HEPES pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100, 

protease inhibitor cocktail 5 µL/mL. 

c. Blocking solution: 10% skim milk in DPBS + 0.1% Tween-20 (DPBS-T) 

d. Washing solution: DPBS-T 

4.3.4. Antibody Labelling 

i. Antibody buffer exchange:   1 mg of MIL38 was applied onto a PD-10 desalting 

column pre-equilibrated with Labelling Buffer. Protein was eluted with this 

buffer and 50 µL fractions were collected and inspected in the NanoDrop 

spectrophotometer. Antibody containing fractions were pooled for 

subsequent labelling.  

ii. Conjugation:  

a. Immediately before use, 1 mg of BHHBCB or BHHBTEGSB were dissolved in 

100 µL of DMF. 

b. The appropriate volume of chelator solution was added to the antibody 

solution, according to the desired antibody-chelator ratio, and mixed by 

vortexing. 

c. Reaction was incubated for 1-2h at room temperature protected from light.  

d.  Once the reaction time has been completed, 50 µL of ethanolamine 

solution were added to stop the reaction. 

e. Labelled antibody was separated from unreacted chelator by purification 

through PD-10 desalting column, equilibrated with either TBS or ABS. 

Antibody containing fractions were pooled.  
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f. The Antibody concentration was estimated using Nanodrop 

spectrophotometer. To eliminate the contribution of the chelator to the 

absorbance at 280 nm for antibody concentration calculation, the equation 

below, derived from the Beer-Lambert law, was used: 

𝐶  =  
𝐴  − 𝐴  (

𝜀  
𝜀  )

𝜀  
 

CAb = Antibody concentration in mg/mL 

AT 280 = Total absorbance of antibody and chelator at 280 nm 

ACh 335 = Absorbance at 335 nm. The contribution of the antibody to this 

parameter is assumed to be zero. 

𝜺Ch 280 = Extinction coefficient of the chelator at 280 nm (1.64×104 M−1.cm−1 

[134]) 

𝜺Ch 335 = Extinction coefficient of the chelator at 335 nm (3.10×104 M−1.cm−1 

[134]) 

𝜺Ab 280 = Extinction coefficient of the antibody at 280 nm (1.4 mL.mg-1). This 

value is a common approach to estimate concentration of IgG in solution. 

g. Preparation was divided in working aliquots and either stored at -80oC or 

freeze dried and stored at -80oC 

 

4.3.5. Labelled Antibody Quality Control 

i.  Gel Filtration chromatography: 20-50 µg of samples were injected into a 25 mL 

Superdex S-200 column equilibrated with TBS + 10% glycerol, at a flow of 0.5 

mL/min. Traces at 280 nm and 340 nm were recorded. 
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ii. ELISA: assay development is described in the results section. Briefly, analyte in 

Coating Buffer was immobilised onto a high protein binding white plate 

(Greiner), followed by blocking with Blocking Solution and then incubating with 

the different antibodies in blocking solution and europium- FEB, as described. 

Time resolved fluorescence (Luminescence) readings were taken with a 

PHERAstar FS multi-mode microplate reader (BMG Labtech), with HTRF optic 

module (excitation:337 nm and dual emission: 665 nm and 620 nm) and a flash 

lamp. According to emission decay measured (see Figure 4.3.5.1), gating was 

set at 40 µs after light pulse and 400 µs of integration time, with 400 flashes 

per well. 

 

Figure 4.3.5.1 Luminescence decay curve of BHHBTEG-MIL38-Eu used to 

establish reading parameter for time resolved fluorescence (TRF) in the plate 

reader. Gating time (G) was set to 40 µs and integration time (I) was set to 400 

µs. 
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4.3.6. Cell Immunoluminescence Assay 

i. Preparation of cell slides: cells were prepared as described in Chapter 2, with 

the modifications defined by the method optimisation. Briefly, cells (DU145, 

C3 or urine cells) were washed with CytoLyt solution and spotted onto the 

slides, air dried and further fixed with ice-cold acetone for 3 min. The CytoLyt 

wash was eventually changed for the addition of 1:1 volume of Saccomanno 

fluid (a fixative used for liquid samples in pathology labs) on the urine samples 

upon arrival, as described in a similar immunofluorescence assay[39]. Cells 

were left in this fixative for at least 1 h up to 24 h at room temperature (to 

avoid precipitation of mineral crystals in the samples that often occurs with 

storage at 4oC). After incubation with the fixative, cells were spun down and 

spotted onto slides, air dried and either stored at 4oC or immunostained. 

ii. Immunostaining: 2 different immunoluminescence assays were tested: a one-

step direct assay, where the primary antibody, MIL38, was labelled with the 

chelator; and a 3-step indirect assay with a biotinylated anti-mouse antibody 

and streptavidin labelled with the chelator. In all cases, cells were 

counterstained with the nuclear dye Hoechst 33342, by incubating with 

counterstaining solution for 5 min, protected from light. 

a. Blocking: in all cases, fixed cells were blocked with blocking solution (1% BSA 

in TBS-T) for 1 h at room temperature. 

b. Direct assay: cells were incubated with 10 µg/mL of MIL38 antibody, 

labelled with Eu-chelator, in blocking solution for 30 min at room 
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temperature. Slides were then washed with TBS-T, counterstained and then 

washed with TBS, then air dried for imaging. 

c. Three step indirect assay: cells were incubated with 10 µg/mL of unlabelled 

MIL38 antibody in blocking solution for 1 h at room temperature, washed 

with TBS-T and then incubated with 10 µg/mL of biotinylated rabbit-anti-

mouse antibody in blocking solution at room temperature for 30 min. Slides 

were washed with TBS-T and then incubated with Streptavidin labelled with 

Eu-chelator in blocking solution for 30 min at room temperature protected 

from light. Slides were then washed with TBS-T, counterstained and then 

washed with TBS and airdried for imaging. 

d. Cell mounting and imaging:  just before imaging, FEB and europium solutions 

were mixed (1:1) and spotted onto the immunostained cells and covered with 

a coverslip. Further examination showed that the addition of europium 

solution after counterstaining would show europium luminescence in the 

nuclei (discussed in section 4.6). Therefore, incubation of labelled cells with 

europium was done before counterstaining, followed by mounting the slides 

with FEB just prior imaging. Slides were inspected under the microscope, then 

time-gated luminescence (TGL) imaging was performed on an Olympus BX51 

fluorescence microscope using the Gated Autosynchronous Luminescence 

Detector (GALD)[136], which was inserted into the DIC slot of the microscope. 

Images were captured without a fluorescence filter using a DP72 colour 

camera set for ASA speed of 200 and exposure period between 5 and 10 s. 

Following TGL images, fluorescence images for nuclear counterstaining (blue 
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filter, 10 ms exposure) and autofluorescence (green filter, 100-200 ms 

exposure) were taken using a 100 W mercury arc lamp in the same microscope. 

4.3.7. Western blot 

i. Preparation of cell membrane protein extracts: detached cultured cells (see 

2.3.4-i) were lysed by incubation with lysis buffer 1 for 10 min onto a tube 

rotator, and membranes were separated from water soluble proteins by 

centrifugation at 16,000 g for 15 minutes. Supernatant was discarded and 

pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer 2 and incubated for 30 minutes onto a 

tube rotator. Solubilised membrane proteins were separated from DNA and 

other nuclear components by centrifugation at 16,000g for 15 min. Pellet was 

discarded, and supernatant was collected and stored in working aliquots (50-

100µL) at -80˚C. 

ii. SDS-PAGE: 20 µg of protein from cell membrane protein extracts were mixed 

with 4 times concentrated loading buffer, boiled at 95°C for 5 min and 

centrifuged at 10,000 g for 5 min. Protein standard and samples were served 

onto precast gels, and run in MOPS-SDS buffer at 200 V for 45-60 min.  

iii.  Protein transfer: proteins separated by SDS-PAGE were transferred to 

nitrocellulose membrane by semi-dry transference using a BioRad trans-blot 

turbo machine. BioRad transfer buffer (5 times concentrated, containing SDS) 

was diluted to one time concentrated with methanol (20% final concentration) 

and mQ water. Filter papers and nitrocellulose membrane were pre-wet with 

transfer buffer in advance. Transfer sandwich was assembled on the transfer 
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machine cassette and run at 25 V for 10 min. Gel was discarded, and blotted 

membrane was rinsed with mQ water. 

iv. Western Blot: After transfer, membranes were blocked with blocking solution 

for 1 h at room temperature. Primary antibody (MIL38-biotin) was diluted to 1 

µg/mL in blocking solution and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. After 3 

times 5min washes with washing solution, membranes were incubated with 

streptavidin-HRP and protein standard probe (StrepTactin-HRP) diluted in 

blocking solution. Membranes were then washed 4 times by 10min with 

washing solution. Clarity ECL Western substrate (1:1 mixture) was added onto 

the membrane, and this was covered with a plastic film before imaging using a 

GE ImageQuant LAS 4000 imager, with exposure time of 5 sec 1 min. 

 

4.4. ANTIBODY LABELLING STRATEGIES 

In order to label MIL38 antibody with the europium chelator, two different amine 

targeted chemistries were used. The first approach was attempted using BHHBCB directly on 

MIL38. The reactive group in BHHBCB is a sulfonyl chloride, which targets primary amines 

from lysine residues and the N-terminus. The reaction scheme is shown in Figure 4.4.1(A). The 

second approach was to use BHHBTEGBS, a derivative of BHHBCB which contains a 

tetraethylene glycol spacer, to increase solubility, and contains a N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) 

ester as a reactive group, which also targets primary amino groups, as shown in Figure 

4.4.1(B).[132] 
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Figure 4.4.1. Scheme of conjugation reactions used to label MIL38 antibody with the 

europium chelator.  R = Antibody; R’ = europium chelator. A. Sulfonyl chloride reaction 

with amino group in antibody. B. NHS ester reaction with amino group in antibody. 

 

According to its sequence (kindly provided by Minomic for this study, but not shown 

due to intellectual property restrictions), MIL38 has a total of 49 lysine residues, 14 in the 

light chain and 35 in the heavy chain. Together with 4 amino termini from the heavy and light 

chains, there are 53 theoretical available primary amino groups. However, it is not likely that 

all of them are readily accessible for conjugation. Initially, a molar ratio chelator/antibody of 

20 was used as a starting point. Both conjugation reactions were conducted in a slightly basic 

pH environment (pH 8.5), in order to reduce the competition of hydrolysis breakdown of the 

reactive groups, particularly the sulfonyl chloride group, without compromising the 

availability of reactive deprotonated amines.  Under these conditions, both conjugations were 

successful. However, the level of conjugation using BHHBTEGBS was higher than that using 

BHHBCB. In Figure 4.4.2 (bottom) are shown the UV-visible spectra of the unlabelled antibody 

(A), and the conjugates MIL38-BHHBCB (B) and MIL38-BHHBTEGBS (C). The levels of 

conjugation can be qualitatively observed in the intensity of the peaks at 340 nm, which 
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corresponds to the absorbance of the chelator: the absorbance intensity is higher for the 

BHHBTEGBS conjugate, compared to the BHHBCB conjugate.  

At the top of Figure 4.4.2 it can be seen gel filtration chromatograms corresponding 

to the unlabelled MIL38 (A), MIL38-BHHBCB (B) and MIL38-BHHBTEGBS (C).  Traces for 280 

nm and 340 nm were recorded to monitor labelled protein. The antibody alone shows a small 

peak that could be either some aggregate or a contaminant protein, as the antibody had been 

only purified by affinity (Protein G). It is present in all the antibody alone chromatograms run, 

at roughly the same proportion. The major peak comes at the expected retention volume for 

IgG, according to the standards run. The MIL38-BHHBCB conjugate chromatogram shows 

three overlapping peaks with different 340 nm / 280 nm absorbance ratios. This profile 

suggests that the labelling with BHHBCB was not homogeneous. Moreover, the higher the 

340 nm / 280 nm ratio is, the sooner the peak came out of the column.  The same occurs with 

the MIL38-BHHBTEGBS conjugate (C), which comes at the void volume. This was unexpected 

for MIL38-BHHBTEGBS, as this derivative of BHHBCB contains a tetraethyleneglycol chain that 

would potentially increase the hydrophilicity of the conjugate. These results show that the 

conjugated protein aggregates as labelling efficiency increases. 

Based on these results, as BHHBTEGBS appeared to achieve a higher labelling 

efficiency, the conjugation of the antibody with this chelator was optimised further, also 

addressing the protein aggregation problem.



 

Figure 4.4.2 Comparison of MIL38 labelling with BHHBCB and BHHBTEGBS. Top: Gel filtration chromatograms of labelled antibodies. At 

the top right, standards for reference. Molecular weights of protein peaks are shown in kDa. Void and column volume (CV) are also shown.          

* Density artefact. Bottom: UV-visible spectra of labelled antibodies. A. Non-labelled MIL38. B. MIL38-BHHBCB C. MIL38-BHHBTEGBS.  



Following the choice of label, the conjugation ratio was optimised. Three different 

chelator to antibody molar ratios were tested: 10, 20 and 50. The reaction conditions were 

similar to the ones used above, except that 0.1% of the surfactant Tween-20 were added to 

both the reaction solution and the storage solution (TBS pH 7.5) to promote solubility of the 

conjugate. Following buffer exchange, purified conjugates UV-visible spectra were analysed 

by NanoDrop. Molar concentrations (C) of both antibody and chelator were determined using 

the Beer-Lambert law:  

𝐶 =  
𝐴

𝑏. 𝜀
 

Being A𝞴 the absorbance at wavelength 𝞴, b is the path of light in cm (b = 1 cm) and 𝜺𝞴 is 

the extinction coeficient at wavelength 𝞴. Extinction coefficients for antibody of 𝜺Ab 280 = 

2.1x105 M−1.cm−1, and chelator of 𝜺Ch 280 = 1.6×104 M−1.cm−1 and 𝜺Ch 335 = 3.1×104 M−1.cm−1 

were used. Results are summarised in Table 4.4.1. 

 

Table 4.4.1 Number of chelators per antibody with the different chelator/IgG ratio used for 

labelling. T = total; Ch = chelator; Ab = Antibody 

Ratio A280T A280(T-Ch) [Ab] (M) A335 [Ch] (M) 
Ch/Ab 

ratio 

10 0.161 0.096 4.6E-07 0.123 4.0E-06 9 

20 0.228 0.103 4.9E-07 0.236 7.6E-06 16 

50 0.249 0.108 5.2E-07 0.266 8.6E-06 17 

 

In the table it can be observed that a maximum of labels is reached with a ratio of 20 

times. The 50 times ratio, on the other hand, precipitated within few hours. UV visible 

spectrum profiles are shown in Figure 4.4.3. 
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Figure 4.4.3. UV-visible spectra profiles for different chelator/antibody labelling ratios. 

A. Non-labelled MIL38. B. 10X. C. 20X. D. 50X 

 

Gel filtration chromatography was performed to check on aggregation states of the 

conjugates. Same running conditions were used. The chromatograms are shown in Figure 

4.4.4. It is observed that at any level of conjugation tested, the conjugate tends to aggregate 

at the storage conditions used. The 10X preparation seems to show two peaks, one of them 

not labelled at all. This result is intriguing, as one would expect that conjugation occurrs as a 

semi-random process in which the amino groups react according to their expossure and 

reactivity, in every molecule of antibody. This non-labelled peak looks smaller in the other 

preparations. As the labelling was maximised at the highest conjugation ratios and the 20X 

did not visibly precipitate, this conjugation level was chosen as optimal. Further studies on 

the storage conditions were conducted to improve the solubility of the conjugate. 
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 Figure 4.4.4. Gel filtration chromatograms for different chelator/antibody labelling 

ratios. * Density artefact. A. Non-labelled MIL38. B. 10X. C. 20X. D. 50X 

 

4.5. REAGENT STABILITY: SOLUBILITY AND CHELATOR STABILITY 

In the previous section it was clear that the storage conditions for the MIL38-

BHHBTEGBS conjugate were not appropriate, as it tended to aggregate, as observed in the gel 

filtration chromatograms, and eventually form a visible precipitate.   The theoretical 

isoelectric point of MIL38 antibody was estimated using the Kozlowski et al calculator[142], 

(http://isoelectric.org/) and the Compute pI/Mw tool from ExPASy 

(https://web.expasy.org/compute_pi/), using the sequences of heavy and light chains of the 

antibody. Theoretical isoelectric points calculated using these tools were 7.19 and 8.35 

respectively. Antibody glycosylation modifies the isoelectric point as the sugar residues can 

be charged too. As solubility is lowest at the isoelectric point, and the storage buffer used is 
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close to this point, it is possible that the addition of a highly hydrophobic molecule such as 

BHHBTEGBS or BHHBCB further reduces the solubility of the conjugate in aqueous solutions. 

Based on the premise that the aggregation was being caused by the proximity of the 

antibody isoelectric point to the storage buffer pH, a low pH buffer (pH = 5.5) was tested for 

storage. Two pH units below the average isoelectric point was used to ensure that the 

conjugate is sufficiently charged to be kept in solution. MIL38 was therefore conjugated with 

BHHBTEGBS using the labelling conditions optimised above and exchanging the buffer to 

acetate buffered saline (ABS) pH 5.5. Gel filtration chromatography was run at the same 

conditions as the previous preparations, using TBS-glycerol as running buffer, to check on the 

conjugate aggregation. Figure 4.5.1 shows the gel filtration chromatogram of this preparation 

(C), compared to the non-labelled antibody (A) and the conjugate stored in TBS (pH 7.5).  It 

can be observed that most of the antibody remained in solution and the aggregation process 

started as soon as the sample was at a higher pH, forming a wide peak at a slightly higher 

molecular weight than the labelled antibody.  

With this result it was concluded that pH 5.5 was optimal for storage to prevent the 

aggregation of the antibody conjugate.



 

 Figure 4.5.1.  Aggregation state of MIL38-BHHBTEG conjugates stored at different pH, observed via gel filtration chromatography. Running 

buffer used in all cases: TBS pH 7.5, 10% glycerol. A. Non-labelled MIL38. B. MIL38-BHHBTEG stored in TBS (pH 7.5). C. MIL38-BHHBTEG stored 

in ABS (pH 5.5). Top right, gel filtration standards for reference, with molecular weight of protein peaks in kDa, void and CV volumes shown.         

* Density artefact.

 

  



The next step to finalise the storage conditions optimisation was to compare freeze-

drying with simple freezing small working aliquots.  For this, 0.1% w/v BSA, a carrier protein, 

were added to the final preparation as an additive. 50 µL aliquots were made and half were 

freeze dried and stored at -80oC or simply stored at -80oC. 

To check on the activity and integrity of the conjugation, two assays were performed. 

First, the labelled antibodies were immobilised onto an opaque high protein binding plate, 

and then incubated with europium chloride and the fluorescence enhancement buffer (FEB). 

Second, the activity of the conjugate was checked by ELISA, immobilising the protein target, 

GPC1, onto the plate, blocking, and detecting with MIL38-BHHBTEGBS conjugate (The 

optimisation of these assays is described on section 4.6). After incubating with europium 

chloride and FEB, time resolved fluorescence (Luminescence) readings were taken with a 

PHERAstar FS multi-mode microplate reader. Results are shown in Figure 4.5.2 

 

Figure 4.5.2.  Comparison of freeze dried and frozen preparations. Samples run in 

duplicates (n=2). Error bars show standard deviation. A. 10 ng of antibody-non-labelled 

(N.L.), freeze dried or frozen- immobilised onto a high binding plate and enhanced with 

Eu-FEB B. ELISA response of 100 ng of GPC1 immobilised onto a high binding plate, 

enhanced with Eu-FEB. ELISA assay as per section 4.6 below. 
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The results show that there are no major differences in the activity of the conjugate 

when either frozen or freeze-dried. This last one was chosen as a final storage condition for 

the conjugate. 

In summary, in this section it was determined that to promote solubility of the MIL38-

BHHBTEGBS conjugate in aqueous solution, a lower pH buffer (pH5.5) was optimal. The 

addition of a carrier (BSA) and finally freeze-drying were also chosen for the final product 

storage. 

 

4.6. IMMUNOASSAY OPTIMISATION FOR EUROPIUM CHELATE CONJUGATES 

Once a stable product was achieved, the MIL38-BHHBTEGBS conjugate was trialled in 

immunoassays.  Firstly, composition of the FEB was revised. The FEB composition was 

originally described by Arnaud and Georges (1997)[137], and consists on a solution of the 

ligand trioctylphosphine (TOPO) at  low pH (4.7) in the presence of the detergent TritonX-100. 

Given that the final goal was to develop an immunoassay for urine cells, the composition of 

the buffer seemed harsh for the cells. In particular, the presence of Triton X-100, which is 

routinely used for cell permeabilisation, could disrupt the integrity of the cell membranes at 

the assay development step. As a surfactant is necessary to keep the highly hydrophobic 

TOPO in solution, Triton was substituted by Tween-20, which is milder. Also, low pHs are likely 

to disrupt the antibody-antigen interactions, and therefore, higher pHs were tested as buffer 

systems. The FEB was tested in an ELISA type immunoassay, with the MIL38 protein target, 

GPC1, immobilised onto a high binding plate, blocked with blocking solution (1%BSA in TBS-

Tween) and incubated with the MIL38-BHHBTEGBS conjugate. After washes, the plate was 

incubated 10 min with 0.1 mM europium chloride in different buffers (acetate, pH 5.5; MES, 
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pH 6.5; TBS, pH 7.5 and carbonate, pH 8.5). A first set of time resolved fluorescence 

(luminescence) readings were taken with a PHERAstar FS multi-mode microplate reader as 

described in the methods. This first reading without enhancement was taken as a reference 

of the basal luminescence of the europium-chelate complex. Following, europium chloride 

solution was discarded and FEB (50 µM TOPO, 0.1% Tween-20) prepared with these buffers 

was incubated up to 30 min, luminescence readings at different time points. Results are 

shown in Figure 4.6.1(A). 

 

Figure 4.6.1. Effect of pH in the Fluorescence Enhancement Buffer (FEB) performance. 

A. Luminescence as a function of incubation time with the FEB solution. Point 0 

corresponds to the signal of the europium chelate without enhancement. B. Signal to 

noise (S/N) ratio of the samples incubated with FEB (grey, readings at 30 min 

incubation time), compared to readings with europium alone (black). 

 

The best performing buffers were the more acidic ones, pHs 5.5 and 6.5. This result is 

in agreement with what was observed by Arnaud and Georges[137], who found that the 

luminescence intensity peaked at pH 4.5, between 3 and 5.5, and then started to slightly 
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decline. In Figure 4.6.1(B) it is shown the signal to noise ratio achieved when only europium 

is added (black) compared with that after 30 min incubation with FEB. It is clearly seen the 

very significative signal increment when water quenching is avoided using the external ligand 

TOPO. Based on these results, acetate buffer pH 5.5 with an incubation of at least 10 min 

were selected for enhancement of the signal of the europium chelate complex. These 

conditions were used for ELISA like assays and for the cell immunoluminescence assay in 

development.  

 

4.7. IMAGING USING MIL38-BHHBTEG 

The cell assay platform used for labelling urine cells was described in detail on chapter 

2. Briefly, fixed cells (either with CytoLyt or Saccomanno solutions) are spun down and 

resuspended 0.1-1 mL of DPBS, depending on the size of the pellet. Then, 5-10 µL of this cell 

suspension is spotted onto an epoxy-coated slide, let to air-dry and then incubate into ice-

cold acetone for further fixation. This is followed by blocking with 1% BSA in TBS and 

incubation with primary and secondary antibodies, and finally nuclear counterstaining using 

Hoechst. Slides were mounted with 70% glycerol in DPBS, and then inspected under 

epifluorescence microscope. Figure 4.7.1-A shows a typical staining using this method.  
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Figure 4.7.1. A Typical indirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA) using MIL38 as primary 

antibody and a secondary antibody (anti-mouse) labelled with Alexa Fluor-488 

(exposure time: 200 ms), against prostate cancer cell line (DU145, positive control) and 

bladder cancer cell line (C3, negative control). 40X objective was used. B. Western blot 

of DU145 and C3 cell lines MIL38 crude extracts treated with heparinase I (1 and 3 

respectively) or untreated (2 and 4 respectively). Biotinylated MIL38 and streptavidin-

HRP conjugate were used as probes. 20 µg of protein were loaded per lane. Exposure 

time: 5s. 

 

The prostate cancer cell line DU145 was routinely used as a positive control for these 

urine cells assays. As it can be seen in the figure, the expression of GPC1 is not uniform in all 

the cells, nor all the cells are stained. The bladder cancer cell line C3, on the other hand, is 

used as a negative control for the assay. However, the cells are not entirely negative, but the 

expression levels of GPC1 are so low, they often look negative. In Figure 4.7.1-A, slightly 

positive C3 cells are observed, and this is consistent with weak bands corresponding to GPC1 
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observed in western blots done with membrane extracts of these cell lines (Figure 4.7.1-B). It 

is worth noting that treatment with heparinase I in order to digest the long and bulky heparan 

sulphate chains allows the glycoprotein to go into the SDS-PAGE gel, as it is observed when 

comparing lanes 1 and 2 for DU145 and 3 and 4 for C3. Two bands are observed for DU145: 

one wide band at around 60 kDa, which corresponds to the mature form with what remains 

from heparan sulphate chains, and one of around 55kDa, which corresponds to the non-

glycosylated and N-glycosylated protein core (see structure features in Figure 1.4.2.1.- A). For 

C3, only the high molecular weight form is detected when treating with heparinase I, and 

levels of the protein core are below of detection limits.  

To decide whether an immunofluorescence assay is valid based on the controls, the 

majority of the DU145 cells in each field of view are strongly stained and the majority of C3 

are negative, and the few positives if any, are weakly stained, as shown in the figure. Invalid 

assays were very rare. 

With this information in mind, a similar cell assay was carried on DU145 and C3 cells 

but using the MIL38-BHHBTEGBS conjugate (direct immunoluminescence assay) and some 

modifications. Immunostaining was done as described above. After counterstaining, cells 

were incubated with europium and then FEB was used as mounting solution, added at least 

10 min before inspection under the microscope equipped with a GALD unit. It was noticed 
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that if counterstaining was done before the addition of europium chloride, the nuclei were 

non-specifically stained (Figure 4.7.2).  

Figure 4.7.2. Europium incorporation into the cell nuclei in the presence of Hoechst. 

Top: cell staining with MIL38-BHHBCB as primary antibody (time gated image, 10s 

exposure) and anti-mouse-Alexa488 (exposure 200s) as secondary antibody, doing 

Hoechst nuclear counterstaining (exposure 10s) before the addition of europium. 40X 

objective was used A Hoescht-Alexa488 merge. B Alexa488-europium merge. C 

Hoechst-europium merge. Bottom: chemical structures of Hoechst and DNA 

nucleosides. 

 

In figure 4.7.2 a typical result of the luminescence pattern of europium when nuclear 

counterstaining was done before the addition of the lanthanide. The weakly labelled MIL38-

BHHBCB was used for this experiment, and the binding of the conjugate to the cell was 

monitored using an anti-mouse-Alexa488 antibody. It was observed that the labelling didn’t 

impair the conjugate binding to the cells (4.7.2-A), but it was also noticed that the emission 
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of europium didn’t match the conjugate binding sites, but the cells’ nuclei (4.7.2-B and C). The 

BHHBCB labelling level of the antibody was so low that europium emission from the conjugate 

was below detection limits and the only signal observed was from the europium in the nuclei.  

To overcome the chelation of europium by the Hoechst-DNA complex, the cell assay 

was slightly modified. After the MIL38 conjugate, the cells were incubated first with europium 

solution, then counterstaining with Hoechst and, finally, FEB was used as mounting media 

before microscope inspection as described above. Figure 4.7.3 shows a typical staining using 

this method. The pattern of staining is consistent with what is observed with the indirect IFA, 

shown in Figure 4.7.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.7.3. Direct Immunoluminescence Assay, using MIL38 antibody labelled with 

BHHBTEGBS, against a bladder cancer cells (C3, negative control) and prostate cancer 

cells (DU145, positive control). Exposure times: Hoechst, 10 ms; GALD: 10 s.  Top left 

shows a diagram of the assay: Antibody (green, MIL38) is labelled with BHHBTEGBS 

(red), targeting the antigen (yellow, GPC1) on the surface of the cell. 40X objective was 

used. 
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 Despite the success of the staining, there was a strong photobleaching effect caused 

by the UV light used for excitation, and therefore, the signal was lost quickly. This is not 

desirable when positive cells are being searched in a patient sample. Trying to address this 

new difficulty, amplification of the signal via an indirect assay was tested, using a biotin-

streptavidin system. 

 

4.8. AMPLIFICATION – USE OF BIOTIN-STREPTAVIDIN SYSTEM  

Streptavidin is a homo-tetrameric protein complex that binds biotin with high affinity. 

For this work it was used a recombinant form. According to the manufacturer (Thermo 

Scientific Pierce), it has a mass of 53 kDa and neutral isoelectric point (pI = 6.8 to 7.5). For the 

labelling, the chelator/protein molar ratio used was 20X, and given the similar isoelectric 

point to MIL38 antibody, the same storage conditions were employed. UV-visible spectrum 

and gel filtration chromatography as described before were run as quality control tests before 

checking for activity. Results are shown in Figure 4.8.1. 
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Figure 4.8.1 Streptavidin-BHHBTEGBS conjugate. A. UV-visible spectrum. B. Gel 

filtration chromatogram. TBS pH 7.5, 10% glycerol was used as running buffer. 

Standards chromatogram is shown at the top right for reference, with void and column 

volume points and molecular weights shown in kDa. 

 

The spectrum shows, as before for MIL38, a high level of conjugation. The number of 

chelators per protein was calculated as described before, using 𝜺280 = 1.8x105M-1cm-1 as 

specified by the manufacturer, with a result of 19. The chromatogram shows that the majority 

of the labelled protein comes out at about the expected retention time for 53 kDa, and some 

aggregation is already taking place during the chromatography (run TBS pH 7.5 10% glycerol 

to keep conditions comparable), as observed with MIL38-BHHBTEGBS conjugate. The small 

peak at a later retention time is probably some monomeric form of the streptavidin.  

The new conjugate was tested on an indirect immunoluminescence cell assay, using 

MIL38 as primary antibody, an anti-mouse-biotin secondary antibody and the streptavidin-

BHHBTEGBS conjugate, comparing this time with Streptavidin-DyLight (488), another 

photostable fluorescent dye (Thermo). The result is shown in Figure 4.8.2. 
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Figure 4.8.2. Indirect Immunoluminescence Assay (top) and Immunofluorescence 

Assay (bottom) on prostate cancer cells (DU145), using MIL38 as primary antibody, 

and an anti-mouse-biotin with Streptavidin-BHHBTEG (top) or Streptavidin-

DyLight.488 (bottom) systems as secondary reagents for detection. Exposure times: 

GALD: 10 s; DyLight: 200 ms. Top left shows a diagram of the assay: Antibody (green, 

MIL38) is bound by a secondary antibody (blue) labelled with biotin (purple), which is 

detected by streptavidin (orange) labelled with BHHBTEG (red), targeting the antigen 

(yellow, GPC1) on the surface of the cell. 20X Objective was used. 

 

The assay was successful. Cells were stained as expected, with higher intensity than 

the direct assay and the expected pattern for DU145. Photobleaching still occurred, but as 

the signal was more intense, it lasted longer giving enough time to search and photograph 

the cells.  
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Following this preliminary test, DU145 cells were spiked into normal urine to test for 

specificity in a real sample. Spiked samples were processed as patient samples and assayed 

using the optimised indirect immunoluminescence assay. The performance of Streptavidin-

BHHBTEGBS was compared with Streptavidin-DyLight (488). Results are shown in Figure 4.8.3. 

On panels A and B, it can be observed the performance of streptavidin-BHHBTEGBS 

and streptavidin-DyLight respectively. C and D show the streptavidin alone controls, 

BHHBTEGBS and DyLight conjugates respectively. For the time gated image, only some of the 

cells are stained, the spiked DU145 cells. For the fluorescence image, however, both DU145 

and epithelial urine cells fluoresce. The secondary alone controls show that there is no non-

specific binding of the europium chelate conjugate, whereas cells show fluorescence for the 

DyLight conjugate, most likely autofluorescence. 

On panel E, results for a similar assay using streptavidin is shown. Bright-field and time-

gated luminescence images of Cryptosporidium muris were immunostained in suspension 

with anti-cryptosporidium antibody, biotinylated secondary antibody, and the BHHBCB-Eu3+ 

labelled BSA-streptavidin complex in a fruit juice sample.[133] The time gated image is also 

clear of autofluorescence but required 3 min exposure to reach similar intensity levels that 

were reached with 10 s exposure with the system developed and used in this work. 

  



 

Figure 4.8.3. Indirect Immunoluminescence Assay (A, C) and Immunofluorescence Assay (B, D) on prostate cancer cells (DU145) spiked 

in normal urine. MIL38 was used as primary antibody (A, B), and anti-mouse-biotin with streptavidin-BHHBTEG (A) or streptavidin-

Dylight.488 (B) as detection systems. Secondary alone controls (C, D respectively) were run to test for non-specific binding and 

autofluorescence. Exposure times: GALD: 10 s; DyLight: 200 ms. 20X objective was used. E. Image modified from [133]. Bright-field (top), 

time-gated (bottom; exposure time, 3 min) luminescence images of Cryptosporidium muris oocysts immunostained by BHHBCB-labelled 

BSA-Streptavidin complex in fruit juice.  

 

  



Running this final test, it is concluded that the system developed for urine assays 

seems suitable to analyse patient urine samples, with stable reagents and a clean assay. 

However, during the imaging it was noticed that the manual system in place would make the 

analysis of individual slides tedious and time consuming.  

 

4.9. DISCUSSION 

The development of this new platform for urine cells immunoassay was devided in 

two major stages: reagents development and assay optimisation. The achievement of a stable 

reagent that can be prepared in reproducible batches and the optimisation of a robust 

immunoassay are desirable in order to transfere the technology to commercial pathology 

laboratories for routine analysis.  

The first step consisted in choosing the best europium chelator for conjugation to the 

MIL38 antibody. BHHBTEGBS showed better performance when compared with BHHBCB in 

terms of level of labelling. BHHBCB has a sulfonyl chloride as a reactive group, which 

hydrolyses very quickly in aqueous conditions. Although the hydrolysation rate was not 

determined empirically, it is likely that this high reactivity with water contributed with the 

low labelling efficiency observed. On the other hand, BHHBTEGBS, a derivative of BHHBCB, 

has a tetraethylene glycol (TEG) spacer which increases the hydrophilicity of the molecule, 

otherwise highly hydrophobic. The presence of this spacer increases the accessibility of the 

chelator to less exposed amino groups from the antibody, that BHHBCB would not be able to 

access. Additionally, BHHBTEGBS has N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS) as a reactive group, 

which is more stable in aqueous solutions than the sulfonyl chloride. The higher stability of 

the reactive group in water and the enhanced accessibility of amino groups thanks to the TEG 
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spacer could explain the higher degree of labelling when using BHHBTEGBS, compared with 

BHHBCB.  

While the TEG linker facilitates the attachment of a high number of chelators to the 

antibody, the best ratio of chelator to protein that maintains the activity and the stability of 

the conjugated protein remained to be investigated. A series of conjugations of BHHBTEGBS 

to MIL38 were carried out by increasing the molar ratio of ligand to antibody from 10:1 (10X) 

to 50:1 (50X). It was determined that the optimal molar ratio for MIL38 is 20:1. 

The presence of TEG did not guarantee the solubility of the conjugate, however, as 

evidenced by the short retention times observed for the conjugates in gel filtration 

chromatography tests, suggesting aggregation. Examination of the isoelectric point of MIL38 

antibody using the heavy and light chains sequences showed that it was close to the pH of the 

storage buffer used. This was suspected to contribute to aggregation and eventually the 

precipitation of the conjugate during storage. A two pH units lower buffer was used for 

storage, and further analysis by gel filtration showed that the antibody-chelator conjugate 

was stable in solution. The use of two pH units below the isoelectric point for storage of 

antibodies used in therapeutics is not uncommon. For example, the storage buffer of the 

commercial antibody Trastuzumab, according to the drug insert (Herceptin) is 6, while the 

isoelectric point of the antibody is near 8.  

 Once a stable reagent was achieved, the next step followed was to modify the original 

assay used for the patient trial to be adapted to the europium chelate emission conditions. 

First, the mounting medium needed to be replaced, as europium emission is quenched by 

water and it was observed that the glycerol based mounting medium was not optimal either. 

The previously described FEB[137], was adapted to more gentle conditions compatible with 
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cells immunoassays, which included the use of a slightly less acid buffer and a milder 

detergent. The optimised FEB was lately used as mounting medium for cell imaging. The 

immunoassay steps were kept the same up to the counterstaining step. It was observed that 

if the nuclear dye Hoechst was used first, europium used either by itself or mixed with FEB in 

the mounting medium, the nuclei would be stained red (Figure 4.7.2). The complex formed 

by the dye and the DNA, which makes the dye fluoresce blue when excited at the same 

wavelength interval that BHHBTEGBS/BHHBCB do, may be creating a coordination space 

surrounded by an aromatic environment (see the structures of Hoechst and DNA nucleosides 

in Figure 4.7.2 bottom), where europium is chelated and excited during irradiation. When 

adding europium before the counterstaining, it would be captured only by the chelator and 

perhaps other groups in the cells that do not have an antenna well positioned for energy 

transfer and therefore, the non-specific nuclear staining is not observed. This was not found 

to be reported yet in the literature, thus the interactions between nuclear dyes, DNA and 

europium, and perhaps other lanthanides, remain to be studied.  

A major disadvantage of the use of europium chelators is the strong photobleaching 

by the UV radiation that reduces the europium emission, often impairing the sample 

examination and the imaging process. This problem was addressed by increasing the signal 

intensity via amplification by streptavidin-biotin system. However, recently, two highly 

luminescent and water-soluble europium chelates have been reported to display UV-light 

stability in solution, remaining highly emissive after 100 min of strong UV irradiation[143]. 

These developed probes could be used as an alternative in future developments of this type 

of assays in the future.  
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Similar conjugation, storage and assay conditions used for the MIL38-BHHBTEGBS 

were found to be optimal for the Streptavidin-BHHBTEGBS conjugate. An assay over a urine 

sample spiked with prostate cancer cells showed that the optimised assay was adequate to 

analyse autofluorescent samples, as selectively stained the GPC1 expressing cells. A 

comparison with a similar assay done over Cryptosporidium muris oocysts in a fruit juice 

sample[133]  showed that the assay developed in this work seemed to be more efficient. In 

this work, the streptavidin was directly labelled with BHHBTEGBS with a total of 19 chelators 

per protein, whereas the streptavidin conjugate used for the detection of the oocytes was in 

a complex with BSA labelled with BHHBCB, to improve the solubility of the chelator, with a 

labelling ratio of 47:1. This preparation already contains the europium in coordination to the 

complex before the immunoassay and do not use any enhancement, therefore they required 

a longer exposure time to reach similar levels of luminescence intensity in their image (3 min, 

compared with 5-10 s for the optimised assay). Another factor of improved signal is the 

different instrumentation used. For this work, a microscope with a Gated Autosynchronous 

Luminescence Detection (GALD)[136] was used, which among its components contains a high-

power UV-led unit as a light source and a DP72 colour camera for imaging, whereas for the 

imaging of the oocytes a 30 W xenon flashlamp was used as light source, with UV-2A and V-

2A filters and a time-resolved digital black-and-white CCD camera system for image 

acquisition.  The differences in the reagents, the assay method and the instrumentation used 

account for the improved performance of the immunoassay. On the other hand, time gated 

luminescence instruments to be used for cell imaging are still being developed.   

The europium chelate platform optimised in this work has been shown to be 

successful as an assay that overcame the problems that affected the initial 
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immunofluorescence assay trial with MIL38 antibody over urine cells for the detection of 

prostate cancer. However, during the analysis of the samples it was noticed that the 

instrumentation used is not optimal for sample slides screening: as the operation is highly 

manual, the analysis of patient samples that requires the screening of a wide area of the slide, 

would be a time consuming and tedious task. Other similar technologies that promise to 

overcome this particular problem by automatization are being developed, such as the Time-

Gated Orthogonal Scanning Automated Microscopy (OSAM) [144], which has been reported 

to detect protein of low expression on cells using europium containing nanoparticles for 

enhancement[145]. This technology could be adapted to the assay developed in this work for 

a more reliable sample analysis. 

4.10. CONCLUSION 

Luminescence has been proven useful to overcome the autofluorescence interference 

in cell immunofluorescence assays. MIL38 antibody was successfully labelled with the 

europium chelator BHHBTEGBS, and it was found that the conjugate was more stable for 

storage in acidic conditions. The original IFA developed at the beginning of the study was 

adapted for luminescence. It was found during the optimisation process that europium can 

be incorporated non-specifically in the cell nucleus when the nuclear dye Hoechst is present. 

Due to the susceptibility of BHHBTEGBS (and BHHBCB for that matter) to photobleaching, a 

biotin-streptavidin system was incorporated to the assay in order to amplify the signal. 

Streptavidin was then labelled with BHHBTEGBS, using same conditions used for MIL38, and 

the assay was successful. An assay run with urine spiked with DU145 cells showed that the 

platform was useful in overcoming autofluorescence, but the instrumentation used was not 

adequate for screening. It is recommended to continue the development of the assay with a 
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scanning system such as the Time-Gated Orthogonal Scanning Automated Microscopy 

(OSAM) 
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5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

Thanks to the advances of modern medicine, life expectancy is increasing. With an 

aging population, many ailments linked to age are to become more common, and it is of 

interest to find accurate ways of diagnosis and prognosis, as well as effective treatments. One 

of these age-related illnesses is prostate cancer. Thanks to the implementation of screening 

policies, early detection is a possibility, increasing the chances of survival of those with 

malignancies. However, the current screening protocols have low specificity, and require 

invasive confirmatory tests that can bring complications. Additionally, many indolent tumours 

are overtreated, and therefore, improvement in prognosis tools are also required. Much 

effort is focused on the finding of new biomarkers that complement the current ones for a 

more accurate risk stratification of prostate cancer. Also, the development of new 

technologies to assist the improvement of specificity and sensitivity of cancer detection and 

prognosis are continuously in progress. 

In the present work, the relevance of Glypican 1 as a biomarker for detection of cancer 

cells in urine of prostate cancer patients was explored, as a proof of concept of a support test 

for cytological examination of urine sediments. A mouse monoclonal antibody, MIL38, was 

used as a central tool for the development of an immunoassay to detect Glypican 1 positive 

cells. As a first approach, an immunofluorescence assay was optimised, and a small pilot study 

was performed with 4 different groups of patients: confirmed prostate cancer; prostate 

cancer negative but confirmed BPH (notorious to be positive for gold standard PSA); radical 

prostatectomy (previous prostate cancer, without evidence of metastasis, prostate removed); 

and normal (either healthy or with non-cancer related illnesses). The expectation in this study 
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is that only the confirmed prostate cancer group will be positive for Glypican-1 in urine 

sediments unless there is undiagnosed cancer in the other three groups. 

Analysis of the data from these four groups indicated that the specificity of the test, 

73.4%, was found to be moderate-high, when compared with the gold standard PSA, which is 

around 40%. The sensitivity, however, was 55.6%, which is relatively low.  The samples 

collected for the pilot study were voided mid-stream, as was recommended at the time. 

Investigation of urine sampling techniques for prostate related diagnostics, in particular for 

RNA based tests such as PCA3, showed that it is better to perform a digital rectal examination 

(DRE), or prostate massage, prior the sample collection, and that first catch urine should be 

collected. This approach maximises the prostate derived material for testing but is not the 

normal method recommended for other tests conducted on urine. The requirement for DRE 

for the urine collection is controversial, because it is uncomfortable for both patients and 

physicians, in particular for healthy participants of any clinical study.  The use of imaging 

techniques where few cancer cells can be detected could potentially bypass the need of DRE, 

and a simple voided first-catch sample might be sufficient. This remains to be investigated. 

The patient samples presented two major interference problems that introduced bias 

in the results. One of the problems was the low number of cells recovered, in particular for 

normal samples. This was addressed modifying the sample preparation using different 

fixatives, which improved the cells integrity and recovery. More recently, although not for the 

work presented here, cell recovery was maximised by using 8µm polycarbonate filters to 

collect the sediments by filtration[39]. The cells containing filters are then put on polylysine 

coated slides and stained using the standard protocol. The presence of mucus in urine was 

also found to impair the analysis of the samples, but a simple incubation with a reducing agent 
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was shown to be sufficient to disrupt the mucins matrix without damaging the antibody 

epitope, improving the performance of the assay. Finally, the most difficult problem to 

address was the autofluorescence of the samples, in particular those of prostate cancer 

patients. The rest of the work is devoted to the solution of this interferent. 

Fluorescence of natural occurring molecules from the cells and their external matrixes 

or due to fixation treatments, which is called here autofluorescence, is a well-known problem. 

In the present work, two different tools were explored as an alternative of the common 

fluorophores used, FITC and Alexa Fluor, for the urine cells immunoassay under development.  

Initially, upconversion nanoparticles (UCNP) were explored. They overcome 

autofluorescence by the emission of wavelengths shorter than the excitation light, contrary 

to what is observed in common fluorophores, thanks to the stable excited electronic states of 

lanthanides embedded into the nanoparticle matrixes. As a bioconjugation strategy, three IgG 

binding peptides were selected to be conjugated to the nanoparticle, using a short (20 bases) 

single strand DNA (ssDNA) chain as crosslinker. The peptides and the ssDNA were coupled to 

the peptides via click chemistry, purified by HPLC and then it was demonstrated that the 

conjugates effectively bind to MIL38 antibody, using gel filtration chromatography. The 

ssDNA-peptide molecules were then conjugated to the nanoparticles through a process 

known as ligand exchange, and it was proven to be successful. However, the final conjugate 

was unstable and easily formed aggregates, impairing its function in immunoassays. It was 

shown that low pHs were optimal for storage, but the optimal assay conditions for cell 

analysis was not achieved. The cause of the aggregation was not determined, however, and 

further optimisation was abandoned at this point.  
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It is worth noting, though, that given that the ssDNA-peptide conjugate successfully 

bound to the antibody, it might be worth to characterise further antibody-peptide/ssDNA 

interaction using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) or surface plasmon resonance (SPR), 

in order to determine a range of conditions within which these peptides would bind to IgG for 

other purposes. This peptide could also be modified to allow for different chemical couplings.  

For example, direct conjugation of other molecules to the Fc region of the antibody mediated 

by a covalently coupled Fc binding peptide containing a photoactivable molecule such as BPA 

could be used when the Fv binding site is sensitive to commonly used conjugation chemistries.  

Following the UCNP attempt, a europium chelate was explored. The europium-chelate 

complex as a whole functions as the reporter molecule: the chelator or ligand, has an aromatic 

system that acts like an antenna group to absorb photons, and transfers this energy to 

europium, a lanthanide, which then emits light. This system overcomes autofluorescence by 

the delayed emission of light after an excitation pulse, in a process known as luminescence. 

By gating the acquisition of emitted light from the time the fluorescent molecules have 

emitted their photons, the non-specific background is eliminated.   

Two derivatives of the same ligand, BHHBCB and BHHBTEGBS, were tested for direct 

conjugation to the MIL38 antibody with the labelling by BHHBTEGBS being more efficient.  

The conjugation conditions, as well as storage and assay conditions were also further 

optimised. A direct immunoluminescence assay was performed successfully on cultured cells, 

using a standard fluorescence microscope with a GALD unit for cell imaging. However, due to 

rapid loss of emission by photobleaching, amplification of the signal was necessary and was 

realised using a biotin-streptavidin system.  This final assay was tested over normal urine 

samples spiked with prostate cancer cells. Prostate cancer cells were readily and specifically 
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detected from normal cells without the problem of autofluorescence observed with normal 

fluorophores. However, it was noted that because of the highly manual operation of the GALD 

adapted microscope, it would be very laborious and time consuming when analysing real 

patient samples, as it often requires the search of positive cells over a wide sample area. It is 

therefore recommended the use of automated scanning system such as the OSAM for a high 

throughput assay. Work is underway with this optimisation, and once completed, a new pilot 

study to reassess the utility of Glypican 1 as a biomarker for detection of prostate cancer can 

be conducted.  
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A-2. PILOT STUDY RESULTS SUMMARY 

Abbreviatures: 

CaP = Prostate Cancer  

BPH = Benign Prostate Hyperplasia 

N = Normal   

RP = Radical Prostatectomy  

F/NC = Few or no cells  

AF = Autofluorescence  

OI = Other interferent  

  
ID 

number 

  
Sample 

type 

Result Discarded  

 
True + True - False + False - F/NC AF OI 

1 CAP108 N         X     
2 CAP306 N   X           
3 CAP550 N             X 
4 CAP352 N   X           
5 CAP417 N           X   
6 CAP229 BPH         X     
7 CAP300 BPH   X           
8 CAP163 BPH   X           
9 CAP328 BPH   X           

10 CAP487 N   X           
11 CAP403 N           X   
12 CAP411 N     X         
13 CAP289 BPH   X           
14 CAP224 N         X     
15 CAP383 N     X         
16 CAP392 N   X           
17 CAP469 N   X           
18 CAP154 BPH   X           
19 CAP346 BPH           X   
20 CAP217 BPH   X           
21 CAP589 BPH   X           
22 CAP304 N     X         
23 CAP187 N           X   
24 CAP211 N           X   
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25 CAP291 N         X     
26 CAP549 N         X     
27 CAP267 N   X           
28 CAP572 N   X           
29 CAP373 N     X         
30 CAP62 N           X   
31 CAP615 N         X     
32 CAP334 N         X     
33 CAP760 N   X           
34 CAP749 N     X         
35 CAP772 BPH     X         
36 CAP946 BPH         X     
37 CAP686 BPH         X     
38 CAP606 BPH             X 
39 CAP628 N     X         
40 CAP763 BPH   X           
41 CAP731 BPH     X         
42 CAP633 BPH   X           
43 CAP627 BPH   X           
44 CAP914 BPH           X   
45 CAP661 BPH   X           
46 CAP988 BPH   X           
47 CAP821 BPH   X           
48 CAP724 BPH   X           
49 CAP604 BPH   X           
50 CAP798 BPH   X           
51 CAP939 BPH   X           
52 CAP944 BPH         X     
53 CAP791 BPH     X         
54 CAP897 BPH   X           
55 CAP736 BPH     X         
56 CAP621 BPH   X           
57 CAP844 BPH         X     
58 CAP625 BPH         X     
59 CAP673 BPH           X   
60 CAP497 RP           X   
61 CAP538 RP     X         
62 CAP476 RP           X   
63 CAP247 RP   X           
64 CAP320 RP           X   
65 CAP316 RP         X     
66 CAP418 RP   X           
67 CAP160 RP   X           
68 CAP485 RP   X           
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69 CAP 295 RP   X           
70 CAP981 RP     X         
71 CAP338B RP     X         
72 CAP916 RP   X           
73 CAP1000 RP         X     
74 CAP104 RP   X           
75 CAP158 RP           X   
76 CAP648 RP         X     
77 CAP766 RP         X     
78 CAP331 RP   X           
79 CAP677 RP         X     
80 CAP954 RP         X     
81 CAP964 RP   X           
82 CAP730 RP     X         
83 CAP624 RP     X         
84 CAP654 RP   X           
85 CAP702 RP   X           
86 CAP422 RP   X           
87 CAP824 RP   X           
88 CAP399 RP   X           
89 CAP649 RP   X           
90 CAP851 RP   X           
91 CAP993 RP     X         
92 CAP704 RP   X           
93 CAP644 RP     X         
94 CAP944 RP         X     
95 CAP716 RP   X           
96 CAP756 RP   X           
97 CAP887 RP   X           
98 CAP201 CaP           X   
99 CAP472 CaP           X   

100 CAP310 CaP           X   
101 CAP177 CaP           X   
102 CAP207 CaP           X   
103 CAP520 CaP           X   
104 CAP353 CaP X             
105 CAP276 CaP         X     
106 CAP220 CaP           X   
107 CAP336 CaP         X     
108 CAP132 CaP X             
109 CAP167 CaP X             
110 CAP177-2 CaP           X   
111 CAP501 CaP             X 
112 CAP369 CaP       X       
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113 CAP829 CaP       X       
114 CAP696 CaP             X 
115 CAP848 CaP       X       
116 CAP678 CaP X             
117 CAP435 CaP X             
118 CAP339 CaP             X 
119 CAP770 CaP       X       
120 CAP336 CaP           X   
121 CAP737 CaP           X   
122 CAP806 CaP         X     
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A-3. PUBLICATION 

 

The following publication was done in collaboration with Dr. Nima Sayyadi, et al. I 

participated in the optimisation of the antibody labelling and in the standardisation of the 

immunoluminescence assay, using the probe synthesised, purified and characterised by Dr. 

Sayyadi. 
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ABSTRACT: We describe the application of a synthetically
developed tetradentate β-diketonate-europium chelate with
high quantum yield (39%), for sensitive immunodetection of
prostate cancer cells (DU145). MIL38 antibody, a mouse
monoclonal antibody against Glypican 1, conjugated directly to
the chelate via lysine residues, resulted in soluble (hydrophilic)
and stable immunoconjugates. Indirect labeling of the antibody
by a europium chelated secondary polyclonal antibody and a
streptavidin/biotin pair was also performed. All of these bright
luminescent conjugates were used to stain DU145 cells, a
prostate cancer cell line, using time gated luminescence
microscopy for imaging, and their performances were compared
to conventional FITC labeling. For all prepared conjugates, the
europium chelate in conjunction with a gated autosynchronous luminescence detector (GALD) completely suppressed the
cellular autofluorescence background to allow capture of vivid, high contrast images of immune-stained cancer cells.

Rapid, sensitive, and noninvasive diagnostic tests for cancer
have the potential to lead to better treatment outcomes

and lower healthcare costs.1−4 Prostate cancer screening relies
on a set of tests including prostate specific antigen (PSA) levels
in blood, clinical evaluation, such as digital rectal examination
(DRE), and needle biopsy of the prostate. PSA screening is
sensitive, but its specificity is poor, and its use remains
controversial.5,6 Needle biopsy is an invasive procedure that has
inherent risks and puts patients under great discomfort, so it is
not performed routinely.7,8 Prostate cancer-screening tests are
thus required to be more robust and conclusive to avoid
unnecessary biopsies. Urinary cytology can be used as a
noninvasive method to detect cancer cells in urine sediments
with high specificity, but with low sensitivity, particularly in
early stages.9,10 Often prostate cancer cells are misidentified, as
they are less abundant in comparison with other urinary tract
cells, and their differentiation can be tricky.11 Several studies
have suggested the use of biomarker panels for immunode-
tection of prostate cancer cells in urine as a complement for
traditional urine cytology analysis.12−15 A fundamental problem

in the detection of nonabundant malignant cells in biological
fluids is the weak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) obtained when
using common fluorescence probes, such as fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC), because of the overlapping of signal
with commonly encountered autofluorescent molecules within
biofluid matrices; these factors combine to greatly reduce
detection efficacy.
Lanthanide ions have unique emission characteristics,

including long excited-state lifetimes, sharply spiked emission
spectra and large Stokes shifts. These characteristics, when
using pulsed excitation in combination with time-gated
detection techniques, are advantageous for discriminating
against autofluorescence.16 A detection limit of 10−15 M can
be achieved with lanthanides, exceeding sensitivity achievable
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with conventional fluorophores and making luminescent probes
an attractive alternative to radioisotopes.17

To increase the luminescent output and consequently the
detection sensitivity of luminescent probes it is a common
strategy to attach multiple luminophores onto a carrier
molecule such as an antibody (Ab), which is then used to
label the target biomolecule, for instance surface antigens on
cancer cells. With conventional fluorophores this approach
often results in self-quenching, which is exacerbated by
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) from an excited
to a nearby nonexcited dye molecule that efficiently absorbs the
energy.18 In contrast, the excited-state of the lanthanide ion in
the chelate constructs is not subject to self-quenching with an
adjacent chelate because of the absence of a receiver of the
luminescence emission at the atomic level.16 However, multiple
conjugation of lanthanide chelates onto a carrier molecule such
as an antibody is problematic since it often results in
precipitation of the labeled material. This effect is partially
due to the hydrophobic features of the aromatic antenna
(organic chromophore) present in lanthanide chelates.19

To avoid the difficulty in direct conjugation of luminophores
to primary antibodies (Ab) and also to provide a higher labeling
degree of luminophores per target molecule, indirect labeling
using secondary reagents such as streptavidin (SA, for a
biotinylated antibody),20−24 secondary antibodies,25 bovine
serum albumin (BSA),26−29 or thyroglobulin (TG)21,30 have
been widely developed. Nevertheless, conjugation of multiple
luminophores to the secondary reagent remains susceptible to
precipitation and aggregation of bioconjugates.19

We have recently developed a novel europium ligand
BHHTEGST 1 with enhanced aqueous solubility by insertion
of a hydrophilic tetraethylene glycol (TEG) spacer arm
between o-terphenyl and a N-hydroxysuccinimide ester
(NHS) moiety. It was previously shown that the direct
conjugation of BHHTEGST 1 to an antibody resulted in an
improved hydrophilic immunoconjugate that retained selectiv-
ity and stability in aqueous solutions.31,32 BHHTEGST 1 is the
next generation of an earlier developed β-diketone europium
ligand BHHST 225 synthesized from its parent BHHCT 3
molecule as shown in Figure 1. We have also reported a new
class of tetradentate β-diketone europium ligand BHHBCB 428

with significantly improved quantum yield (40%) over BHHCT
329 (25%) and increased stability of europium(III) chelation.
We describe here the modification of BHHBCB 4 with a

tetraethylene glycol (TEG) spacer arm and a NHS ester as an
activated attachment point, resulting in an enhanced aqueous
soluble europium chelate with high quantum yield. Using this

synthetic strategy, we have successfully synthesized and fully
characterized BHHBTEGSB 5 and determined that lumines-
cence emission from this compound is significantly more
intense (2.5 times) in comparison with our previously reported
ligand BHHTEGST 1. TGL staining of cancer cells using
antibody conjugated BHHBTESGB 5 probe resulted in higher
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (1.7 times) compare with
BHHTEGST 1 probe (see Figures S14 and S30). Con-
sequently, we proceeded to investigate its application for
immunodetection of prostate cancer cells (DU145) using
MIL38 antibody (kindly provided by Minomic International
Ltd.). This antibody has been shown to bind to a cell surface
glycoprotein (GPC1) in prostate cancer cell lines (i.e., DU145
and PC3) and on prostate cancer cells isolated from patients
urine.33

To investigate the time gated luminescence (TGL)
immunodetection of DU145 cells in the form of a
homogeneous platform, direct conjugation of BHHBTEGSB
to the MIL38 antibody was performed as cell primary staining
reagent. In addition, indirect immunoassays were developed by
conjugating streptavidin (SA, for binding to MIL38-biotin) and
an antimouse IgG antibody (for binding to MIL38) with the
europium ligand. Gated Autosynchronous Luminescence
Detector (GALD, www.gator4d.com.au)34 was used to obtain
high contrast luminescence images with short exposure time;
the antibody-labeled cells were easily visible through the
eyepiece with the naked eye, while autofluorescence was
completely suppressed.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Information. Synthetic procedures and chemical

characterization of the europium chelate are provided in the
Supporting Information. Unless otherwise noted, materials obtained
from commercial suppliers were used without further purification. The
reactions were carried out under an inert atmosphere of nitrogen with
dry solvents under anhydrous conditions.

Materials. 4′,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride hydrate
(DAPI) (D9642), europium(III) chloride hexahydrate (203254),
deuterium oxide (D2O) (151882), FITC (46951), antimouse IgG
(produced in rabbit) (M7023), and paraformaldehyde (P6148) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Australia. NHS-PEG4-Biotin (21330),
streptavidin (43-4301) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific
Australia. Sephadex column (PD MiniTrap G-25) (28-9180-07) was
purchased from GE healthcare life sciences, Australia. Human prostate
cancer cell line DU145 and human bladder cancer cell line C3 were
provided by Minomic International Ltd. Recombinant monoclonal
IgG (MIL38) specific to a surface antigen present on DU145 cells was
provided by Minomic International Ltd.

Figure 1. BHHCT derivatives: 1, BHHTEGST; 2, BHHST; 3, BHHCT and BHHBCB derivatives; 4, BHHBCB; and 5, BHHBTEGSB. See
Supporting Information for the IUPAC name of the compounds.
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Characterization of Chelates. The progress of the reactions was
monitored by analytical HPLC. High-resolution mass spectra were
taken using a mass spectrometer (Agilent 6538 Q-TOF with dual-ESI
source). 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded with Bruker Avance
Spectrometer [400 MHz (1H) and 100 MHz (13C)] in CDCl3 at 298
K. Analytical reversed phase (RP) HPLC, using a Gemini-NY C18
column (5 μm, 4.6 mm ID, 250 mm) with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min,
was performed on a Shimadzu LC consisting of a DGV-12A degasser,
SIL-10AD auto injector, SPD-M10A tunable absorbance detector.
Preparative HPLC was carried out using an Econosil C18 column (10
μm, 22 mm ID, 250 mm) with a flow rate of 9.0 mL/min with 0.01%
(v/v) TFA and acetonitrile gradient solvent system. UV−visible light
absorption spectra on protein and conjugated protein concentration
was collected on a NanoDrop 2000 UV (Thermo Scientific)
spectrometer. Luminescence data was captured on an Agilent Cary
Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer. A Sephadex column [PD
MiniTrap G-25; GE healthcare life sciences (28-9180-07)] was used
for buffer exchange of antibody (NaHCO3, 100 mM and pH 8.5) and
purification of conjugated antibody/streptavidin (100−200 μg, 1 μg/
μL).
Conjugation of BHHBTEGSB with Primary Antibody MIL38/

Streptavidin/Secondary Antibody. BHHBTEGSB contains an N-
hydroxysuccinimide ester that enables its attachment to a protein via
the amino group of lysine residues and N-termini. In the conjugation
reaction, 100 μg antibody or streptavidin was exchanged into 100 mM
NaHCO3, pH 8.5, and then mixed with different molar excess of the
BHHBTEGSB ligand (see Table 1). After incubation for 1 h at 37 °C

the reaction mixtures were passed through a Sephadex column (PD
MiniTrap) using 0.1× PBS as eluent to purify the conjugated protein
from excess of BHHBTEGSB ligand. The fractions corresponding to
labeled conjugates were collected according to absorbance detection
using an Eppendorf BioPhotometer (280 and 320 nm).
Cell Culturing and Labeling. The prostate cancer (DU145,

ATCC HTB-81) and bladder cancer cell line (C3) were maintained in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with fetal bovine serum (FBS)
[10% w/v for DU145 and 20% w/v for C3) with 1 mM glutamine, in
small culture flasks (T25, Sigma-Aldrich, Australia) at 37 °C in a
humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells were grown to 80% confluence,
washed three times in PBS pH 7 to remove excess medium. Cell
monolayers were detached from the culture flask by adding 0.25% w/v
trypsin and 0.02% w/v EDTA in PBS and incubating at 37 °C for 1−5
min. Cell count and viability were calculated with TC20TM
Automated Cell Counter (Bio-Rad, Australia) using 10 μL of cells
mixed with 0.4% w/v Trypan blue (1:1).

Cells were then seeded into RPMI 1640 medium in six well culture
plates each containing sterilized coverslips at approximately 1 × 105

cells/well. Cells were grown at 37 °C for 12 h. After reaching 80%
confluency the cell monolayers were fixed by adding 4% v/v
paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS and incubated at RT for 30 min
and fixed cells were then washed 3 x PBS (2 mL) and blocked with 1%
(w/v) BSA in PBS.

For direct TGL labeling (Figure 3A) cells were stained by addition
of 20 μL of MIL38-BHHBTEGSB (0.5 mg/mL) in 1 mL PBS per well
and incubated for 30 min. Followed by 3 times wash with PBS (2 mL-
each 5 min incubation). For indirect TGL labeling (Figure 3B); 20 μL
of MIL38-Biotin (0.5 mg/mL) were added in 1 mL PBS per well and
incubated for 30 min followed by 3 times wash with PBS. Then SA-
BHHBTEGSB 40 μL (0.5 mg/mL) was added in 1 mL PBS, incubated
for 30 min, and washed 3 times with PBS. For the secondary antibody
indirect TGL labeling (Figure 3C) 20 μL of MIL38 (0.5 mg/mL) was
added in 1 mL PBS per well and incubated for 30 min followed by 3
times wash with PBS. Then 2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB 40 μL (0.5 mg/mL)
was added in 1 mL PBS and incubated for 30 min and washed 3 times
with PBS.

Cell Imaging. Coverslips were placed upside down on microscopy
slides on 5 μL of europium chloride [EuCl3, 20 mM in fluorescence
enhancing buffer (FEB)35] and 2 μL of DAPI (2 μg/mL in PBS).
Addition of the EuCl3 solution was performed at the end of
immunolabeling procedure to reduce nonspecific binding and
aggregation of the antibody conjugates. Finally, antibody-labeled
cells were examined using bright field, DAPI and FITC filter on an
Olympus CKX41 inverted microscope. All bright-field, fluorescence
and time-gated luminescence imaging was performed on an Olympus
BX51 upright fluorescence microscope. Time-gated luminescence
imaging was performed using the Gated Autosynchronous Lumines-
cence Detector (GALD),34 which was inserted into the DIC slot of the
microscope. TGL images were captured without a fluorescence filter
using a DP72 color camera set for ASA speed of 200 and exposure
period of 1.0 s; all images were stored as TIFF files as captured. FITC
fluorescence imaging was carried out using a 100 W mercury arc lamp
and a FITC filter set with 300 ms exposure times. DAPI staining
images were captured with the same source of UV lamp and DAPI
filter with 10 ms exposure time. Original images are as captured; no
postprocessing image enhancement or false coloring has been
performed.

Quantification of BHHBTEGSB Ligands Attached to Primary
Antibody MIL38/Streptavidin/Secondary Antibody. UV−visible
absorption analysis of BHHBTEGSB (NanoDrop UV spectrometer)
indicated a maximum UV absorbance at 335 nm and a shoulder at 280
nm, which overlaps with that of the antibody MIL38. To evaluate the
conjugation efficiency of BHHBTEGSB moiety to the antibody, molar
extinction coefficients of the ligand at 335 and 280 nm were separately
obtained from UV−visible analysis of solution of HPLC pure
lyophilized ligand at 335 and 280 nm, respectively [ε335 = 3.10 ×
104 M−1.cm−1, ε280 = 1.64 × 104 M−1.cm−1] (Table S1). The
concentration of ligand was then obtained by reading the absorbance
of conjugates at 335 nm and using the known molar extinction
coefficient of the ligand at 335 nm (on the assumption that the
extinction coefficient of BHHBTEGSB 5 does not change on the
labeled antibody). The conjugation efficiency was evaluated by
subtracting the measured absorbance at 280 nm of the conjugate
from the expected absorbance of the free ligand at 280 nm based on
the ligand absorbance at 335 nm. This enabled calculation of the
protein to ligand ratio depending on the extinction coefficients of the
primary antibody, streptavidin, or secondary antibody used in the
conjugation. The extinction coefficient of primary and secondary
antibody was obtained from a known amount of pure protein and for
streptavidin the extinction coefficient used according to literature.36

The number of BHHBTEGSB molecules per antibody was then
obtained by dividing the molar ratio of ligand to antibody.

Preparation of Fluorescence Enhancing Buffer Solution 10×
(FEB). According to N. Arnaud et al.,35 a 44 mL solution of 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide solution was prepared and the pH was adjusted to
4.7 with glacial acetic acid, then 1% by volume of Triton X-100 was

Table 1. Calculation of the Number of Ligands
(BHHBTEGSB) Attached to 1°Ab (MIL38-BHHBTEGSBx)
after Conjugation Reactions Were Performed with Five
Different Molar Ratios of Ligand to 1°Ab of 10:1, 20:1, 30:1,
40:1, and 60:1a

number of ligands per protein (calculated ratio after
purification)

conjugation molar ratio
(experimental
conditions)

BHHBTEGSB: °1Ab/
SA/°2Ab

MIL38-
BHHBTEGSBx

SA-
BHHBTEGSBx

2°Ab-
BHHBTEGSBx

10:1 x = 7 x = 7
20:1 x = 16 x = 14 x = 16
30:1 x = 27 x = 18 x = 28
40:1 x = 34 x = 36
60:1 x = 40

aThe number of ligands attached to SA (SA-BHHBTEGSBx) after
conjugation reactions were performed with three different molar ratios
of ligand to SA of 10, 20, and 30. The number of ligands attached to
2°Ab (2°Ab-BHHBTEGSBX) after conjugation reactions were
performed with three different molar ratios to 2°Ab of 20, 30 and 40.
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added. Trioctylphosphine oxide (38 mg) was dissolved in ethanol (5
mL) and added to the sodium acetate solution (1.25 mL), and then 1×
FEB was used for the experiments.
Quantification of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Original images

of stained cells were analyzed to determine the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) using ImageJ software (version 1.46r). The signal is
represented by the brightest region of the target signal (S) and
noise is the mean nontarget signal (N). ImageJ is used to measure peak
signal intensity (S) of an area in the target cell and noise is the mean
intensity of pixels defined by an area in a noncell containing area.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis of Europium Chelate and Solubility Anal-

ysis of Immunoconjugate. The synthetic strategy of
tetraethylene glycol linker with amine functionality 6 was
previously described31 and was used for the synthesis of
BHHBTEGSB 5. The maximum yield of compound 7, was
achieved by addition of BHHBCB 4 in a dropwise fashion to a
solution of 6, 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) and N,N-
diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) in dry acetonitrile at room
temperature, resulting in 80% yield of 7 (Scheme 1). The final

stage of BHHBTEGSB 5 synthesis was performed by using
N,N-disuccinimidyl carbonate (DSC), DMAP, DIPEA in dry
acetonitrile, and the crude reaction mixture was purified via
preparative C18 HPLC and lyophilized to give a yellow powder
of BHHBTEGSB 5 in 55% yield.
To examine the effect of the tetraethylene glycol linker of

BHHBTEGSB 5 on solubility and stability of the conjugated
antibody [MIL38-BHHBTEGSB] in comparison with
BHHBCB 4, a series of experiments was performed by
increasing the molar ratio of BHHBTEGSB 5 and BHHBCB
4 to a constant amount of antibody MIL38 in the conjugation
reaction.
It was observed that by addition of 50 mol equiv of

BHHBCB 4 to MIL38 (100 μL, 0.5 μg/μL) the conjugated
antibody precipitated while conjugation to MIL38 with the
same molar ratio of BHHBTEGSB 5 resulted in a clear solution
as shown in Figure 2. This visual observation was confirmed
through turbidity analysis of the suspension at OD600 nm;
MIL38-BHHBCB conjugate had an optical density of 0.598
whereas MIL38-BHHBTEGSB returned a value of zero. These
results indicate that BHHBTEGSB 5 conjugate (MIL38-
BHHBTEGSB) possesses higher aqueous solubility when
compared to BHHBCB 4 conjugate (MIL38-BHHBCB).
Physical and Photophysical Properties of BHHBTEGSB

5 and Immunoconjugates. Physical and photophysical
properties of BHHBTEGSB 5 including extinction coefficient,
chelation capacity of Eu3+, luminescence emission (in MQ
water, D2O and FEB), stability of Eu3+ chelation by the
diketone moiety, lifetime and quantum yield were investigated

and compared with the non-TEGylated BHHBCB 4 ligand, see
Supporting Information for details (Figure S10−S18).
To determine quantum yield (QY) we compared

BHHBTEGSB 5 with BHHBCB 4 (QY of 40%).28 Using
experimentally determined parameters (see Supporting In-
formation), according to Latva et al.37 the QY of
BHHBTEGSB-Eu was determined to be 39% as summarized
in Table S2 (for details, see Figures S19−S21).
As described in the following conjugation section, a series of

conjugations of ligand to primary antibody (MIL38) were
carried out by increasing the molar ratio of ligand to antibody.
The conjugated antibodies were purified and the number of
ligand molecules per antibody were determined (MIL38-
BHHBTEGSBx, x = 7, 16, 27, 34, and 40 (Table 1). The
luminescence intensity of MIL38 conjugates (1−2 μM) was
measured with a gate delay of 100 μs on an Agilent Cary
Eclipse Fluorescent Spectrophotometer and a strong positive
correlation with intensity was observed (Figure S22).
Luminescence intensity was plotted as a function of
fluorescence to protein ratio (FPR) with the results shown in
Figure S23 and the luminescence intensity of the bioconjugates
showed a linear correlation (R2 = 0.9958) to the number of
ligands attached, confirming that luminophore moieties are not
self-quenching in this configuration.

Conjugation and Optimization of Luminophore to
Primary MIL38 Ab, SA, and 2° Ab. Figure 3 schematically
depicts the different approaches of immuno-staining of prostate
cancer DU145 cells used in this study; (A) has luminophore
directly bound to the primary antibody (MIL38), while (B) and
(C) utilize indirect TGL approaches via biotin−streptavidin
coupling and secondary (antimouse IgG) antibodies, respec-
tively.
While the tetraethylene glycol linker also facilitates the

attachment of a high number of ligands to the lysine residues in
the antibodies and streptavidin, it is essential to find the best
ratio of ligand to protein (or fluorescence to protein ratio,
FPR) that maintains the functionality of the conjugated protein.
A series of conjugations of ligand to MIL38 were carried out by
increasing the molar ratio of ligand to antibody from 10 to 60
mol equiv. The conjugated antibodies were purified and the
number of ligand molecules per antibody were determined by
UV−visible spectroscopy analysis using the molar extinction
coefficient at 280 and 335 nm for each component (Table S1
and Figure S24). Table 1 illustrates the number of ligand
molecules per antibody (MIL38-BHHBTEGSBx, x = 7, 16, 27,
34, and 40) where the molar ratio of ligand to antibody in each
case was 10:1, 20:1, 30:1, 40:1, and 60:1, respectively.
In a similar fashion, the optimal FPR for SA was determined;

10, 20, and 30 molar excess of BHHBTEGSB to SA were used
in the conjugation reaction. The conjugated SA with ligand was

Scheme 1. Synthesis of BHHBTEGSB 5a

aReaction conditions: (i) DMAP, DIPEA, MeCN, 80%; (ii) DSC,
DMAP, DIPEA, MeCN, 55%.

Figure 2. Visualization of clear solution of MIL38-BHHBTEGSB (A)
and cloudy suspended colloids of MIL38-BHHBCB (B), luminescence
of MIL38-BHHBTEGSB-Eu (C), and MIL38-BHHBCB-Eu (D) after
addition of Eu3+ to A and B and irradiation with 365 nm UV light.
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then purified and the number of ligands per SA was determined
by UV−visible spectroscopy analysis. Table 1 illustrates the
obtained number of ligand molecules per streptavidin for each
condition tested (SA-BHHBTEGSBx, x = 7, 14, and 18) where
the molar ratio of ligand to streptavidin in each case was 10:1,
20:1, and 30:1, respectively (Figure S25).
Following the conjugation of BHHBTEGSB ligand to

streptavidin, we observed a tendency for the immunoconjugate
to precipitate when a molar excess above 30 was used. To avoid
this, we selected the midrange conjugation (SA-
BHHBTEGSB14) to proceed for immuno-staining of prostate
cancer cells DU145.
A similar approach was carried out to identify an optimized

conjugated secondary antibody (antimouse IgG, 2°Ab) with
BHHBTEGSB ligand. The molar excess of 20, 30, and 40 of
ligand BHHBTEGSB to 2°Ab in conjugation reaction resulted
in 16, 28, and 36 ligands per antibody respectively (Table 1).
We have observed that higher luminophore to antibody ratios
result in precipitation of the conjugated antibody. The
conjugate 2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB28 was the optimal conjugate
used for the prostate cancer cell Immuno-staining. (Figure
S26).
The five different immunoconjugates of primary antibody

(MIL38-BHHBTEGSBx, x = 7, 16, 27, 34, 40) were tested in
immuno-staining of cancer cell lines, using DU145 cells as
positive control (GPC1+) and C3 bladder cancer cell line that
does not express MIL38 antigen (GPC1-),38,39 as negative
control. The stained cells were inspected under TGL and
conventional epifluorescence mode using a DAPI filter set.
Representative images for five samples were taken and

analyzed to determine the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as shown
in Figure 4. A linear response in luminescence signal was
observed as the ligand to antibody ratio (FPR) was increased

from 7 to 16−27 to deliver signal intensities of 89 and 127−255
(saturation level) respectively. However, as FPR was increased
further to 34 and 40, the background signal escalated, but the
signal was already at saturation level, therefore causing a
reduction of SNR (Figure 5).

Care was taken to perform the bioconjugation reaction by
maintaining temperature, time and concentration constant for
each reaction. Nevertheless, subtle differences are still present
and it is difficult to draw a narrow line between the FPR and
resultant SNR. After many replicate experiments it is concluded
that the FPR in the range of 20 to 30 is the optimal molar ratio
of BHHBTEGSB to antibody to produce a conjugated antibody
that maintains its native selectivity function with highest signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). The optimized conjugate MIL38-

Figure 3. Direct and indirect TGL labeling of prostate cancer cells, (A): Direct conjugation of luminophore to primary antibody (1°Ab, MIL38)
[MIL38-BHHBTEGSB-Eu]. Indirect TGL reagents; (B) Streptavidin (SA) conjugated with europium ligand for binding to biotinyl-ated primary
antibody (MIL38-biotin) [SA-BHHBTEGSB-Eu-MIL38-Biotin], (C) Secondary antibody (2°Ab-Anti-Mouse-IgG) conjugated with europium ligand
for binding to primary antibody (MIL38) [2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB-Eu-MIL38]. Scheme adapted with permission from Bünzli et al. Analyst, 2009, 134
(10), 1991. Copyright 2009 The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 4. Direct europium luminescent staining of DU145 cells using MIL38-BHHBTEGSBx (x = 7, 16, 27, 34, and 40 for A−E, respectively; lower
to higher ligand to MIL38 conjugation ratio). Images were captured in TGL mode by DP72 color camera with identical exposure times (1.0 s).
Image analysis with ImageJ software, with boxes showing the regions used for the peak signal intensity of desired target cell (S) and noise (N) is the
mean intensity of non-cell-containing area.

Figure 5. Calculated SNRs for prostate cancer cells (DU145) labeled
with MIL38-BHHBTEGSBx (x = 7, 16, 27, 34, and 40) extracted from
Figure 4.
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BHHBTEGSBx (20 < x < 30) was used for further staining of
prostate cancer cells.
SDS-PAGE analysis of the reduced conjugated antibody

(MIL38-BHHBTEGSB) confirmed the attachment of euro-
pium ligand to both heavy and light chains as shown in Figure
S27.
Immuno-staining of cancer cells (DU145 and C3) with

MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30 conjugate under TGL microscopy
(GALD), shows that the specificity of the antibody is preserved
after conjugation with europium ligand (Figures 6 and S28).

As a validation of the specificity of the conjugated antibody,
the corresponding FITC antibody conjugate (MIL38-FITC)
was prepared and used for immuno-staining of DU145 and C3
cells. The conjugation was performed using the same strategy as
employed for the europium ligand by targeting the amino
groups of lysine residues of the antibody for covalent
attachment of the fluorophore (FITC), and purifying the
conjugate by gel filtration as described above. The cell staining
protocol was then optimized to maximize fluorescence yield
with the lowest background. MIL38-FITC specifically labeled
DU145 cells and showed no binding to C3 cell line with
identical FITC channel exposure times (300 ms) (Figure S29).
To demonstrate the detection sensitivity of the europium

chelate in comparison with FITC probe, ImageJ software was
used to quantify the intensity of pixels in the original images of
stained cells by both probes. As shown in Figure 7, the average
SNR achieved for europium staining of DU145 cells was at least
7 fold higher than FITC.
Comparative Study of Direct TGL Immuno-Staining of

Primary Ab (MIL38) with Indirect Staining Reagents (SA
and 2°Ab). As an alternative to the direct immuno-staining
assay, secondary reagents for immunoassays were prepared.
Streptavidin (SA) is a 52 kDa protein which contains 32 lysine
residues, and forms a tetramer with four biotin binding sites.
Conjugation of europium ligands to SA was reported using a
modified SA with covalent attachment to BSA5,10 for better
solubility and potentially a better carrier of the lanthanide
ligand. We thus investigated the use of SA as a scaffold for
europium ligand conjugation. Experimentally it was observed
that SA is very sensitive to the amount of bound ligand and that
conjugations performed using higher than 30 molar excess of
BHHBTEGSB resulted in precipitation of the conjugate. A 20
molar excess of BHHBTEGSB to SA was used, and after

purification, the product was identified as a soluble conjugate
with an average of 14 ligands per SA (SA-BHHBTEGSB14). SA
conjugated protein has the tendency to bind nonspecifically to
endogenous biotin sites40 which has required optimization,41,42

however, we did not observe nonspecific staining of the cancer
cells in our experiments (Figure 8C). For the streptavidin
conjugate (SA-BHHBTEG), biotinylated primary antibody
(MIL38-Biotin) was prepared. Briefly, NHS-PEG4-Biotin was
added in 3−5 molar excess and the biotinylated antibody was
purified by gel filtration.
Conjugation of BHHBTEGSB ligand to secondary antibody

(antimouse-IgG-2°Ab) was performed in a similar manner as
for the direct conjugation to MIL38. It was found that the 30
molar excess of BHHBTEGSB ligand to 2°Ab resulted in a
soluble and stable conjugate which contains 28 ligands on
average per Ab (2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB28). Higher molar excess
(∼40) of ligand to 2°Ab tends to result in aggregated
conjugates which were not suitable for immunolabeling.
Parallel staining was carried out using the three immuno-

conjugate complexes (A) MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30, (B) SA-
BHHBTEGSB 1 4 -MIL38 -B i o t i n , a nd (C) 2 °Ab -
BHHBTEGSB28-MIL38 for immuno-staining of prostate cancer
cells (DU145) (as per Figure 3 diagram). The fixed cells were
incubated with (A) MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30, (B) MIL38-
Biotin, and (C) MIL38 with the same concentration (10 μg/
mL) for 30 min. For indirect TGL reagents (SA and 2°Ab) a
further step was carried out by addition of SA-BHHBTEGSB14
and 2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB28 (10 μg/mL) for 30 min, respec-
tively. Finally, the excess and unbound reagents were removed
and slides prepared with europium chloride and visualized
using bright-field, DAPI filter and TGL mode microscopy.
Representative images of corresponding immunostained cell
lines (direct and indirect TGL immunoassay) are shown in
Figure 8.
Fo r t h e d i r e c t TGL immunoa s s a y , M IL38 -

BHHBTEGSB20−30 probe was used to selectively immunostain
DU145 cells (Figure 8A). C3 cell line was exposed to the same
probe under identical conditions as a negative control (Figure
8G). For the indirect immunoassay approach, SA-
BHHBTEGSB14-MIL38-Biotin complex was employed to
selectively immunostain DU145 cells as shown in Figure 8C.
In parallel, two negative controls were prepared under identical
conditions. First, nonbiotinylated MIL38 was used for staining
of DU145 which resulted in nil staining (Figure S32D) and also

Figure 6. Staining of prostate cancer cells DU145 (A, B), and bladder
cancer cells C3 (C, D) with MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30, (A,C) time
gated luminescence (TGL); (B,D) DAPI nuclear staining. Scale bar 10
μm.

Figure 7. Representation of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for prostate
cancer cells (DU145) labeled with MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30 and
MIL38-FITC. (For details, see Figures S33 and S34.)
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the SA-BHHBTEGSB14-MIL38-Biotin complex was used for
staining of C3 cell line - again no TGL luminescence was
observed (Figure 8I).
As a second indirect immunoassay approach, 2°Ab-

BHHBTEGSB28-MIL38 complex selectively also immunos-
tained DU145 cells (Figure 8E). Two parallel negative controls
were run under identical conditions; the lack of primary
antibody MIL38 (Figure S33D) did not result in staining of the
DU145 cells and a mixture of 2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB28-MIL38
did not stain the C3 cells (Figure 8K), confirming the
selectivity of this approach.
To compare the sensitivity of immunoluminescence staining

of prostate cancer cells between directly and indirectly labeled
antibody binding assays, corresponding images were analyzed
by using ImageJ software. Averaged results of replicated
experiments show MIL38-BHHBTEGSB delivered the highest
signal intensity (S = 202) compared to SA-BHHBTEGSB14-
MIL38-Biotin (S = 160) and 2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB28-MIL38 (S
= 165) while background TGL levels (N) were very similar.
The calculated SNR ratio obtained for each labeling method is
shown in Figure 9.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, a tetraethylene glycol linker provides a hydrophilic
arm between the ligand BHHBTEGSB 5 and lysine residues in
the IgG antibody MIL38. This direct modification of the
antibody permits the attachment of a higher multiplicity of
ligands per antibody while retaining solubility and specificity of
the immunoconjugate. The optimized antibody-ligands con-
jugate (MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30) in conjunction with the
time-gated luminescence detection provides high SNR with
superior contrast and high definition microscopic images. This
approach was also successfully developed as an indirect
detection platforms using streptavidin/biotin and labeled
secondary antibody which showed less sensitive but still highly
selective TGL luminescent staining of the DU145 prostate
cancer cells. The sensitivity of staining of prostate cancer cells

DU145 was quantified by analysis of corresponding TGL
images, and determined that SNR was superior in the direct
antibody labeling approach. The synthesis of ligand is
straightforward and the modified Eu chelate is a very bright,
effective label for antibody mediated rare cell detection and has
immediate potential for the preparation of stable, aqueous
soluble conjugates of a wide range of proteins.
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Figure 8. Immuno-staining of prostate cancer cells (DU145) using MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30 [A], SA-BHHBTEGSB14-MIL38-Biotin [C], and
antimouse 2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB28-MIL38 [E] with detection using TGL. Panels B, D, and F show DAPI nuclear staining of panels A, C, and E,
respectively. C3 cell line used using as a negative control using MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30 [G], SA-BHHBTEGSB14-MIL38-Biotin [I], and
antimouse 2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB28-MIL38 [K] under TGL condition. Panels H, J, and L show DAPI nuclear staining of panels G, I, and K,
respectively. Oil immersion 100× objective used, TGL exposure times (1.0 s). Scale bar: 10 μm. (For details, see Figures S28−S30.)

Figure 9. Average SNR for images corresponding to direct and
indirect antibody binding MIL38 staining of DU145 cells. Direct
staining using MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20−30, indirect using SA-
BHHBTEGSB14-MIL38-Biotin and 2°Ab-BHHBTEGSB28-MIL38.
(For details, see Figures S34−S36.)
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Organic synthesis and characterization: 

The IUPAC name of the compounds: BHHTEGST 1: (4,4'–bis(1'',1'',1'',2'',2'',3'', 3''-

heptafluoro-4'',6''-hexanedion-6''-yl)sulfonylamino-tetraethyleneglycol-succinimidyl 

carbonate-o-terphenyl)]. BHHST 2: (4,4'–bis(1'',1'',1'',2'',2'',3'', 3''-heptafluoro-4'',6''-

hexanedion-6''-yl)sulfonylaminopropyl-ester-N-succinimide-ester-o-terphenyl)], BHHCT 3: 

(4,4'–bis(1'',1'',1'',2'',2'',3'', 3''-heptafluoro-4'',6''-hexanedion-6''-yl)chlorosulfo-o-terphenyl)], 

BHHBCB 4: 1,2-bis[4′-(1″,1″,1″,2″,2″,3″,3″-heptafluoro-4″,6″-hexanedion-6″-yl)-benzyl]-4- 

chlorosulfobenzene. BHHBTEGSB 5: 1,2-bis[4′-(1″,1″,1″,2″,2″,3″,3″-heptafluoro-4″,6″-

hexanedion-6″-yl)-benzyl]-4- sulfonylamino-tetraethyleneglycol-succinimidyl carbonate-

benzene. 

1. BHHBCB 4 

The purity of BHHBCB was confirmed by 
1
H and 

13
C NMR analysis; and the spectra are in 

accordance with the report by Zhang, L. et al.,
1
 as shown in Figure S1 and S2.  

1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.09 (s, 2H), 4.13 (s, 2H), 6.57 (s, 2H), 7.17 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 

4H), 7.38 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 8.84−7.95 (m, 6H); 
13

C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 39.13, 

39.16, 93.7, 125.9, 128.2, 128.3, 128.8, 129.2, 129.3, 131.5, 132.0, 140.1, 143.3, 144.6, 

144.7, 146.2, 184.7. 

 

Figure S1:  400 MHz 1H NMR spectrum of BHHBCB. 
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Figure S2:  100 MHz 
13

C NMR spectrum of BHHBCB. 

 

2. BHHBCB-TEG-OH  

 

 

A stirred solution of 2-[2-[2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethoxy]ethoxy]ethanol (20 mg, 0.1 mmol), N,N-

4-dimethylaminopyridine (2 mg, 0.01 mmol) and triethylamine (18 µL, 0.12 mmol) in dry 

acetonitrile (5 mL) were combined under anhydrous conditions.  Then a solution of 

BHHBCB 4 (50 mg, 0.06 mmol) in dry acetonitrile (1 mL) was added in drop wise via a 

syringe over a 10 minutes period.  The progress of the reaction was monitored by analytical 

HPLC which indicated the completion of reaction after one hour.  Acetonitrile was removed 

under reduced pressure at 45 °C and the residue was purified by preparative HPLC to give 

BHHBCB-TEG-OH (50 mg, >80%) as a yellow oil.  
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.12 (m, 

2H), 3.36 (m, 14H), 4.03 (d, J = 16 Hz, 4H), 6.56 (s, 2H), 7.14 (m, 4H), 7.27 (m, 1H), 7.85 

(m, 2H), 7.84 (m, 4H);  
13

C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 39.0, 37.1,42.9, 61.4, 69.7, 69.8, 70.0, 

70.3, 70.4, 72.1, 93.7, 125.9, 128.1, 129.1, 129.2, 131.1, 131.2, 131.5, 138.9, 139.1, 142.8, 

145.7, 145.9, 185.0. ESI-MS (positive mode): m/z = 990 [M
+
−H], 40%), 1012 ([M+Na]

+
, 

100%). 
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Figure S3:  ESI-MS of BHHBCB-TEG-OH (positive mode): m/z = 990 [M+−H], 40%), 1012 ([MNa]+, 100%). 

 

 

Figure S4:  400 MHz 
1
H NMR spectrum of BHHBSB-TEG-OH. 
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Figure S5:  100 MHz 
13

C NMR spectrum of BHHBSB-TEG-OH 7. 

 

3. BHHBTEGSB 5: 1,2-bis[4′-(1″,1″,1″,2″,2″,3″,3″-heptafluoro-4″,6″-

hexanedion-6″-yl)-benzyl]-4- sulfonylamino-tetraethyleneglycol-succinimidyl 

carbonate-benzene 

  

 

 

To a stirred solution of BHHBCB-TEG-OH 7 (50 mg, 0.05 mmol), 4-dimethylaminopyridine 

(DMAP) (6 mg, 0.05 mmol) and triethylamine (22µL, 0.15 mmol) in dry acetonitrile (3 mL) 

under anhydrous conditions was added N,N-disuccinimidyl carbonate (40 mg, 0.15 mol).  The 

mixture was then stirred for 3 h at room temperature, after which time analytical HPLC 

analysis of the reaction mixture indicated the completion of reaction. Then solvent 

(acetonitrile) was removed under reduced pressure at 45 °C and the residue was purified by 

preparative HPLC to give BHHBTEGSB 5 as light yellow oil (31 mg, 55%).  
1
H NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 2.81 (m, 4H), 3.11 (m, 4H), 3.61 (m, 12H), 4.02 (d, J = 16 Hz, 4H), 6.54 (s, 
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2H), 7.12 (m, 4H), 7.27 (m, 1H), 7.72 (m, 2H), 7.80 (m, 4H);  
13

C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

25.4, 39.0, 39.1, 43.0, 45.9, 62.2, 68.3, 69.3, 70.1, 70.2, 70.4, 70.5, 70.8, 76.7, 77.0, 77.3, 

93.7, 126.0, 128.1, 129.1, 129.3, 131.6, 142.1, 145.6, 145.8, 185.2. ESI-MS (positive mode): 

m/z = 1153 ([MNa]
+
, 100%);  HRMS (ESI): m/z = 1131.2049 calculated for C45H41F14N2O14S 

[M
+
−H]; m/z = 1153.1869 calculated for C45H4F14N2O14SNa ([M+Na]

+
); Found =m/z 

1131.2014 ([M
+
−H], 92%); 1153.1825 ([M+Na]

+
, 8%). 

 

 

Figure S6:  ESI-MS spectrum of BHHBTEGSB 5 (positive mode): m/z = 1153 ([M+Na]
+
, 100%) 

 

 

Figure S7:  High resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) [positive mode] of BHHBTEGSB 5. 
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Figure S8:  400 MHz 1H NMR spectrum of BHHBTEGSB 5. 

 

Figure S9:  100 MHz 13C NMR spectrum of BHHBTEGSB 5. 
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HPLC purification details: 

Analytical HPLC was performed using a DENALI C18 column (5 µm, 4.6 mm ID, 250 mm) 

with a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min. HPLC solvent A (water with 0.01% TFA), solvent B 

(Acetonitrile) using the following gradient: (1) 0-5 min 10% ACN; (2) 5-25 min 10 to 100% 

ACN (3) 25-45 min 100% ACN. HPLC profile of BHHBCB 4 [retention time of 36 minutes], 

BHHBCB-TEG-OH 7 [retention time of 33.7 minutes], BHHBTEGSB 5 [retention time of 

33.2 minutes]. Preparative HPLC was carried out using an Econosil C18 column (10 µm, 22 

mm ID, 250 mm) with a flow rate of 9.0 mL/min. HPLC solvent A (water with 0.01% TFA), 

solvent B (acetonitrile) using the following gradient: (1) 0-5 min 10% ACN; (2) 5-20 min 10 

to 100% ACN (3) 22-45 min 100% ACN. BHHBCB-TEG-OH 7 [retention time of 29.5 

minutes, BHHBTEGSB 5 [retention time of 28 minutes]. 

UV-visible absorption profile of BHHBCB and BHHBTEGSB:  

UV-visible absorption spectra of the BHHBTEGSB and BHHBCB were investigated using a 

NanoDrop 2000 UV (Thermo Scientific) spectrometer. All ligands have the same maximum 

peak absorption at 335 nm as shown in Figure S10. Three replicates of each ligand were 

prepared and the average UV-visible absorption was used to calculate extinction coefficient 

of ligands at 335 nm as shown in Table S1. 

 

 

Figure S10:  UV-visible profile of BHHBTEGSB and BHHBCB ligands (~45 µM) (λex.max =335 nm).  

 

Experimental:  

From a stock solution of 1.5/2.1 mg of chelates BHHBCB/BHHBTEGSB in 100 µl DMF, 5.0 

µl were taken and added to 95 µl of DMF. From this solution, 5.0 µl were added to 95 µl of 

FEB and analysed on the NanoDrop 2000 UV (Thermo Scientific) spectrometer. Three 

replicates for each ligand were performed and the average reading was used for calculation of 

extinction coefficient of ligands at 335 nm. 

 

Ligand 
UV-visible Absorption 

(average of 3 replicates) 

M 

(mmol/mL) 

Ԑ335 M
-1

cm
-1

 

(average of 3 replicates) 

 

Cell length 

(cm) 

BHHBCB 0.139 ~ 4.50 x10
-05

 30876 0.1 

BHHBTEGSB 0.144 ~ 4.60 x10
-05

 31017 0.1 

Table S1: Extinction coefficient of ligands at 335 nm. 
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Titration of BHHBCB and BHHBTEGST with Eu
+3 

The capacity of both BHHBTEGSB 5 and BHHBCB 4 ligands for chelation of Eu
3+

 was 

determined by titration of ligands with Eu
3+

. The luminescence intensity for both chelates 

was increased by addition of Eu
+3 

ions until the molar ratio of Eu
3+

 to ligand reached 

equivalency as shown in Figure S11. The luminescence intensity of either chelate did not 

increase on further addition of Eu
3+ 

ions (up to 10 eq. of ligands), implying the chelates form 

a stable complex at 1:1 ratio with Eu
3+

 (BHHBTEGSB-Eu & BHHBCB-Eu). The formation 

of stable 1:1 complex of Eu
3+ 

ions to ligands is in accordance with previous studies on similar 

diketone chelates.2,3
 

Dilute solutions of BHHBTEGSB and BHHBCB (2.5 µM) were prepared in NaHCO3 buffer 

(100 mM; pH=8). Luminescence emission at 613 nm was monitored for each chelate as 

fractional equivalents of europium chloride solution were carefully added over a period of 3 

hours and twenty minutes. Luminescence emission was measured (Agilent Cary Eclipse 

Fluorescence Spectrophotometer) 20 min after each addition and titration curves were 

obtained by plotting the luminescence intensity against the Eu/BHHBCB and Eu/ 

BHHBTEGSB molar ratios respectively.  

 

Experimental:  

 

1.40 mg purified and lyophilized powder of BHHBTEGSB and ~1.04 mg of BHHBCB were 

accurately weighed (0.01 mg accuracy scale) and dissolved in 50 µL of DMF. 5 µL of 

dissolved ligands were diluted to 500 µL with NaHCO3 buffer (100 mM; pH=8) for each 

ligand respectively. From this solution 10 µL were added to 1 mL NaHCO3 buffer in a quartz 

cuvette containing europium chloride [from 0.1 up to 10 equivalent of ligand (2.5 µM)]. A 

stock solution of Eu
+3

 was prepared in a 10 mL volumetric flask by dissolving (0.916 mg, 

0.25 mM) europium chloride hexahydrate in 100 mM NaHCO3 buffer. Each experiment was 

incubated for 20 min at room temperature Luminescence intensity was measured using a 

Cary fluorescence spectrophotometer. 

Also the structure of chelation of europium III ion with both chelates are shown in figure 

S12. 

  

 
Figure S11: Binding isotherm of luminescence emission intensity (λem-max = 613 nm) of BHHBTEGSB-Eu & 

BHHBCB-Eu chelates (2.5 µM) at different molar ratio of Eu3+ to ligand (0.1-10 eq.). Emission was seen to 

peak around 1:1 equivalency of Eu
3+

 ion to ligand. Excited at 335 nm and luminescence emission recorded at 

613 nm. (//: After 1:1 ratio of Eu to ligand the units of x-axis was changed from 0.1 to 1.0). 
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Figure S12: The europium chelation structure of BHHBTEGSB-Eu and BHHBCB-Eu.  

 

Luminescence spectra of Eu chelates 

The luminescence spectral profiles of both chelates BHHBTEGSB-Eu and BHHBCB-Eu 

were also examined. As shown in Figure S13 both chelates (at 5.0 µM) present the identical 

luminescence emission spectra (excitation at 335 nm and maximum emission at 613 nm). 

This suggests that the TEG linker NHS group in BHHBTEGSB 5 has negligible interaction 

with the diketone-Eu
3+

 complex and its photophysical activity remains largely comparable to 

BHHBCB 4.  

 
Figure S13: Luminescence emission of BHHBCB-Eu and BHHBTEGSB-Eu (5.0 µM) in FEB solutions. 

Excited at 335 nm and maximum luminescence emission observed at 613 nm.  

 

Also the luminescence spectral profiles of BHHBTEGSB-Eu and our previously reported 

ligand BHHTEGST 1 were compared and it was confirmed that BHHBTEGSB 5 possesses 

higher luminescence emission intensity than BHHTEGST 1 (Figure S14). 

 

Figure S14: Luminescence emission of BHHBTEGSB-Eu and BHHTEGST-Eu (2.5 µM) in FEB solutions. 

Excited at 335 nm and maximum luminescence emission observed at 613 nm. 
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Conjugation of BHHBCB and BHHBTEGSB to BSA for stability testing: 

The stability of Eu
3+

 chelation by the diketone moiety present in both BHHBTEGSB 5 and 

BHHBCB 4 was also investigated. Each ligand was conjugated to bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) and the conjugated BSA was titrated with EDTA whilst monitoring luminescence 

emission intensity. Both BSA-BHHBTEGSB22-Eu (10
-6

M) and BSA-BHHBCB16-Eu (10
-6

M) 

displayed similar stability in the presence of EDTA (10
-7

 to 10
-1

 M). The europium chelation 

of both ligand was stable up to 1.0 × 10
−2

 M EDTA where EDTA is at a 10
4 

times molar 

excess of BSA-ligand-Eu. A slight reduction of luminescence was observed when the 

concentration of EDTA increased from 10
−3

 to 10
−2

 M. Further addition of EDTA resulted in 

loss of luminescence; indicating that 0.1 M EDTA competitively coordinates with the Eu
3+

 

and makes it unavailable to the ligands (figure S16). Both BHHBCB 4 and BHHBTEGSB 5 

displayed higher chelation stability compared to data previously reported  on BHHTEGST 1 

and BHHCT 3 chelates.3 The results of the EDTA titration are in accordance with a previous 

study.
1
 

Experimental:  

10mg/ml of Bovine Serum Albumin Fraction V (10735078001) were dissolved in NaHCO3 

buffer (100 mM; pH=8). 10 µL of this solution (100 µg) were added to 200 µL of NaHCO3 

buffer (100 mM; pH=8) followed by addition of 5 µL of ligand (10 mg/ml in DMF). The 

reaction mixture was incubated for 1 hr at 37 °C and conjugated BSA was purified on 

Sephadex G-25 (4.5 cm length, 0.9 cm ID) using 0.05 M Tris buffer pH=7.8 as eluent. The 

conjugated fractions were collected and analyzed by using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer 

(280 nm and 335 nm). [BSA molecular weight 66.5 kDa contains 59 lysine residues with 

extinction coefficient of 43,824 M
−1

cm
−1

 at 280 nm].
4
 

The ultraviolet absorbance spectrum of conjugated BSA was obtained using a NanoDrop 

2000 UV spectrometer as shown in Figure S15. The number of conjugated ligand per BSA 

was determined to be BSA-BHHBTEGSB22 and BSA-BHHBCB16.  

 
 
Figure S15:  UV-visible profile of BSA and BSA conjugated to BHHBTEGSB & BHHBCB ligands  
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Figure S16: Luminescence intensities of BSA-BHHBTEGST22-Eu and BSA-BHHBCB16-Eu chelates at 

different concentration of EDTA (10
-7

- 10
-1

 M).  

 

Luminescence of chelates in water, deuterium oxide and fluorescence enhancing buffer 

(FEB) solutions 

 

For each chelate (5.0 µM), luminescence intensity (excitation at 335 nm and maximum 

luminescence emission 613 nm) in water, D2O and fluorescence enhancing buffer (FEB) was 

measured with a gate delay of 100 µs on an Agilent Cary Eclipse Fluorescent 

Spectrophotometer. For each compound, luminescence intensity was lowest in water, slightly 

higher in D2O and significantly enhanced in FEB (3.6 fold for BHHBCB 4 and 3.4 fold for 

BHHBTEGSB 5 relative to water, SI, Figure S17-18).  

 

Experimental:  

1.40 mg of purified and lyophilized powder of BHHBTEGSB and 1.00 mg of BHHBCB were 

accurately weighed (0.01 mg accuracy scale) and dissolved in 500 µL of DMF. 10 µL of this 

solution were diluted in 500 µL of MQ water, deuterium oxide or FEB and 10 µL of each 

mixture were added to 1 mL (a) MQ water (b) deuterium oxide (c) FEB, each containing 

europium chloride 10 µM, in a quartz cuvette for each ligand respectively. The final ligand 

concentration in this mixture was 5.0 µM Luminescence intensity was measured using a Cary 

fluorescence spectrophotometer as shown in Figure S17 and S18, with excitation at 335 nm 

and maximum luminescence emission observed at 613 nm. 
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Figure S17:  Luminescence emission of BHHBTEGSB-Eu (5.0 µM) in water, deuterium oxide and FEB  

solutions.  

 

 
Figure S18:  Luminescence emission of BHHBCB-Eu (5.0 µM) in water, deuterium oxide and FEB  solutions.  

 

Lifetime of chelates and quantum yield: 

As described above 5.0 µM solution of chelates were prepared in a 1 mL quartz cuvette 

containing Fluorescence Enhancing Buffer (FEB) and europium chloride (10 µM). 

Luminescence intensity was measured using a Cary fluorescence spectrophotometer. The 

delay time was set from 100 µs to 1000 µs (10 readings, 100 µs increment) while the other 

parameters were kept constant including gate time (5.0 ms, excitation slit (5 nm) and 

emission slit (5 nm). Then the Ln of luminescent intensity (at 613 nm) for chelates was 

plotted against the delay time (µs) and the negative reciprocal of the slope is used to calculate 

the luminescence lifetime (τ) shown in Figure S19 and 20 and Table S2. (Excitation at 335 

nm and maximum luminescence emission observed at 613 nm). 
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Ligands Ԑ335 nm Life time µs 

(FEB) 

Luminescence 

Emission 

(FEB) 

QY Brightness 

dm
3
 mol

-1
 

cm
-1 

BHHBCB  30876 303 272.4 0.40
1
 12350 

BHHBTEGSB 31017 294 283.7 0.39 12097 

Table S2: molar extinction coefficient, Life time and quantum yield for BHHBCB and 

BHHBTEGSB.  

 

 

 
Figure S19:   Ln plot of intensity over the period 100 to 1000 µs for BHHBCB. Time-gated luminescence 

spectra were measured on a Agilent Cary Eclipse Fluorescent Spectrophotometer with the conditions of delay 

time 0.1 to 1.0 ms; gate time, 5.0 ms, excitation slit, 5 nm; and emission slit, 5 nm. Excitation at 335 nm and 

maximum luminescence emission at 613 nm. 
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Figure S20:   Ln plot of intensity over the period 100 to 1000 µs for BHHBTEGSB. Time-gated luminescence 

spectra were measured on a Agilent Cary Eclipse Fluorescent Spectrophotometer with the conditions of delay 

time 0.1 to 1.0 ms; gate time, 5.0 ms; excitation slit, 5 nm; and emission slit, 5 nm. Excitation at 335 nm and 

maximum luminescence emission at 613 nm. 

 

Quantum Yield Calculations:  
As noted in the text, whilst BHHBTEGSB is clearly a derivative of BHHBCB with the same 

parent molecule, we observe a small difference in molar extinction coefficient, similar 

intensity of emission and slightly shorter luminescence lifetime.  

Using these experimentally determined parameters, we used the method reported by Latva et 

al. to determine QY of BHHBTEGSB.
5
  

Where ε represents the molar extinction coefficient at the excitation wavelength, C is the  

(1) �� � ����
��	.���

����.�	
 

concentration and IT represents the integrated luminescent emission. The subscripts ref and x 

refer to the reference compound with known QY and the unknown compound respectively. 

The concentrations were the same for each compound enabling us to simplify the equation to: 

  

(2) �� � 0.4
�����������

�����������
 

Which gives us a figure of 0.39 for BHHBTEGSB quantum yield.  

 

Deslandes et al. report a method of evaluating actual efficiency of a luminescent label by 

taking into account the brightness as determined by the product of the extinction coefficient 

at the excitation wavelength and the luminescence quantum yield.
5
 Using this parameter, we 

arrive at a figure of 12350 dm
3
 mol

-1
 cm

-1
 for BHHBCB and 12097 for BHHBTEGSB 

(Figure S21). These values are substantially above the lower limit ~300 dm
3
 mol

-1
 cm

-1
 

reported for the brightness characterizing an efficient luminescent lanthanide complex.
6
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Figure S21: The area under the curve was calculated at 1 nm resolution over the interval 0-1000 µs using the 

exponential function IT = 272.4 e
-T/303

 for BHHBCB and IT = 281.7 e
-T/294

 for BHHBTEGSB. The integral for 

each was then used to calculate quantum yield; the integral for BHHBCB was 80,643 and 79,504 for 

BHHBTEGSB, (Excitation 335 mn, Emission 613 nm). 

 

 

Figure 22:  Luminescence profile of conjugated antibodies; [MIL38-BHHBTEGSBx-Eu, X= 7, 16, 27, 34 & 

40]. (1-2 µM), Excited at 335 nm and maximum luminescence emission observed at 613 nm. 
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Figure 23:  Correlation of number of ligands attached to antibody (MIL38-BHHBTEGSBx-Eu, Number of 

chelate X= 7, 16, 27, 34 & 40) (1-2 µM) to luminescence emission. Excited at 335 nm and maximum 

luminescence emission observed at 613 nm. 

Quantification of BHHBTEGSB ligands attached to antibody MIL38/ streptavidin & 

antibody Anti-Mouse IgG 

The number of BHHBTEGSB molecules per antibody was obtained by dividing the molar 

ratio of ligand to antibody. (See table 1, Figure S24)  

 

Figure S24: UV-visible spectra of  unlabelled MIL38 and the five levels of BHHBTEGSB conjugation with 

MIL38.  The band at 335 nm (from BHHBTEGSB component absorbance) intensifies with respect to the band 

at 280 nm (from protein component absorbance) as a result of the number of attached equivalents of 

BHHBTEGSB 5 is increased. 

 

The UV-visible absorbance spectrum of conjugated streptavidin was obtained using a 

NanoDrop 2000 UV (Thermo Scientific) spectrometer as shown in Figure S25. (See Table 1)  
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Figure S25. UV-visible absorbance spectrum of conjugated streptavidin with BHHBTEGSB  

 

The UV-visible absorbance spectrum of conjugated Anti-Mouse IgG was obtained using a 

NanoDrop 2000 UV (Thermo Scientific) spectrometer as shown in Figure S26. (See Table 1) 

 

Figure S26. UV-visible spectrum of Anti-mouse IgG only and the three levels of BHHBTEGSB conjugation 

with Anti-mouse IgG.  The band at 335 nm (from BHHBTEGSB component absorbance) intensifies with 

respect to the band at 280 nm (from protein component absorbance) as a result of the number of attached 

equivalents of BHHBTEGSB 5 is increased.  
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Gel electrophoresis analysis of MIL38-BHHBTEGSB  

When the gel was visualized after addition of europium chloride solution under the UV-

visible light (365 nm), the red europium luminescence emission was brighter from the heavy 

chain than the light chain indicating that the heavy chain which contains more lysine residues 

accommodated a higher number of ligands in comparison with the antibody light chain. 

Conjugated antibody MIL38 with europium ligand was reduced with DTT and run in SDS-

PAGE,as shown below (Figure S27); lanes:  A Novex standard; B and C same conjugated 

antibody MIL38-BHHTEGSB; D non-conjugated antibody. Left image, gel stained with 

Coomassie Brilliant Blue; Right image; same gel after addition of europium III chloride 

solution and visualized under UV-visible light (355 nm).  

 

Figure S27.  Gel electrophoresis analysis of conjugated antibody (MIL38-BHHBTEGSB), Left image: Gel 

stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Left image: EuCl3 solution was added and visualised under UV-visible 

light 365 nm [red images enhanced for better visualization] (A) Novex standard, (B & C) conjugated antibody, 

(D) unconjugated antibody.  
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Figure S28. Staining of prostate cancer cells DU145 [A, B, C & D], and bladder cancer cells C3 [E, F, G & H] 

with MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20-30, (A, E) Bright field; (B, F) Time gated luminescence (TGL); (C, G) DAPI 

nuclear staining; (D, H) Merge TGL & DAPI. Oil immersion 100X objective, TGL exposure times (1.0 Sec.) (B 

&F); Scale bar 10 µm.  

 

 

Figure S29. Staining of prostate cancer cells DU145 [A, B, C & D] and bladder cancer cells C3 [E, F, G, H] 

with MIL38-FITC conjugate. (A, E) Bright field, (B, F) FITC filter set, (C,G) DAPI nuclear staining (D, H) 

Merge of FITC and DAPI, Oil immersion 100X objective, FITC exposure time of 300 ms; Scale bar 10 µm. 

 

Figure S30. Staining of prostate cancer cells DU145 with Cetuximab-BHHBTEGSB (A) and Cetuximab-

BHHTEGST (C) Time gated luminescence (TGL); (B, D) DAPI nuclear staining; Representative images with 

quantified signal to noise ratio (SNR) of stained cells. The SNR of cells using BHHBTEGSB probe quantified 

to 17.2 whereas for BHHTEGST probe SNR was 10.2 [Cetuximab antibody is targeting epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR) that expressed by DU145 prostate cancer cells]
7
. 
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Figure S31. IgG (MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20-30) staining of prostate cancer cells (DU145), (A, D) Time gated 

luminescence (TGL), (B, E) Bright field, (C, F) Nuclear staining (DAPI). [A, B, C = prostate cancer cells 

(DU145)], [D, E & F negative cell line C3 (bladder cancer)], Oil immersion 100 x objective used, exposure time 

of 1 s; Scale bar 10 µm 

 

Figure S32. SA-BHHBTEGSB14-MIL38-Biotin staining of prostate cancer cells (DU145), (A, D, G) Time 

gated luminescence (TGL), (B, E, H) Bright field, (C, F, I) Nuclear staining (DAPI). [A, B, C = prostate cancer 

cells (DU145) using MIL38-Biotin], [D, E & F = negative control using MIL38], [G, H, I= negative cell line C3 

(bladder cancer) using MIL38-Biotin], Oil immersion 100 x objective used, exposure time of 1 s; Scale bar 10 

µm 
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Figure S33. 2˚Ab-BHHBTEGSB28 staining of prostate cancer cells (DU145), (A, D, G) Time gated 

luminescence (TGL), (B, E, H) Bright field, (C, F, I) Nuclear staining (DAPI). [A, B, C = prostate cancer cells 

(DU145) using MIL38], [D, E & F = negative control no MIL38], [G, H, I= negative cell line C3 (bladder 

cancer) using MIL38], Oil immersion 100 x objective used, exposure time of 1 s; Scale bar 10 µm 

 

 

Figure S34.  Quantification of signal to noise ratio in europium labelled prostate cancer cells (DU145) under 

time-gated microscopy using MIL38-BHHBTEGSB20-30. (A) Signal 209 [Maximum brightness in cell] (B) 

Background 6 [mean red channel] Signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculated to be 34.8. 
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Figure S35.  Quantification of signal to noise ratio in europium labelled prostate cancer cells (DU145) under 

time-gated microscopy using SA-BHHBTEGSB14-MIL38-Biotin. (A) Signal 160 [Maximum brightness in cell] 

(B) Background 9 [mean red channel] Signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculated to be 17.8. 

 

 

Figure S36.  Quantification of signal to noise ratio in europium labelled prostate cancer cells (DU145) under 

time-gated microscopy using 2˚Ab-BHHBTEGSB28. (A) Signal 167 [Maximum brightness in cell] (B) 

Background 9 [mean red channel] Signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculated to be 18.5. 
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